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tc.r::t,2 . .-1 cultctialist, ~vhicb sees cul::ure as~a product of 'a t-Jholc 

social order' "a specifiable culture, i:1 styles of art 2nd 

l:.i:1ds of intellectual \-JOrk, is see.n as the direct or in':lirect 

product of an order primarily constituted by other social 

') 

activities".<-

In defining cult,.:-~e, ''e propose to take elements frow 

both these traditions of thought: culture as a signifyinz 

system through which, along with other means, a social order is 
/; 

'· 
~ 

conveyed, reproduced, experienced and transformed. In ;this 
} 

definition, culture necessarily is a process through lJistory. 

Thus \vC emphasise Oil ·a whole social order and also view culture 

as constitutive, \Jithout reducing it to any one of these tl.JO 

aspects. 

The notion of culture we advance hinges ·,n the concept of 

production. He vie'-Y cultUral products and practices in terns 

of the relations between their material conditions of exist~nce 

and their work as representations v:hich produce meanings 

culture as socially and historically situated process of 

production of neanin,g. In other '.wrds, our concern is both 

with modes. of production and with modes O>f signification. Thus 

pose a tentative challen;;e both to non-l!arxist 

understandings of culture (and media), \;rhich miss hroadry: as 

we have argued, ·the dialectical relations between culture and 

the social-historical forces - i{l the process, failing to see 



cultur.:= its<=lf t:s social 

orthodox streaks \Jithin >1arxist approac.:1~s. If 

of 
~orks suffer from a kind ;reductionism ~y ~rlvi: 

cultural artefact itself, divord;2d frCJI:1 it::; cc: 

production and existence, and claimins that it 

provide the means of its : -,· analysis, certai:1 :-:ar·-:' 

\V'e have to admit, also are rna rked by a sense of r,, · 

though of a different kind. This can be locet .. 

tendency neither to engage with the major issues 

formations, class structuration and ideological co~r: 

nor to ta!te cognizance of th:! validity of c:it:Lcc::.. 

constituted ':vithin the instance being investi63l:<.:·L 

led "to 3nalyse cul~ural products,-- ultinately but ir'1~~~ 

illustratiocs of consequences arid effects of ;~et>~ 

located externally. It is reductionis:.; in the ser:~; _ 

specificity of cultural practices. 

and the media are, however, yet to take up s~ 

·questions of modes of production anc modes of si';n'. F • 

cultural practices, and, more specifically and Cr'Y · 

inter linkages bet· . ..reen t;-,ese t·;,,o real 'Tis. 

a historically and socially aware semiology is yet t 

full form. hre will have occasion to take up t 11i" 

some detail in our third chapter \vhich, in a ;:-a:/' 
\ 
I 

this question. 
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After a critical overvie>V of the non-Harxist approaches 

to the media in the first chapter, we proceed to examining the 

key-issues of ideology, autonomy and hegemony in Harxist 

/ 

understandings of culture and, specifically, the media in our 

second chapter. In our third chapter, we r~view the debates in 

sel!}_iology and their relevance and potentials in analysing the 

media. We fold up the discussion by focussing on the crucial 

question of cultural imperialism in the fourth chapter. 



NOTES 6 
l. Williams, Raymond: Keywords (Fontana, 1981), pp.77-8. 

2. Williams, Raymond: Marx: 100 years (ed): McLellan, David 

(Fontana, 1983), p.13 
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CHAPTER-I 

t-lON-:U\.RXlST f\PPRQ_L\CH.2S TO HEDIA: A CREICAL OVEI'.VIE':J 
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"Practlctilly all ti_1e sciences :1ave sprun~; initially fro;J 

p1-.ilcsophy. Th(! introduction of laborat:Jry t.Jethods enabled the 

nJtural scie~ces tc mJke a rather cooplete seperation, and the 

medical sci(~nces rr,;Lie the sar:::e Liter. The social sciences are 

still in the proc-2ss of establishing their i_ndepende::1ce ••••• ';Je 

ha-v""e thus virtually to brca:( an acadec1ic patter:1. :1e have to 

(Ednund Day began his tenure as the Director of Social 

Sciences for the \lockefeller ?oundation in 1929 \!it!1 

these ,;ords).-

* 
"Jne of my favourite fantas:tes is a dialogue between 

Hills and Laz:Hsfel::l in \vhich the for.aer re;lds to t>e latter 

the first sentence of The Sociological i.mC!2;ination: ":;:l"-' a days 

men often feel that their private lives are a series O F 
' 

traps'·. Lazarsfeld im.':1ed.iately replies: "HoH many met:!, which 

men, hol.:ol long have t11ey felt this ~..;ayt t·Jhich aspects of their 

private_ lives bother them, Hhen do they feel free rather· than 

trapped, \·Jhat ki:-tds of traps do they, experience, etc. etc. 

etc." If Mills succumbed, the t~o of then vould have to apply 

to the National I:1stitute of Mental Health for a million-dollar 

grant to check out and elaborate that first senter.ce. They 

\vould need a staff of hundreds, and \vhen finished th~y ~:ould 

have uritten Anericans Vie\v Their ::ental :1ealth rather---than The 

Sociological Ir.a::;ination, provi<led that they finished at all, 

and provided that either of them cared enough at the end to 

bot~.er 1.1riting .:mything". 

Maurice Stien ( a former graduate student of' Columbia University:}: 

REID:CTIONS CN COff:NL'NITY PO~'ER( New York, 1964) ,pp215-16 6 • -



~ledia sociology is distinctly 
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post-l·.'orld \!ar T 
.L 

phenof:lenon and u:1til the l;.Os, i.t ·~.vo.s nurtured pri!aat-il~l in its 

ho:neland, i.e. i\:~erica.· Fror~-: there t·/ben it :eached ~urore, the 

dominant assumptions of the field \,!ere gradually but surely 

challenged by tra.-::itions of t:i:10ught like ?iar:ds;;J.,, structuralj_sR 

and phenomEnology J_n the t 11i rd 11orlcl .it >;;as taken up seriously 

even later - fro.:i !hid-50s on;;ar3 s, ~>'hen ui th the achievemei)t of 
'. 

political freedom' these countries started looking for sui~able 

develop:aent policy and corresponding media strategy. Even 

then, almost all the ·non-marxist Dedia nodels of today have 

their origins and subsequent theoretical. development in t~e 

U.S., Hhere they enjoy a near-complete r:10nopoly over this brand 

of social science. Hence, in thi.s chapter ve restrict 

ourselves to the ~ocinant nea~a sociolo~~ of America. We would 

try to point out, '.vhile gl ving a synoptic account : of the 

arguments, the intellectual inheritance, latest assu~ptions 

and, of course, limitation3 oE each of these models. 

It is, hot.n:ver, important to 
,. 
Keep in mind that though 

media sociology is primarily an American product the ini ti::il 

concerns expressed (specifically in the 'hypodermic' model) 

closely parallel the argucents centring culture i~ Europe 

during the turn of the century and even later. Nietzscne,for . ' '· . ---

\example, sees the threat to 'high' culture (philosophy, art, 

literature. and science) ste:rr::~ing directly from the ·insatiable 

dem~nds and ideology of ·•strong and soundly consolilated 
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·specilization- a natur2l instinct'. This view anticip~tes the 

T.S. Eliot and -:;' D 
I. • !,.\. 

T • 
~eavls. For these conservativ2 literary 

critics, t~te threat to modern culture co:-~~es fror:1 1
)e.: lo'V, the 

1
:0.A.SS man' 1-:ho must :)e taught and inspired to acce;;t his 

'natuo.l' place in society, failing \lhich t r2dition.:1l culture 

is sure to be sui1merged in 'barbarism'. 

But ifNlet;schEh:J.s identified 'social is:;;' as t!:c root of 

all ·evil, for T.S. Eliot it is the advent of t-he r.w.chinc. 

Eliot "defines modern capitalism in terms of '~nrcgulate~ 

industrialism' uhich progressively weakens all moral ho~~s of a 

traditional co:'lnon cul:ture: "The c:orking cJass has lost its 

trad i.tional culture and \vith it its clas::;' vitality: the cinena 

especially 'Hs made the uorking class listless ~•hile the mass 

production of gramophone~. and cars has sinply reduced its 

interest in 
1 • f .. 1. 
... "1 e • For him, "faoilies are t!1e n.ost 

ir:lportant channel of transmission of culture", due to rapid 

industrialization, this rew.ains r.o mor? the prerogat:i_,ie of 

families but of the State via mass media, which is sur2ly going 

to bring about the collapse of orga:lic and aut1.1entic culture·. 

-:;' 1 • • or ....,zavls, the present phase of' history is 'ahnornal' 

because tb:,re is no longer a 'genuine common culture' ':Ji th its 

moral assumptions shared by all se~tion~. His sharp attacks on 

·contcnporary capitalism are based on his nostalgia for <tn idyUj_c 
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past. :1e i::entif1e:l culture 1t1ith a passive J.Cceptance of :Jr: 

tmc~D~i;ing social order and, implicitly, tht> hierarchi ,'-- '.)E 

technological and scientific ~r~sis of c,JJ.ture seem only naturaL 

:\lJ these critics of. modern culture Bisun{1(~rstooc: t1-:2 

of 1 i:;cration embeJ:d.edl't! the mechanical re-;>roduction )~-- ;Jt::. 

the citadel of the '•.:i:-;e 1 :10d 'learned', they only c;-:poser' 

_their elitist bias. Also, in their attac1: of- teclc::•.:lo;y, 

industry and co>1curr~::1t changes in social order, they were 

viel7ing the telescope fro:n- the·-. '<Jrong end. But. ••l--..at. is st-,_·j:dng 

is that these critics have .::1 renar~ta~le sir:lilar.::ty i~1 the: 

causes - of their pessH1I.SB: and targets of att'~ck 1-:i th o. 

particular vat'iety of :·:arxist culture- critics - 1i.kc: ;certain 

member of the Frankfurt lnst'it\.1te, particularly 'T .I'.'. t1dO/.,!o, .J. 

Hai:Jermas a:1d ~lax Hork!1eimer. He ,..-ill discuss this point in 

detail in our second ch~pter. Let us point out here tha~ ~he 

initial media sociologists - the 'hypo-~ermic '·' thcori:stc.s -- Fihare. 

their understandings, of cultun~, an:i the• all-::hipoTt:<'-lt'lt~' ro1e of 

the n!ass nedia, though not necessarily from a pessimistic point 

of·· view, l.vith t·hese com;e.rv3ttve literary critics. 

\ 
'vJe.<Jc·.to.ally: come to·.th;; ':-t);potlen:lic' 'thaor;,r,, let us· p!.-c:Zi.le the 

A;-;;_etican; vis-a-vis E:.iropean, media" research scene as :it exists 

to cay. 
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The years follo,.:ing the h'orld :-Jar II sa\·J a hec!d-on 

incursion of .Anerican Social Science into Europe. Th:!.s o:1e-·•:ay 

Atlantic crossing \la.s not, to be sure, due to any necessary 

superiority of Anerican Social Science, rather, it was a 

reflection of the internaticn:1l econor:1ic order that ll.:lS 

graC.u.J.lly shaping up, effecting Europe adversely· on its~ ~Jake. 

Also, it \>l.1S a comnent en the caltural situatioL'l of the 

war-torn continent. Traditions, universities and ,sdwlarships 

were in utter disar:r aj ,a situation American 

communications-scholar, Janes W. Caiey, rig~tly calls a 

modern Diaspora' that· r:1ade researchers to ~.;ark in· 'unfs:r.rf.liar 

and often unreceptive . '2 settlngs By the phrase 

Social Science 1 one ,of course, indicates the dooinant ::rend of 

an othenrise vast area, a trend that can be l;a2ell~c~ as 

behaviourist, positivist, ecpiricist and, at times, pragsatist: 

behavicUralpsychology and functional sociology, that is. 

In more recent years, hat·Iever, European scholarship has 

reasserted itself through the resur::;ence of traditions lik.:. 

Harxism and phenomenolo:;y, along with net-T methods of 

understaniing reality such as structuralism, ref1ecting a 

distinctively European mind. The c!ominant traditions of 
\ 

American Social Science have remained· blissfully somnolent of 

this European resurgence - thanks to nature and demands of the 

various funding agencies and the·general intellectual mllieu. 
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This ge::1era l pat ter:1 in the :;ocial sciences is rut~1J.cssly 

true for t~1e situation in commmications research. 

corr:r::unications rese;:,.rch had its heydays :i.n the 50s, a~:YJ >Jht:n 

co~municatio~s science picked up in Europe, it ha~ the Ane=ican 

intellectual import as its !nain i:1spiration. ~lo:1ever, for a 

little !nore than a decade, Eu::opean ccmntt!r:ications re:;earch 

('cultural science/studies', as it is· called) has ma~~ an 

about-face to the American preoccupati::ms a:d tur<l·?.! to 

tr~~iitions of · Eu:r.:opean scho1~arship 
~' .. :·. '· 

I 

phenon"'nology and structuralisc., along with the n::tti ve 

traditions of literary criticism. 

The difference in en>phasis and perspective is in .fact 

hidden in the very terms used to denote the same ,qrea of study· 

on tun sides of the AtLin:::ic. What is called cultural 

science' in Europe (and 'cultural studies' in 3ri tain) is kno:m 

as 'r.1ass cor.u:ll1nications science' in Arr:erica. Raymond Hi llia:ns 

has taken obje~tio,1 to the use of 'this An2rican terr:J., 

commentin;: "the study of cor:J.::mnications h'as deeply and alr:::ost 

disastrously deformed by being confidently named t}:e study of 

'raass • • I 3 co:::c.11un-1ca t 1 o ns. H~ gives three reasons for t;,is. 

First, it liwi ts studi.es to a feH specialised. areas such as 

broadcasting, filn and 'popular· literatt!re', 1.-ihere there is 

"the •·1hole common area of discourse i,n speech and writing that 
................ 

needs to be considered". Second, because the audience is 

· ah;ays conceived as a 'nass', the only kind of question. \-TOrth 

asking \h'lS he<.-', .J.nd Hhen, cou!:<unications corrupt/influence 

people. 
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FrarJir .. g the prob~e::1ati.c in such a r:12nner dra7,\7S fun,.i~ but imposes 

an inherent bias on the kind of research done. Third, the ter~ 

limits and isolates study by excluding .1.ttenti.on to 'fo:::-ws' 

conventions, and practices' of speech anJ ..,riting as \vell as 

the ::1edia an~l, tht:s, distorts understan~ing. 

highlighting on conventions,. forcs and practices reflects a 

C.istinctively European emphasis on praxis. The influence of 

literary criticism is also apparent. 

_.. -~·· - . ~.~ -Stuart Hall, 
t .•f. ~-4 . anot~er well-known 

. ' ". ~.... :. ,., . -:; 
scholar of cultural 

·' '!!'-.-; ..... 

studies of England, objects to the Hord · 'cor:n:mnication' is .q 

SOJ'le'-'lhat sir:tilar ;nanner. Ti1e study of 'cor:n:mnications 1 is, ~-:e 

observes, isblated from the expressive and ritual forG.s of 

everyday life conversatio~, religion, sport, etc. -on one 

hand, and from the study of literature and art, on the other. 

The realm of study called 'com~un{cations' which directs us to 

one isolated seznent/aspect of existence is replaci:tg the realm 

of study of 'culture' •1hich is originally linkec \-lith A. sense 

of anthropology, directing us tot.Jards the understanding of_ an 

entire way of 
1
life • 

... European and At:~erica:1 scholarship is this are<1 is basei 

on two different metaphors of comraunication. American studies 

is grounded in a viev; of cocnmunications as a process of 

trans6itting messages at a distance for the purpose of 

control/chan::;e. A UNESCO project on cor.ununication defines it 

in the follm.ring •.vay: "Communication :i.s the process whereby 
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somebody s2:1ds a wessage to sonebody else :.1nd ~ets sG:-?te~\.in:! of 
, .. (.~ 

response . Hence, the archetypal case of coomunj_c:~tions is 

persua son, attitude change, behaviour modification, 

socialization throu[;h the transmission of L:rfornat ion, 

influence, or conditioning. 

By contrast, the dominant vieH of co;::;nunicati.on in E'Jrope 

is that of a process through ,,;[dch a s::a:-ec culture is created, 

.... ! 

modified aad transforoed. For those -who approach the probler:1 
J 

fron anthropology, the archetypal case of communic~tion is 

ritual and mytholo;sy. 

art and literature. 

For those fro!!'. literary criticis:n, it is 
/' 

This is not to. minicize the growing 

interest in t}le history. of coc:nu::1ications institutions, A:1d 

more recently, in the history of 'popular movements' of the 

subordinate classes and the role of com: '·,ications in ft. But 

the main focus of the proble:Htic has ah,;ays been the · sa:::.e: 

what is the relatioinship het~een culture and society, or ~ore 

generally, between expressive forms and social- order? Tom 

3ur,lils puts it succinctly >lhen he observes that the tasi~ of art 

is to ;:;akc sense out of life; the task of social science is to 

mab~ sense out of the senses \ve make out of life. 3y such 

reasoning the social ·scientist .has to figure out \J!1at-. his 

material-cultural for~s like religion, the media, everyday 

speech -. r:!eans, v1hat interpretations it presents to life, ho\.~: 

it relates to the senses of life historically foun_~ __ ..<?.I]lOng 

people of a particular cultural setting, and if he is of a 

i·larxist orientation, t:J'hat it means in terT'ls of ideolo_:sy and 

domination. 
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Coq:nunication studies the USA exhibit a 

/ 

different intention. In fact, for a conventionill st:JdeGt of 

co:no.unications of P~r::erican t!:1e relationship ~e.t~ .. Jeen e:-:prc~;~:;i.ve 

fon-;:s and soc,i.ety is no proble!J: at all- it is an exercis"' in 

r2:lundancy . . 1'l1e pro~lera areas i:l cor:ununications ;n·e the 

conditions 'in Hhich persuasion tskes place. So stuc'ies are 

aiBed at focussing on the sociological and. psycho.!.cgical 

conditions under \vhich attitudes are forDed, clw.n,;ej or 

reinforced, ~ehaviour is stahilized or redirected. 

cultural for~ns art, ritual etc.- enter the analysis only 

through the backdoor, so to speak (in so far they contribute to 

certain sociological conditions or constitute ce ::-tain 

psychological forces). The relation of these forms to social 

order, the historical transformation of these · foms, questions 

of ncanings and significance and the interrelati,)n:3 ::e t\leen 

thel:l and the questions of subjectivity are never explored 

The domain, rathei, has been do~inated by attempts 

to create a behavioural science and to elucidate ~aws or 

functions of behaviour. These atter:!pts inclu::le most of the 

'vork on attitude change and dissonance theory, influence and 

diffusion theory, and uses and gratifications a::J.alysis. It. 

includes, obviously, the terrain of audience response/effects. 

The method that comes hand~J" is functionalism, throu~h H:-tich 

every element/stage of communications is tried to be explaine:1 

less as caused by structural for;ces and nore as s;:;tLstying 

certain needs or functions of the personality or society. 
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c, 

Gecrtz call this vie'' 'stcain theory'- because it sta;~ts 

(and enc!s?) assu:Jption of c::ronLc 

maladjustnent/malinte~ratiort of t~e personality and society • 

. Such a pre~ise is also an apt col'\Plent on t~1e state of the art. 

The ~Iypoders.ic :.:oJe l: 

In the 'bypodcrr:-:ic' rnodel, society. is ~ass ~;ociety, anc! 

nass con3unications 'inject' ideas, attitudes, and dispositions 

totJards behaviour in passive, atonized, extre::1ely vulner~ble 

individuals. So, it is both a t~1eory of society and a thea:::")' 

of the wor~~ings of mass media ~vithin it. :zatz and
1 

Lazarsfeld, 

who are also sharp critics of this nodel, describe it in the 

following ten1s: 

" •••••••• the· nedia of COT:Jmunication uere looked upon as a 

new kinrl of unifying force - a simple kind of nervous system 

reaching out to every eye and ear in a society characterised by 

an anorphous social organisation and a pauCity of inter;x;rsonal 

relations. 

.. p 1. .......... art y, the '::wdel' developed from an im2.:;e of 

the potency o'f mass nedia 1-1hich \vas 1.n popGlar mind. At the 

same time, it also found support in the thought of certain 

schools of social and psycholoeical theory. Thus, clDssical 

sociology of the late 19th century [uropean schools which 

emphasised the breakdot;;n of interpersonal relations in urban. 

industrial society and the emergence of ne;..r forms of renote, 
,. 

impersonal social control,were reemployed."
0 
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In· the 20s, the i popular mi:nd' \vhich lZatz .::nd Lazarsfelrl 
~ 

refer to, was recoiling from unprecedented boom of nation-state 

propaganda during the first world war, and the first wide-scale 

use of rn~io. The "schools of social and psychological theory" 

of ';vhich they speak are those governed by relatively simple 

stimulus-response(SR) 
. 7 

psyc.hology. Total '\var ·required total 

commitment fran a society Hhich uas gradually losing its 

Gew.einscheft charact'~r and shaping up :nore .like -· a; mass 

society lac:<.ing ~ffective bonds. 
8 

To solve the 

entire natio::1 '\vas gradually engulfed by· systematic, carefully 
I 

./ 

designed propaganda. The 'hypodernic' theory ~ases iself on 

the nature and experience of such propaganda_. Ir. a nass 

society, . it '\.Jas argued, care full:' designed stinuli .. through the 

mass media would • be perceived in the same general o.anner by 

every individual member and provoked to. roug'!:lly · uniforn 

response. The role of the mass media in mass soc:i~ty · was 

thought to be all pervassive and extra-or,Jinary, as it comes 

out in the followifig passage of Lasswell, one of the proponents 

of ihis line of thought. 

" •••••• propaganda is one of the · nost por....rerful 

instruraentalities- in the modern \vorld ••••••• S!!1all prinitive 

tribes can weld their heterogeneous members into a f'l.ghting 

whole by the beat of the tom.:..tom and the tempeste:-ous rbyth:n of 

\ 
the dance. It is in orgies of physical ex+urberance 

that •••••• nen and vJOmen are caught in the suction of tribal 

.purpose". 
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"In the Great Society .......... a and 

instrut':'tent must ~veld tozetner thousands and even mlll-lon of 

hunan 'oeings iuto :1:-aulgateJ G1:J.Ss ••••••••• This ne\J :1a:nmer ~'1n~~ 

anvil of society solidarity is propaganc!a. "
9 

Later, Lasswell tried to take into account the contextual 

variables inter-veni:1;_; betueen S&P, by social categorLes ;1nd 

"indivi.(!ual differences" theori·es. ~~wever~ th~ scheme for 

whom ~:;ith ,,;1at ef feet - does not .reflec.t r.:uch of this co:1cerc1. 
-·:·.";'-

This schene is a refine~~nt cf Aristotles earlier definitlon of 

the speech and the list er~r .,-'\ristotie declare:] its a Lr.-, to be 

"the search for all possibl·= ~e;;tns of rersua.'sj)n" •. LasStlell 

added t\..ro more elel:le:lts to the Aristotlean f.ra~e\vork. of th2 

who, \-lhat, and to ~·Jhom of coTimunic·ation and this sophisticated 

the scher.1e l:>y stipulatin:; 'how' an::l 'to 'dhat for' in a 

schematit manner. 

It is interesting to go into the unspoken 

assumptions on ~vhich the hypodenr,ic theory stands, because it 

is through their syste:>:atic replace1:1ent (or, modifications) 

.that more sophisticated approaches to oass comc.1Unicati.ons are 

developed. T:1ere t.olere very definite as~umptions, thou:.:;h nGt 

always explicitly formulated, about ~•hat Has going in bet'.-!een S 

& R. These were drawn from fairly elaborate understandings of 

human nat:.tre i.nst:.nct. 
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1.·1orlcl \·Jar-I ',vas n period ui1en instinct psycholp:;y ""as i.:-t 

its full glory. It was <'iSSuned a given individual's behaviour 

\..f.::lS controlled by inherited llio lo.:; ica.l ' . 
~necnan1S11S 

intervened bet1.;een sti;:mlus anJ response. Consequently, basic 

hui'lan nature l.Jas thought to be roughly similar, especially in 

terms· of motivations and eneq~~es to n~spond to given stir.:ul i 

in .given ~·Jays. Even those tileorists . r-:ho enphas iseci on the 
,~: 

non-rational or emotional nature of such mechanisms, coricede3 

(libido) uhich each person received at bi. rth in fairly u>1ifor:n 

manners/degrees. These assumptions <I bout ~c.turc, 

along>vith the general acceptance of the argUl:'ent that the 

social order \las er..1erging into a mass society due to 

industrializatioil., made hypoderomic mode, seem entirely valiJ. 

Helvin L. Defleur, in his book Theories of :·1ass Co::lr.!.micatio:"'.s, 

puts the case as following: 

......... it was staterJ that stimuli \vere 

unifornly broiught to the attention of, the individual menbers 

of the wass. These stimuli tapped inner urges, enot~ons, or 

other processes over >-ihich t:1e individual has very little 

voluntary control. Because of the inherited nature of these 

mechanisms, each person responded more or less unifor;::tly. 

Furthemore, there ~vere few strong socia.l: . ties and inforn.ql 

social control. The result \vas that the members of the-mass 

society could be s:;ayed and influenced by those in possess i.o;1 

C ~ 1 1 h I f • 1 " 10 OL tne nedia, e~pecia~ y wit~ tne use o emotiona appeals • 
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It only in a;1d 

beco::::ing :norc c.nd r:1ore er::pirical in approac11, thi1t th~ 

hypoderoic the0ry proved increasingly uns:1tisfacto:-y in 

explaining reality. Along with this, the image of hoso sapiens 

represe:1ted by the >vri tings of ;Jill ian :lci)ougal a:1a his 

associates, >Jas called iGto question. The need was felt to 

modify the tasic assa:nptions of mass con:l:lunic3tion tl:eory 1:Jy 

·introducing variables between S & R. 

-., · · .· Nixon(l959.) added to · the scheme · of LassHell . by 

identifying certain other elements of the pro~ess t~e 

cor:munication of the communicators and the .conditions un·:.er 

\vhich the :oessage is received. The engineering model seveloper! 

by Shanndn and ~eaver (1966) was ·a step forward. It conceives 

of comr:mnication system encompassin~ five distjnct aspects (a) 
. . 

an inforoation source producing a chain of messages to he 

communicated to the receiver, (b) a transmitter operating on 

the message to produce a signal suitable for tran~rnission, (c) 

the channel, (d) the receiver, reconstructing the messa1_3e from 

. the signal (e) the destination, ie, .. the person/group for <;;hom 

the :oessage is intended. 

Schrarr:hl(l962) Has able to adapt this model to extend 

electro-mechanical communication to _human comrmn1cation 

\ 
stressing that the messa;5es refer to "encoding and cecoding 

functions of the mind". Defining,co:or.iunication as "the sharing 

of inform<1tion, i.r.!eas or attitudes" he places singular e:;,phas5.s 

. on "encoder" ar.d "decoder" cor.:;ponents of the schei"le. 
\t 



2.1 ?? -· 
"Substitute • 1 ,. 

o.Lcropuonc ~:r l teS 

phone for decoder anJ you are talking atout electronic 

co-rm:1unicat ion. 

one person, decoder and destination ~re another, and th2 signal 

is language and you are 

It is interesting to study how the hypodernic rcc•:iel-the 

revi.se;l versioa of Schrar~m(1964), Lerner (19G8) and Py;:. (ed, 

1963 )-becor::e a cornerstone, the O F 
'· the 

t1me asong nass wGdia ~eople. It T-~-u.,; rc~adily accept2c! as t11e 

,. . 

col:lmunication wodel -::~f dev·::!l:Ji_::n.-;c:tt fe;r Third ~·Torld 

All these three theorists clair: th,:;t the media ·1o t'ave zre;lt 

potentials for teaching people to behave and 

dif f ere,1t ly. The k.ey to national development lias seer: as a 

rapid increase in econonic productivity •. The role of the nedia 

\vas to mobilize· hum2n resources by substituting ne:. non:~s, 

attitudes and behaviours for ones in order to stinulate 

increased productivity. One of the psychological states of 

ninrJ. that l·Tas given p"lrticular attention tvas e;;;?athy (Lerner, 

1Y5~). Empathetic persons. were those having great capacity to 

relate to new aspects of a changing environment. Closely 

related to this is mobility, meaning a high capacity for 

change, future-oriented rational. Lerner argues that this is 

the personal_styles that ctoninate~ in xodern.societies. 

\ Hobili·ty could be experienced directly but also 

indirectly via the r.1.edia. The mass media should act as 



illustrated thus: 

:?alit ical 

}!ass :redia Exposure 

(Figure 1: Lerner's Con::-;;u:1ication >;o . .Jel for Develo[l:~ent) .. , 

Increased literacy is assuned to l0'll to i:1c1.·c:aEe·~ ne-:":ia 

exposure ;-;hich s;wuld stLnulate 'p3rt:icipatio!1' (\vhich in ~er:1s 

of this i:Jodel ca:1 only ~:nply m.onetat-y incone pet capita and 

votin;s). u· ... ]. s ;;;odel also posits reciprocal reL.J.tionsr<ip 

between literacy and nass media. exposure. Later, ~icChelland 

added anot!1er factor, ,.,hith he calls 'Peed· _or achieve;r:ent'. 

Degree of achievement orientation is seen as culturally 

deten1ined, being passed on through child-reario;; practices ;2nd 

behavioural nor:ns ~li thin th.e far.:lily. 

The conclusion <.vas, thus, that the task of the r::2Ha 

should be to alter people's psychological or mental set. 

People should think in other ways than before. Though 

hypodermic model no,., has been 'dethroned' in Awerican acacenic 

circles, this particular '.lie~v of developc;cnt still manages to 

influence polici2s in certain areas. A fairly recent exas(}le 

is Inkeles and S::~it!1(1974), ~;ho vie"I.JS modernization primarily 

as a question of individual change. 

The first explicit cL:1llenge to the traditional nodel of 

communication c.:1me fro.-:t 'B2rlo vho argued aoainst ,., . uhat he 

called 'bucket theory of communication' which 



r.l .{ -. 
ctaractcr.:.ise!i co::::aunic.ation .ss a ?::-Je~ss. ·_,f ta~:.ing ide.:1~; i'rG~~ 

the source lnto a 'bucket' such as a ~ilm, book, tv proc~a~~cs, 

etc anJ depositi11g the coctent into the recei": .. "ers heed .. 

as against this, ar;ued that ::!tean.iags are not containe~ 1n t:~"it.~ 

symbols used but are r • Lounc in people 

these symbols. Corresponc:in61Y, co:::trr;unicaticn is vie~-leJ l(~ss 

media vehicle and more as th2 sele::tion a7ld trans-oission nf 

sy;:-;'.Jols \::lich Jnve a proJability of elici::lin; the i<1t~n.::'cJ 

meaning from the receiver. 

Later, even Schra;;:n ad8i t ted the importance oi: the 

interactive aspects of comr.mnication "the essential eler:-.ent 

is not something passing fro;;: sender to receiver li\e fi 

base-ball from pitcher to catcher •••••••• but rather 

relationship". The critiques of the hypoder:.1ic r.wriel· th1t are 

increasingly being.aired can be listed as follows: 

(i) It is unilateral, pbstulatinz 'active source' 

{ii) 

and 'pas::;i. ve receiver' • But in actuality, the 

receiver is aLvays active, int-:;rpr.etnting the 

Q.essage in terms of meanings already existing in 

hi:n/her. 

It is based on a static notion of com2~nicatio~ 

in which the pree::::i:1ent position belon0s to the 

source. The point is that communicatio:1 is the 

process vhere all the elements interact 

dynaoically:"a phenomenon of multiple exchange 

of experience and not a unilater3l exercise of 
individual inf·luence n. 12 
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( iib) 

interaction, common ~eaning and co~0on a~arencss.· 

It ~.Jas thi:;'hypoU.er:~ic! ~odcl ~::1i.ch !-~atz· 2.nd Laz:2rsfeid 

proposed to dislodge by dra~ing attention to the social wilicU 

\vhich au:liences received nessages. t\s a 

corrective to 'hypodermi~' notions, as an 

insistence on the complexity .of the oediation processes, 

I personal influence i paradig;n o,f Katz ans LlZ2rsfeld p~oyided 

the 1nuch needt:d ·bren1~through . 
... 

The Personal I~flu2nce ~oiel: 

If 'hypo...!erwic' · ::wde.l i.s a response to anl es'timatioc1 of 

the propaganda during first ~wrld t~ar years, the 'p2rsonal 

influence' model of K3tz and Lazarsfeld is a post-second world 

var phenomenon, clearly turning a'-:ay from the study of 

propagar!da. It is also called 'the flo"'.l of 

coomunications':nodel and is based on the arguGent tl:at media 

messages reach people not so ouch directly as through the 

selective, partisan, complicatin; interpolation of 

leaders'. In the sut-title of Personal 'Influence, their famous 

and influential study o~ the diffusion of opinion in lJecatur, 

Illinois in the .-nL:l-40s, ;(atz and Lazarsfeld \;ere concerned 

~vitb "the part played by people in the flow of r.,.:1ss 

cor:;:1Unications". They looked for specific, r;;easureable, 

short-tern, individ<.:al, attitudinal and behavioural 'effe•::ts' 

of media content, anj co:-icluded that the media are not ·~i"f-that 

important in the formation of public opinion. l!ithin .Acerican 

Sociol08Y of :rrass conr.lunic:at.ion of today, it is the single-most 

theory. faniel. Bell,w~th his characteristic sweep, calls 

Personal Inf'lv~nce "the standard work". 
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L,et us focus on a peculiar pnradox thc:.t i·t:.:s ta~c'2n pLcc-7 

in American Sociology of oass co::t:Jrunicatio:1 of late. Since t ;~t:~ 

secorld ~JOrld ·.,;ar as mas3 l7H2dia in the United States ::ave 

become more concentrated in oH·;1ership, r:10re central.ise.i in 

operatiolls, nore penetratinz reach and . -
~.d. 

presence, sociological study of the oedia has ~eccDe core 

concerned •.vith the t;1e;r,2 of the relative powerlessness of ;;;ass 

COt:lTJUnicatiOllS. Such a strange. conjunction of events is· not 

without. its logic •. ·· Because .of intellectual, ideological and· 

institutional commitments, sociolo.:.:;:i.sts have not put the 

critical questions; that behind idea of relative 

unimportance of ;nass media lies a ske\;ed, faulty co::1c;::pt e;f 

'importance' (similar ' <:I. I • t • .l b to t<li.lt .o ... po~rer maln alneu y political 

sociologists of plunli.st persuation), thereby up 

justifyin3 the existing system c ,.1. o ... mass me~la o·;mership, control 

and purpose. 

Todd Gitli:1, in his recent book The L'hole r·!orld Is 

h'atching: l:ass ~1ejia And The ;\le\v Left makes this point qllite 

persuasively tvhen he ar~ues that the dominant wedia sociology 

of America "has drained -~ttention frora the pmver of the ;,;edia. 

to define nor~nal and abnomal social and political activity, to 

say 1.Jhat is politically real. and legitimate and \lhat is not; to 

justify the two-party political structure; to establish certain 

political agendas for social attention and to contain, channel, 

and exclude others; and· to shape the iw.a:;cs of opposition 

moveoents •••••••••• By studying only the 'effects' that could 



be 'measured' experi;:-,;;:r.tally or in surveys, it has p•.It the 
., "~ 

set1wdological cart ahead of the theoretical horse".~-' ':e 

aiJ: it has procured a horse that could pull its pscul-Lar 

cart. 3y sLirting questions about o;vnership and pro'.~ucti0'1., 

about culture of politics and politics of culture, about 

ideolo~y and hegemony i:-t ele>:1ents of everyday life, mass il(?:na 

studies have deflected attention from larger ~ocial ~eani~gs of 

con:nu:Jications. 

As in all sociology, th'e questions ask~d lan~:rthe focus of 

atteation define the results even before they are recor:ie~:. In 

the tradition charted out by Lazarsfeld and his associates, 

researchers pay most attention to those 'variabl€ s' that 

intervene between- message-producers and nessage-receivers, 

especially to the, 'varit:ltle' of interpersonal relations. ~, 

!.!1CY 

conceptualize the audience as a 'tissce of inte~relate~ 

individuals' r::ither than an isolated point-targets in a mass 

society-and it is here, inspite of all apiJarent anta;onis>.1s, 

that 'Personal Influence i•!odel' shares its beliefs 1..-rith the 

'Hypodermic !Iodel' uhich it replaced. Lazarsfeld sees mass 

media clearly as only one of several 'variables' that influence 

1 attitudes' or voting choices, an:l they are in the meD.s'Jreab],e 

'effects' of the media especially in comparison wit~ other 

\'variables' like 'persoaal contact.' 

changes over time in respondents 1 

They measure 'effects as 

attitudes or discrete 

beaaviour, as these reported in surveys. In a sequence of 
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.L;Je ?eoplc 1.3 C::oi.ce, Lazars"fel.-1 

colleagues developed a :;,ethodology (e;:;pbasizing panel studies 

and soclo:>;etry) co;nnensurate •·lith their concern for ;:nediatin;; 

'variables' like social status, age and 'gregariousness.' 

In the process, contenpocny oedia sociology of the US 

has anassed an iwpressive b;.1lk of empi'ricB.l findir,gs. But 

ewphasizing precis.~ effects on 'attitudes' and nicroscopiclly 

defined 'behaviour' it blotted out the significance of the·;£ act 

that mass media is corporate housings and und~r so~c dezrcie a~ 

State regulations. Also,. the very nature ~f investigation naJe 

sure that t!w survey studies couli recc:::-1 only little or ;tO 

'effects'. What character~izes Lazarsfeld's school is hard 
I 

data, and. not hard questions. 

All disclaimers aside, the nethod of the :?ersonal 

Influence study, and that of its precursors and successors, 

stands as a perspective of its o1m. ~lot only di:i a generaticn 

o't successors \vork with personal influence r;:;odel, but Katz 

16. 
himself · and many later comnentators wrote on it as a 

self:..contained hypothesis. It demands, hence, its mm critique 

based on its ta~en-for-grante~ assu1nptions. 

Assunption 1: Conr::ensural.Jilit:y of Hodes of Influence: Th~ 

exercise of power through mass media is presented to be 

compara::,le to the exercise of pm1er ·. -in face-to-fac.2 

\ . . s1tuatJ.ons. This reduction of structurally distinct s~cial 

processes to commen~ura::,les can be recognized as cardinal 

operation in the behaviourist approaches. 



A.s s ur:1~ t io :1 " . .2oHer as Distinct OccasirJ~1S por.,.rer is to 

assessed in case .of studies :Jf discrete inci:~e.nts. t:atz and 

Laznrsfeld decided to asl<. respondents to recall .. incidents of 

influence exch3nge .. , and the specific influe:'ltials i:wolved 

' . 15 
tnere~n. In particular, they would ask respondents how 

they had changed their oinds in each of four issue .:Heas: 

marketing, fashicns, oovies an-: ... 
VOLlDg choice. 'I hen tl1ey ,,wuld 

-; 

intervieH the next 1 • 1. 
~l.n"" in the 1 • c.1a1.n. The occ.r..sion of 

influence was the face-to-face encounter in which individual A 

commended attituce 'a' or behaviour 'b' to individual 3. Those 

~vho exercised influence on such occasions ~·Tere defined as 

'opinion leaders'. 

Assumption 3. The Co::1mensurability 0£ 'buying' .:1nd 'politics'. 

The unit of ie1fluence is a short-tem 'attitude chari<?;e' 

or a discrete behaviour; or, more exactly, the report of such 

'change' by a respondent, and one which the respondent can 

attritlute to so;:ne specific intervention from outside. The 

' p'ersumed cooparability of political ideas arrd product 

preferences rl.istorted the actual findings an-i also, exposured 

the ideological bias of Lazarsfeld'~ methodology. 

Assumption 4: 'Attitude Change' as the Dependent Va~iable. 

The microscopic atte::-ttion to .. attitude change .. \·las built 

on a narrow approach to the nature of pouer. 
'\ 

In Personal 

Influence power '.Jas the po•1er to compel a certain behaviour, 

namely buying: or in t:1e case of 'public affairs', it uo.s the 

pov1er to compel a change ·in 'attitude' on some current issue. 
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Respondents · . .;ere asl-:cJ if they ~tad rece.ntly ch:n~_;ed tLci r 

attitt.:des on a current issue; if they had, thc:y >vere as1~ec: ,,,ho 

had influencci 
. JG 

tuer:1 .. If not thl3ir 

attitudes, they were assu2e~ not to have been influenced. 

going to explain si :1ce they the 

effacts,not the cause and the routes involved to. cose to 

non-decisions are important. 

In the phase of high-consusption capitalism, Hhen 'ne~v' 

is the symbolic affirmation of positive value and 'ol~ 

fasllionpd 1 an emblem· of backwardness, "char:.,sing one's 

~bout products is a routine event. And in the realm of public 

life, one is fret;uently confrontej vith ne,.., political sz.;cn:1as 

(ecology, for one), not to mention teL ...• ological inventions, 

social 1 trends 1 , 'cele.hri ties' and cultural artifacts, one is 

constDntly provoked into having opinions. In such an 

historical sit~ation, to take constancy of attitude for srnnted 

amounts to ignoring the question of the sources of t~1e ve r; 

opinions \Jhich re~ain cou.stc:mt throu;;hout sh:.ftiug 

ci rcurr.s tance s. Limiting thefr investigation, LazarsfelJ and 

Katz could not explore tile. institutional pouer of mass ~edia: 

the degree of their pat-ler to shape public agendas, to n;obilize 

support for the policies of the state, to condition ;)•Jblic 

support for these institution arrange~ent themselves~ ~Nor 

could they investigate the sources of these po;,Jers. 
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.:-\ss~1L71ption 5: ~ollOl-I~rs as .. :Jp inion Le::lJers" a 

Katz and Lazarsfeld took as given, definitive, an~ 

fundamental the struct'i1re and content of . the me:na. The close 

attention they paid to 'opinion leaders' not only autonatically 

distracte,I fron the central importance of the , broadcast 

networks and wire services; defined 'opinion leaders' as an act 

of mere following. Katz and Lazarsfeld did not take seriously 

the obvio~s that their 'experts' \.Jere dependent for (<their 

expertise on a 'variable' explicitly ruled'out of the scope of 

analysis. They ••ere taking for granted the po~•er of mass ;::ed ia 

to def~ne ne\·ls; and they ~•ere tl:.erefore discovering not the 

part played by people in the flow of mass communications", but 

the dature of the chann~ls of that flow. 

Our survey of the dominant unders _' .ndings and argu:nents 

of American media sociology as it. exists today ~..rouL! remain 

inconplete without a proper consideration of <lnother 

r:ledia-scholar uhose iceas took the American reading-pL!blic ~y 

storm: ~-!arshall lkLuhan. Unlike tilOSt of his colleagues irt this 

field, ~!cLuhan never intended to develop a model but by the 

sheer force and . novelty of his argunents, · he posed an almost 

formidable. challenge to both the schools discussed here. 

Though signs of mutation are already apparent, there is no 

denying the influence of rkLuhan' s ideas on conte;:;Jporary media 
I 

sociology. 



lHth the publication of Understandi_ng ~iedi.a in 1955, the 

t7ork o.E I··Iarshall ?1cLuh.J.n zcor;1ed be/ond the narrv~·7 scholal'"ly 

circuits 0nd acquired a general audience. 

articles have .Jeen described aptly 1Jy Ja.I1e8 Carey as H::ather 

like watching 

1--, .. 17 

someone attempting to put an eleplLt:•_t into 
baffled, 3\ved and, at times, contr,:l'licto:::-y. 

panty1Lose 
But there are certain strikin;;ly si:nilar assur;:,ptiorls - a]out 

/~ 

these revle-;.:s. ~Ihich in one Hay or tl1e other still conti.r:.ue to 

exist. First, ~-kLuhan's arguments ~vere thought to 'have err,ergerl 

'phoenix-li:<e' <:Jithout- any intellect:.1al li-:1eage.- .•Secon::!, his 

arguments helped seeing the media in an entirely rie;-7 light, 

· conferrin;; the:-:1 their lon; denied impor-tance. ('!:'his assu:':lption, 

thiough an indirect route, conferred neu prestige to the 

advertislng i:1:li.lstry as ~_.;el.:.) Thir.J, irreslJC:Ct.ive of the 

complexities of the ;.mrk, the dazzlin~ conclusion causht the 

Anerican imagi;1.2tion over..,.night: t!1at electricity ;,;as t~~e sole 

source of social revolution today, the "Great Reverser" 

designed to undo the .devastation and cooplexities of past a:1d 

present, and create a ne1.r ·..;orld of peace and harmony. Such an 

assu::~ption, :.1m.,rever, •,.;as not :::-eacl~ed frcm the blue, but are 

suggested in i-~cLuhan' s Oh7:l ~.;ark: 

"The electronic a~e, if given its mm •.mheeded 1-,ee'.vay, 

~-.~iil drift quite naturally into modes of co sonic 

. hu:naniss •••••• the aspiration of our ~times for >.Jholeness, 

empathy and depth of a\.;areness is a natural a::ljunct of 

el "'C_,_ r~ n techno 1 o~··" 18 
..... 1... .1..-..... ll ... ... · 6 ... " • 
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the near-eor:lplete reverse of his iYrevious argume:1.ts in "The 

Bride, McLuhan envisioned that a single :-aechanical b!'airl" 

could "tyr'ltmize over the collective· consciousnss of the race 

in .•..• science f 1ction style." He \laS pointing out in those 

works the Threat of 3odern econornie~ irrespective of the 

potentials of technolo;;y: " ••• a po\ver econocry. cannot toler.:1te · 

pov1er that cannot be centrally 
. ,.20 

controlled. But what iS 

significant is that even -in his e2.rly •wrks he was keen on 

emphasising the 1 darker side 1 of pri ntinz vis-a-vis electronic 

communication, though he did not then take up the case of the 

latter openly. He argued that printlag centralize's political 

po~er in the state and cultural p8W2r in the metropolis, 

intensified S?ati.:.>l bias in comr:lll:1ictions favouring 'renote 

control' and conferring differential advantage to long-distance 

corr ... 11unication; transfomed the ~JOrld, the pric10rtiial sy:;:bol, 

from an event in hur.:an uorld to a rec;ord fer bureauc:::-acies; 

·privatised the basic trans::J.nctions of coo;.mnic"ltions and oade 

audiences passive consuwers, etc. The list is long and the 

bias is clear, putting ~·IcLuhan in :narked siBilarity •vith the 

conservative critics of the media '"e have discusss:L 

The cr:.1x of the problem \·Jas yet to be taken up: :Hd the 

emergence of electronic 1 com::mnica t ions from ··simple 

servo-mechanisms through advanced COJTI.i:1Uter infon;:G.tion 

11tilities reverse the seneral trends associated·with printing 



or did they .!.:1t2nsify the process?· ?k!.d1an :1ddrcsses pr'~cisely 

this question in Undarstandin; ~edia. Re takes a sharp 

position in favour of electronic ~ommunication, arguing that it 

is going to pose a decisive brca~ on the pattern df dcvelcp~ent 

of human society and . 1 prouuce 3. qualitatively changed social 

organization and cultural life. 

The ideological tilt of HcLuhan' s, argceoents ~1as noted 

risht from the beginning. Harold Rosenberg, one of his -~arly 

reviewers, cowmented "while EcLuhan is an aesthete he is also 

an ideologue 

. ~'.. ·. 

one ready to spin out his metaphor of the 
1 

/ 

'extensions' until its \veb covers the universe ••••••• the draoa 

of history is a crude pageant :-Those inner meaning is man's 

metaraorphosis through the 
;J. ..21 

meul.a. But at the. sa::1e 

this ideological image of electricity as the Great Reverser \vas 

underplayed - partly because ·of :!cLuhan' s co;:Ipelli.:lg style and 

partly because it was in keeping \·lith a certain tradition of 

.American thought. He argued that tec!-"lnology tJas ~;oth an 

extension and embodiElent of the :uind and, therefore, contained 

and manifested :neaning. It could be read in an exe:.:;etical 

sense (this is an extension of Bacon's idea of nature as a text 

to be read); technology's I:1eaning could he unearthed froT:l its 

material forn in the way critics do in their· treatGent of 

liter-'.lry. texts. This -.:-1as surposed to be a rare insight and a 

\ 
methodological advance, and all the subsequent discussions on 

hermeneutic of technology and social life "\-Jere based on this. 

He will discuss two points of ?-lcLuhan that have got special 

rccogn it i.on. 



First, ~cLuhan argued that forcs of co~municntton 

uriting, print, broadcasting, T.V., etc. - shoulc~ not b2 vie\.'Cd 

as vessels.' Rather, for~~s are ~=tc~ive 

participants i.n t1le process. by ~1hich the mind is formed anJ in. 

turn forms ideas: the '"!ediu::: is the Gcssagr:_. Second, :;ci..uhar; 

recognize] that the ner.-r means available for producin; and 

reproducing art •..Joule de:nand · and create an entirely ;w;: 

aesthetic. Here he parallels the ~·farxist · . .,rriter './alter 

3~~1ja;lin to .:1 remar~cable extent,. as 1le does i.n his first 

argur.1ent another I·larxis t com:~unications-scbolar, Stcpi1en 

Hedth. Ile sensed that cultural fon;-,s operate not at the level 

of cognition or iflformation or effect. The nedium interacts 

with the society by changing the latter's dominant structure of 

taste, feeling and experience. 

The ne1.v Cleans of reproducing reality also meant, ar.:;ued 

HcLuhan, that the historic barrL~rs bet\Jeen the arts, 'between 

the arts and other spheres of life and finally, betueen the 

audience is going to erode. The division of culture into high 

and lo-.;, folk and popular, mass and elite, etc. - divisions 

NcLuhan thought was brought about by priqting ~:ould be 

discarded under the inpact of new forms of tommunication 

. governed by electronics . Hare crucial was the argurr.Eht that 

. ~ .. 
the new .ideas achieved in th~ objects of art would be rl2~anded 

in the practical objects of everyday life. This is in keeping 

\vith his conviction that everyday ol)jects were governe~ less by 

~tility than by aesthetics: their meanings are to be sought in 

a p~inciple of taste rather than a p~incipl:~ .of interest and 

action,' 



~~ ~ 
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Technological cl:ange, :·~cLuha:1 poi11ts out, offere,i tf1c 

scope for redefining the aesthetic: throu.;h altering tt>c: tJ<:iSlC 

structures of social life, it offered the potential for 

altering taste and style. "Differing technologies", argues 

[!cLuhan "have the capacity to expand oY contract spdcc, •:::xpu:.d 

or contract tir:1e, changing the meaning of fun\~idr:ie·::t21 

coordinates of thought. 
.. 22 

This ice a has oovicu.•;; an 

closeness to Innis' 5 earlier argur;;etlt of the spatial ar-.-:1 

teoporal bias of the 1:1e:.Ha. ~kLul'an situated this insL::;ht ·in a 

juxt.aposed domain of practical action and aesthe~:i,f experience., 

This has re~ained a crucial argument for the ~ajority of 

American researches of com<.1uni.cations, including the rather 

untypical American scholar J:lne s Carey. Comwents Carey: 

"NcLuhan 1-1as basicall.y correct, then, in directin,:; our 

considero.tion to the of 

comounications -might he cultivating a taste for open rather_ 

than closed rimmed rather than axial patterns, 

historical and geologically modelled ti:ne rather than 

me.chanical syncopation, or more generally a pt·eference, in Hary 

D 1 t b ~ -d· .. 23 oug as s p .1ra~,e,ror group over gr1 • 
' 

The aq~uments of HcLuhan have to be seen alcn:~l<ith his 

graduai slipping into technolo~ical determinis:n, in Hhich .. uses 

and relationships are technically determined by the properties 

of different media, irrespective of the ,,;rhole complex of social 

. productive forces and relationships \<lithin which they a.r_e ____ , 
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developed and used. Thus, the means of co~~unications are 

recognised as production but are ideolo;5ical'ly 

projected as the only means of production, in uhich · . .,rhat '.:ill 

be ·produced is 're-tribalization' the supposed 'slobal 

village' of restored, 'unf3.llen' natural men. ~nrat could dra.vJ 

such large audience to this position, ironically, rests on the 

rhetorical isolation of 'mass coo:nunications' from the co:lplex 

historical developi71ent of the means of co::mmnicat ion ::1s r,ela ted 

and determined parts of the whole historical social and 

~'···material prOcess. 

Noreover, his . basic arguments. about "technol
1
ogy Jid not 

open up scholarship but ,.,ere delivered in a manner of 

conclusions that closed it dmm. Uis argument on the relation 

of print and nationalis~ can be taken as an instance. Instead 

of going into investigations of nationalis[:l of countries in 

tenus of the time of the introduction of print, the cl<!ss 

Si_)onsoring it, the uses to H2ich it v1as put, ·its relation to 

oral tradition etc, he jumps into a rather soggy conclusion 

that lacks any detailed l 1 ' • sc.lo .... ars,np. The same can be said 

about his interests in a ne\v herr;-.eneutics and the recognition 

. c o. the role of aesthetics in hur.1an action. 

The argument that Hc1uhan' s iceas are 'phoenix - lD~e' 

without any intellectual ?arentage, is ·baseless. Ever since the 

decades of the American Civil' Har, electricity -.;.ras pictured as 

classless. Throu3h rise of productivity, it would spiritunlize 



Peter ;~ropotkin, a ;;:;eo,srapher, Patrici~ Geddes, a biologist, 2nd 

Eheneezcr :'.oc.J<.lrct, a city-planner, ,.;ere pioneers in this line 

of thinki~g. But it w2s mainly through Lewis Mumford that the 

.iJeas o£ these schol::rs and their attitudes touards electricity 

and technology entered the contem?orary American scene. 

Ho~>1ever, it is inte res tin,s to note Uu:-n£orJ 1 e 

intellect ural evolution from an optir:Iist l • 1 • • ; 1eta.r.aln:; . 

potentials of electrical communication to a. bitter prophet of 

dooo. The early Xumford saw in the symbol of ~lectricity 

promise of a decentralized rural production, conmunal life in 

soall natural associ3.tions that ~;.;ould be econooically 7ia~le 

and with the growt~ of electronicS, culturally viable as ~ell. 

But, later he went to the extent of saying that the nee-technic 

refinement of the machine, without a co-ordinate rlevelop~e~t of 

higher· social purposes, has only E!agnified the· possiiJilities of 

'depravity and barbarism.' To explain this phenowenon he ~:as 

coined the term 'cultural pseudomorph' which occurs when "new 

forces, activities, institutions, instead of crystallizi~g 

independently into their o\m appropriate forr:1s may creep into 

the structure of a,n existing .. - '"'. .,24 ClVll:tZdc.lOn. 3ut ev.en 

though he argued against capitali~m as the fetter for realising 

the positive pote>:1tials of neo-technics, he never tried to 
\ 
I . 

locate this in the production relations in particular, and 



social re lr1 tlon:3 in :;e nc ral. 

socialism re~ain~d just a plea and nothiGg ~ore. This is 

bec'?.use he shared with Geddes and other Ant::ric<.m socl0lo::;i:o~:s 

of science/co~munications, the i~tellectual strategy or placin! 

technolot";ical change, in a strict sense. of the terc~, .J·t r:H.: 

centre of t:1e grm;th of civilization. . In fact, the cer;tral 

redee2ing feature that all .coooentators en electricit~ fro~ 

Kropotkin throuz~l ~<ur.1ford have seen in this teclnology is that 

it is decentralizing, destined to break U? all concentrilttor:~; 

of pm..rer -econonic ~ political and social. HcLuhan only ~E:.kes 

this vision to its phantas::ugoric elisa:<. 

ROOTS OF Co:nE:IPOR..\?..Y A~·LERICAIJ ~'rEDIA SOCIOLOGY 

The novelty of i'icLu:nn' s arguaents helpe<i creating an 

almost over-night' audience for ' . nlm, but they are a bit teo 

ahistorical even for the American r::edia ' . , 
SOClO~O[;Y 

He is being appropriated, we can say, only through the 

'back-door' - ·that is, certain insi~hts of his are being 

utilized, while the dominant fra~,e•.,ror1.( rena ins the 'pe.rsonal 

influence' model. HoHever, in the discussion -that follo,·ls, ~ve 

1:vould be looking at the roots of the paraclign as a whole - the 

search for specific, oeasurable, short-ter::l, i.ndiviC:u:..1l 

'effects and not solely · at the sources of the specific 

~ersonal influence theory uithin it. 

If we step back from the Decatur study and its successors 

to ·their sociological tenor, ·ue find a whole and interwoven 



fabric of ideological pre·.Hs[Jositions an:I orientat.Lc!i<S. r:e 

fint1, _in particular, an nd:Jicd.strat:ive point of vieu roote:d in 

acaderJ.ic sociology's ideolo:~ical 

capit;Jlis:::l and its instit·.1tional rapproachr~.ent ~-lith c;ajn:c 

foue1dations and corpor.::~tiqns in an oU.~;opol.i~,; tic 

high-consuwption society; ;.;::; fin.:1 .1. corres7onding :::ar.~~.eting 

orientation, in which the emphasis on cow~erc1ally useful 

audience research flourishes; and \-Je fin:i, a 

justifying socinl · derrrocr;J.ti.c ideol.0.2;)'. ·These three .-:n:-e a 

constellation that · ar·ose together, hut for the sake of 

analysis, we are going to treat them seperately. 

The Administrativ~ Point of View 

As is quite evicle~t, La::arsfeld poses q ·:stions frmn the 

vantage of the coccand-posts of institutions that sc2k to 

Jationalize and improve their control over social sectors. 

Those in the comoand-posts are concerned, in essenc2, ~•ith 

managing the expansion, stability, and legitinacy of their 

enter?rises, and controlling potential challen;:;'.~s to the.~< and 

the sociolo;:;ist, from this point of vie>·l,' is an expert 'J~1o in 

his formulation of problems reflect precisely these co;:;.cerns. 

Hence, media sociology's s2arch fdr models thnt are prerlictive, 

Hhich in the context can mean only those results that can be 

predicte:t from, or for, the controllers of the nedia. 

From the adninistrator' s point of vieH, the struct;lral 

organization of the medi.a syster.1. :.s :10t all at issue - it is 



~1 

(LRzo.rsfel·3's is not 

the corporate decision to produce radio and tel e 1 vi s i o :1 

receivers as hoC~sehol0 co?.;r;oJi.ties rather than p:.1i:>li.c o:1es, 

thou:::;h t:tis fundamental choice h<1s serious consequencss for the 

social uses, pO\Jer, and of t12.SG 

adiJinistrati 'le th'2orist is not concerned ~·Jith t~H: corpor.:: tc: 
-~ 

s true t ure of ' . and control, or i•li t 11 f:!·-.o C G t" p 0 _r Ci ~ E ov~.,nersrllp 
··~ 

criteria for media content that follovl· from it: he or she 

begins 1vith the existing order and considers the effects of a 

certain use of it. 

This t~esire for han:wnious relations among the co:-c.~and L:;; 
• c ' 

institutions ~ithin a co:nrr.on he6~monic ideologic:J.l frame, 

lies i.n the ad:ninistr.ative theorist's bargaining ·:-.e.i~:llity. 

The point beco:nes particularly clear in the follo 1:lir..g .~r~ur:-:en.t 

of Laz,1rsf eLl: 

\ 

"Those of us social scie:-,tists c:~o are esp2c.iall:.' 

interested in c.onnunications research depend upon the 

industry for ::nuch of our data. Actually cost pu~lishers 

and broadcasters have been very generous and cooperative 

in this r-ecer..t period during v1hich comnunic3ti.oos 

research he.d developed as a kind of joint enterl)rise 
"'..-- -

bet\Jeen industries c.nd universities. ,.c.u 

In the process, media research becomes coordinating,, 

meJ ia t i ng and s t;1bilizi ng. It ma:H6es external reality 

as data, and it prefers to ~ark within the main 

insti.tutio:-ts, these •·lhich have "the capacity to ~3k.e the 

:world sit still and become data, or to ima.gine it that 

1-ia.y" e 
27 
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The ~-rar:-~etin:;; 8rieiitat.ton 

An administrativ<;: oentality is cc;-;;patib1e -:;it!1 a r<.~:1;c of 

societies: from totalitarian to liberal. By.·· i ·- SC' 1 ,c t ::C' . f ,.._ ..._ ._ ~- L ) . _ 

adwinistrati ve mentality cannot also account for theePpEal o t 

the search for 'personal influence', or ·the peculiar stress on 

narro\;ly defined behavioural or attitu~inGl ',~ffects' i:1 social 

investigation. 1.,7e are closer to uncerstanJ.ing _the 
. ~ -~ ~ 

c.on11 nant 

:7~edia sociology of Aserica '..,rhen '"e loc!: t8 t:-te p~l::-t icular 

vJ.riant of administrative thou3:1t that Lazarsfeld :;ro~:::;ht into 

co:anunicationanalysis ~ t}le uwrketins orientation. 

It is no secret that ~1ass conmunictions n:!search riec~nds 

directly frocJ the ::levelopment of 

tlith ~vonde.rful brevity, R~bert ~ K. :·fe.rton l-iaS 

suwmarized th~ logicJ.l and historical line of descent: 

"The severe competition for advertising a~ong the several 

t1ass media and among a:se:1cies tJi thin each neJiu:n has 

provol~ed an econor:lic d1~:nand for objective rr,easures of 

size, composition and responses of audiences (of 

newspapers, magazines, radio and television) i.:1 their 

quest for the largest possible share of the <1:lvertising 

dollar, each mass :nejium and each agency becomes alerted 

to possible deficiencies in the auJience yar~sticks, 

employed by competitors, thas introducing a considerable 

pressure for evolving rigorous and objective measures not 

'1 1 . l . . . . .. 28 
easL y vu nerao e to crLtlClsn. 
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consu~er society, acvertising shifted its do::1ain 
,.. . ., . 
rrol7! provlGlil~ 

inforrr..ation to I!leet e:cistir.;;, traditional demands, to 

gLo~iic.:.tio~l of . cor.1r:-,odi ties and the manufacture of ;lecands 

and, mar~ ·importantly, the demanding consumer. The 

corporations got caug:1t in F. ._J_erce advertising cospaigns. 

T:1e ... I nee Jed a marketing 'science' to tel-1, thei'l tihat to say, he-;., 
..-·! 

to say ,over \-lhich channels, to r,;Jl10TI1. The queries :1 re of 

fundamental influence in setting the directions of conte21porary 

nass media research in AmeJ:ica. The oarketing orintation takes 

the consume ::-ist f ral:!e for granted. The only question it is 

interested is the 'hot;·T' of effect/influence; all other aspects 

of communications are ~ap?Lly skip?ed. It is interested . ' 1n no~·l 

mass raedir.1 could increase its reach dnd ho\l ordinary soci:J.l 

life could obstacle their' power. It 1s not interested- in the 

structaral and cultural consequences of d if Eerent worlels of 

colJ;:J.unication o~mersilips. 

The Ideological Field: ~ocial Democracy 

Theorists do not live by theory alone. # 'Personal 

Influence' model alonzwith other similar models in contc~rorary 

media sociology, is not only concretely founded on ll~ 

prevailing political and commercial culture, it is also, for 

the· most part, justified by an ideological position: social 

dewocracy of the Austro-;:arxist variant. 



rt 
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Th2rC! are several lin:~s betJ.JCen the Austrian soci.::1l 

deBocratic ideolosy and positivist social science. ~?hi le 

social democracy was fulling in ~urope, American ~apitalism of 

post-45 ~as waiting for its service . It provided the 

. ideological fountainl~eacl of a l1C\,7 SOCiolo;_::;y of administration 

.and marketing. But, to be certain, the affinity between 

socialist 'Joting and buying of soap is not only 

methodolo~:;ical. It is built into corporate capitalist soC:iety 

as w2ll as into Lazarsfeld's theoretical [or~ulations, and into 
'· 

the 'ivhole thou:;ht-structure of A::1erican media research. :·fedia 

ideolo3y too is implicitly social-democratic, and that is 

perhaps one reason why certain socialists are alternately 

repelled by and defensive about rnass culture. 

The :narketing orientation and social deraocracy share a 

COi11.'1lOn conception of 'The people': people are both sovereign 

and passive. They choose from a;;:ong the major possibilities 

available, ~vhether brandnames, occupations or political 

parties. Uhen the consumers choose, t lley · conf i r::1 the 

legitimacy of the supplies. To put it another way, social 

democracy \,rould · require a mar 1~eting orientation, a rigorous 

procedure for 'zi vin;; people ·.vhat they •-vant.' 

But this is tiot enough. It would also require an 

administrative ;?Oint o£ view, for the choices '.vouid be r;repared 

f}o~ above. It would be the responsibility of the centralized, 

hierarchical supplier to kno'." uhat the consuner '·mr:tSan::! t~le 



'J.O ';c·,Jl-~ 

do not ;:cind '.;eic~J guLled.. The preJ:lise is that 1·1he:1 poc?l2 do 

c.ot l~11o-:~;, t112:J do not object to doai:1ation: tGis,is o::: cours.:;) 

A~erican state justifies, preverses and enhances the interests 

of tl:e nultinational coq:·.oration. 

~3 ~atz and Lazarsfeld tell us their Ackno~ledg~ce~~s, 

P.U+1.e ot;.:~~r :;rig:-1-~ 
..... , ___ .-:<- r· ·..: ~:.-~_ --~ . , .,_,...: .t-'; ... :; 

~-Iill.s ·:Jr·Jte "net just or ,-i~1fluence' anc: 'opin~~on' .:J~~t r.10~2 
I 

/ 

speci~ically of 'idcology' ••••.• and relates it to institutio:1al 

and class stracture. 

tteory of horizontal · influence~ ' ~ut l1e also a rg~:..~ s th.e 

importance of, vertical or 'r-:yra!.r .. i:lal~ J.nrlu:=nce, es·pecially in 

, . . ,.29 liil:',.s speculated that the U.S. exists mic>.Jay 
po_,_ltlcs. 

extreae uocels of 

"TI1ass ctutl~bri taria11 society. Jf 

arsueJ that u .. : .!' 1 1 .... t 
.n.i.J....J..-L.U 

di:";i:le:l .loyalties. 

::raft ~1as 

"siuple, de1~ocratic society" an-:1 

, .. "'! 

n1ogr-apn-2r, 

actuE! .. ]..ly a bl·urry docJ.L~cnt ot 

positivist a:1.alysis ,,l~lile trying to pay lip· service to a ~>ort. 

"'() 

of popalar radicalit·n . .. ~:u 'Sut ~Iills did _pro;ose c: v2ry 

di££e;:-:~nt frc.rc.e>wrk for the Decatur data. He proposed to reai 

k structure of political decision-~a~ing; and h2 proposed t~2 
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beginnin~s of a theory of politic.:1l cor::su:ncatlor<s :~s the 

found.:ttion of a theory of Ar:te ric.s.n ideology in society. As 

HL!.ls put it, cautiously: "the chain of political leadership is 

l f • • 1 • 1 Cf • "31 ce 1n1te y a vert1ca~ aL a1r. 

But ~ills' alternative did not, h~wever, grasp that 

; post~o1ar Aneric."l '.J;:>.s already noving tm.;rards a new form of 

high-technology corporate capitalism uith a correspon:lin3 

political culture based on consum?tion, in <,;hich bipadiisan 

consensus would prevail and class opposition deflected. H~nce, 

~-lith a fe-v7 exceptions here and there, the narketing orientation 

of Paul F. Lazarsfel:l '.vas for the moment unconteste'.l and 

gradually established itself as the norTI'.al sociological opinion 

of the uedia. 

A deeper alter:1ative, both in theory and practice, 

however, could have begun by· noticing the productivity gains 

that cou-ld accrue ~-;ith 'scientific' organization of wor:~, Gains 

that made possible a consumer society in the first place. This 

distinct approach coul::l analyse clbatever autono;;lQus ~Cllitical 

culture that can -be detected under the surface of the co:1sumer 

society. It could approach consu~er culture as a displacement 

into the private, individual .sphere of ir.1pulses against 

'unfreedorn' jelled ·into everyday life as both condition and 

consequence of the absenc:e of a radical political alternative 
\ 

I h lcl 1 f "1• 1 • 
32 

t at cou speaK o preval 1ng unaa~plness. 



counter- ~a r aJl:jW 

i.nd:Jr;try" 25 control 

revult 

fa.iJcd~ 

conJitions '""'" ,_.,.. 

-'t7 

It cnul.~ or ;;olitica}_ 

as inlo the origj_ns of. 'politic.J.l attitt:df~S." 

of eli::ist structures ;::~d IJh;rslist pr.occ;-_lures in a 'tot::llity' 

of r:H-~thorJ--~ 1 oz:;r 

into 

[or g r a~ it: eC • ]e ~~ j_ r:1n. i n,3. 

of 
' 

')') 

auJit:i1Cc.s' ..).) s!.1o'.,._r_i_;:1~: !1o·r.1 .-Ji~;tir:ct elas::~:. et.llinic) :JllU 
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done. Instead, ~ar\cting orientation, ~lo~s~ith ad~inistr1tiv~ 

point of v1c\J and soci2.l dei:1rJcr.~1cy as the ideolo;.ica1 pl .. c:)pir~g,. 

becarae me~{ ia sociology. 

~-Ie noH proceed to 2X:1::1ining the key-issues of :1ar:d.st 

understandings of cult~re anJ the Qedia. 
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CHAPTER-II 

CUL TURF:, THE HEDIA AND IDEOLOGY: QUESTIO~IS OF DE!ERNH!ATI ofi, 

AUTONONY AKD HEGn:ONY IN NARXISH 



It may be true that one has to choose between ethi~s 

and aesthetics, but it is no less true, ;,rhichever one chooses, 

one will ah1ays find the other at the end of the road. For the 

very definition of the human condition ~hould be in the mise en 

scene itself. 

(GODARD) 



HARX OlJ CULTUF.E .i\ND IDEOLOGY 

The variations and conflicts around the meaning of the 

term 'culture' are cent1~al elements of a long, specifically 

. modern enquiry. The term has been used in twc broad 
1 

senses : 

bne, in its predominantly twentieth century sense to mean 

artistic, literary and intellectual work in general, and the 

... ·: 
other, is its more anthropological and sociological use ·to 

describe and explain a distinctive 'way· of life', including 

more general and ordinarJ practice, behaviour and ide~s, along 

with arts and learning.· It is precisely the relations betY.'een 

these two meanings of the term that are argued thro~gh, behind 
/ 

and beyond it, what in "any local instance may seem intolerably 

f . "2 con us1ng. 

Culture has its roots, as Harx argues in The German 

Ideology, in man's 'double relations':· to nature and to other 

men. From a very early point in the histoiy of human 

development,' man's relation to nature is mediated through 

society. In fact, one can argue that the adaptation of nature 

to man's material need:> is effected only through the forms 

which his social collabotation with other men assume. No 

matter how infinitely ccmplex and extended are the social forms. 

which men have successively developed, the relations of material 



·-reproduction of their existence fom the determiuing instance 

of other structu~es. Understanding this relationship 

betveen the material-so~ial and the r~st of a developed social 

formation, is ,perhaps the ~ost crucial, and controversial, 

element of a caterialist theor~. The central postulate of 

Marxist studies, houerver, remain (or, let us say, shou1d 

remain) this originating premise of the foundation of culture 

in human labour and material production. 

r; 
Harx' s 'r.taterial:Lsm' adds to this necessary preuise 

atd.east one more require111ent: . that the relationship nust be 

thought within deterninate historical conditions; it is 

historically · specific. The much used (a';'ld, perhaps, more 

abused)' base-superstructure 'rr.etaphor has to be vie~.o1ed in this 

historical specif.ici ty' sepera.te instances has to be worked ,:mt 

seperately, and cont ::-adic tions analysed 1 definite and 

historically specific situations (or, instances). "The fact is 

.•••• that definite individuals who are productively active in a 

definite vay enter into these definite social and political 

relations. Empirical observations must in each seperate 

instance bring out empirically and '<~ithout any mystification 

and speculation, the ::onnection of the social and political 

. h d . .. 3 ('! ) structure \Ht pro uct1Jn • y.arx 

The social and material forms of production, the way 

labour is organised and cor.~bined with tools to produce, th~ 

level of technical development, the institutions, the types of 
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-civil association, of family life ind the state - this ensemble 
5S 

of relations and structures exhibits an identifiable 

configuration, a pattern, a 'node of living' for the social 

individuals and groups within it. The pattern also express how 

the combined result of this interconnecting levels ~:as 'lived', 

as a totality, and indica~es where and how to look for 

'culture'. Thus Harx goes ir:to, not merely the 'vhat' but also 

the 'hov1' of culture as a pheno·menon. At the risk of 

conflating two divergent theoretical discourses, "t-ie might-: 

remember a point that ~oger Poole makes about Levi-Strauss:· 

Instead of asking for the hundredth time "\,That is'totemisn' ,"he 

asks for us the first t:Lme 

.. 4 
arranged? 

I 

"How are totemic phenonena 

As a matter of fact, Harx and Engels rarely use 'culture' 

I 
as a concept in the simple descriptive;sense They use it 

dynamically and development<'.lly - as part and parcel, inf3c.t 

constitutive, of productive force. Human culture is a fom of 

human knm•ledge, expressed and perfected through social 

labour~, and thus is the basis of every stage in man's 

productive and historical life. This 'knmvledge i is 

materialised in production, advanced through the development of 

practice as well as theore:tical techniques, and, above all, 

preserved in and transmitted through language. Hence, culture 

is the accumulated growth of man's power over (and exploration 

into) nature, materialised in the instruments and practices 



of labour and in the r.1edium of signs, thouz~ts, kno1..rleclgc and 

language through which it is passed on from generation to 

generation as man's 'second nature'. 

* * 
The ideas of Marx we have so far expounded, though 

generating opposition and hostility in the non-Narxist Schools, 

have very little scope of opposition within Marxism. There are 

ho\.Jever, certain streaks in Narx's own ;vritings \vhich, in order 

to counter certain dominant idealist misgivings, end up by 

vieHing culture as 1 secondary' or reflexious of the 

! 

social-~aterial process. This has t~ viewed along with Marx's 

central en!phasis on the necessary totality of human activity 

and the inseperability of hum~n consciousness fran 'men's' 

material life process'. He need elaborating the point to make 

our argument clear. 

Harx in The German Ideology argued: 

"He begin Hith real, active men, and from their 'real 

life-process sh01v the develo~·r::ent of the ideological reflexes. 

and echoes of this life-process. The phantoms of human brain 

also are necessary sublimates of men's material life-processes, 

vlhich can be empirically established and whcih is bound to 

. 1 d' . .. 5 mater1a precon 1t1ons. 

This can be uell read-off as a strong form of argument that 

all \ huraan activities, ir,cluding the 'cultural' and the 

'spiritual', have their origins in the whole real conditions of 

human existence. The argut1ent, in this generality, v!Ould be 

widely accepted. Yet it is obvious that the language of 
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'reflexes'' 'echoes'. 'phantoms' anc 'sublioaces' carries the 

implication of a secondary activity, which may be stretched to 

include 'consciousness' as 1
. 6 

v;e i. have, of course, to 

remember· that this Pas part of the polemic against the 

assumption that the \vhole history is determined by ideas. But 

the counter-emphasis, ironically, is in danger of converting 

human labour to a specialized and even reified aspect of human 

totality. This comes out more sharply in th~ following passage: 
,; 

"In total contrast to German phililosphy, 1:1hich descends 

from heaven to earth, we here ascend from earth to heaven. 

That is to say, we lo not _set out from what man say, imagine, 

or conceive, not from· what has been said, thought, imagined or 

conceived of men, in order to arrive at men in the 

flesh ••••••.•. We begin with real, 
. .. .. 7 

act1ve men •........•.• 

In this way of seeing the problem there is a real danger of 

seperating human thought, imagination and concepts from .. ' men s 

material life-process', and indeed of seperating human 

consciousoness from 'real, active men". 

But this emphasis on the priority of the material-social 

should be vie\ved along >vith (and against) other arguments of 

Marx elsewhere. i'.t this point,let us recall the oft-quoted 

passage of Marx, where he compares the arc hi teet \vi th the best-

of bees: 

" ••..• What distinguishes the worst architect from the 

best of bees is this, that the architect raises his structure 

in imagination before he erects it in reality.... He not only 



effects a change o~ for~ in the r;,a~erial on ,,,hich he vorks, but 

also realises a purpose of his o'-m t~at gives the la•.v to his 

modus operandi, and to vhich he must subordi:1ate h ie: "'ll .. 8 
...... ~ ·~ ..-.i.. • --,---

In Harx' s conception t.;rhat cDnstitc:t2S the human core is 

labour. Infact, fundamental to Marx's political perspective is 

the understanding of the revclution of labour as the 

achiever1ent of this fully human status, an achievement fettered 

by the social relations of capitalism. But what also comes out 

from such fomulation of problE:8atic: is the e~phasis on 

totality. ActuallY what Marx wanted to argue was i:hat .every 

'impressive' system of ideas-rel.Lgiou.s, metaphysical, ~egal, 

political or economic ,theory - must be placed and replaced in 

the .. true social and material context and it is only in this 

sense that we ·must not base only on ~vhat men 'say, imagine or 

conceive' but should rather analyse the '"hole body of 

activities and conditions within ~hich these ideas and systems 

are generated. But in trying to correct the received and 

fundamental error of idealism, Nar:< caused weakening of his O'I:l 

essential point, in some fomul.ations making intellectual and 

cultural production appear .'immaterial'. Rather one lvould 

argue that if one takes Marx'S sense of the total social 

process, then the external cate~orical distinction (between 

'necessary r.Jaterial' and other forms of activity) lvill appear 

as fundamentally undoing. As Ray:r.ond Hilliams argues: " •••••.• 
\ 

just because the necessary material production is human and 

social, it is cast from the beginLing in whole htiman and social 

forms: indeed 4 precisely. in the-se forms which are at root 

forms of the practical organisation and dis q~i bution of 
I 

'.interest arid energy which we call cultura.9 



Another aspect of Narx 1 s understanding of culture whic~ 0 

deserves attention is the conce?t of ideology. This is due to 

the importance it enjoys and the heat and dust that has centred 

around it in Marxist scholarship. The problem, as Harx 

initially viewed it, is how to account for the fact that in the 

realm of ideas, meaning, value, conceptions and consciousness, 

men can 'experience' themselves in ways \vhich do not fully 

correspond with their real situation. In short, how can we 

account for the fact that 'in all ideology' men and their 

circumstances appear mystified, "upside down as in a camera 

obscura"? The reason, as Marx argues in The German Ideology,is 

that these men are "conditioned by a definite development of 

their productive forces and o)f the intercourse corresponding 

h .. 10 I to t ese • t is because men are, ,as it were, decentred by 

the determinate conditions under which they live and produce, 

they depend on circumstances and conditions which are not of 

their making and in which they enter involuntarily. So 

ideology results from the basi~ contradiction that men are both 

the authors and not the authors of their actions; in other 

words, man produces the social objective power (social 

relations and structures) but man, the producer, is controlled 

by that pmver, instead of being its conscious master. 

' An important point about ideology is that it is both true 

and false; it is neither the. pure invention of consciousness 

which distorts reality, not' the result of an objectively opaque 
\ 

reality which deceives a pas~ive consciousness. The phenomenal 



forms are as real as the essence anc yet inve1::: the concealed 

essence. The point needs.elabcration. 

For Narx, capital ism i.s the most dynamic and rapidly 

expanding· mode of production so far in human history. One 

consequence of its dyna7lliC but antagonistic movement is that 

1vithin its logic, production comes progressively to depend on 

the increasing socialization and interdependence of labour. 

But this continuing interdependence of labour in . the sphere of 

production is, at every moment in capitalism, organised through; 

the market. In-.the market, men's .all-sided int~rdependence, 

the basis of their 'sociality', is experienced as SOO}ething 

alien, "confronting the individual, not as their relation to 
.!. 

one another, but as their subordination to relatiory which 
I 

subsist independently of the:n. Thus- both 'socialization' of 

labour and its opposite are tru~. The market is not 'false' 

in the sense that, ~vithin its limits, it cannot express and 

embody the full social relatic·nship on which the system 

ultimately rests. Narket relationship . under capitalism are at 

once real and ideological.· They are ideological, not because 

they are a fantasy, but because; there ..'is a structural 

dislocation between what ~!arx calls the levels of' real' 

relations - the essence - and the form of appearance - the 

phenomenal forms • This distinctio.1 (and, also, the relation) 

bet~1een real relations and hm.,r they appear is the key for any 

understanding of ideology. Far from being a homologous 
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__ relationship, these re;::lr:1s are tvo rela.ted but 62 

systematically dislocated articulations of capitalist social 

formations. As Stuart Hall argues: "'T' J.Q understand the role of 

ideology, we must be able to accou~t for the mechanisms which 

consistently sustain, in realty, a set of representations which 

are not so much false to, as a false inflection of, the real 

relations on.which, .-1 .. 12 in fact, thEy depenu. 

A final point to note, something ',vhich is implied in our 

discussion, is that ideology refers to distortions of, 

consciousness. Larrain makes this point in detail in his book 

The Concept of Ideology. Ideology for ;Jarx, he argues, has a 

I 

particular negative connotation whose specific and connected 

features are, firstly, that it conceals social contradictions 

and secondly. that it does it in the interests of the dominant 

class. Hence; the relation of ideology and non-ideology is hot 

one of simple falsehood and truth. -This insight r.1akes the 

relation be u.,reen ideational and ideological realms an 

interesting area to investigate , which tbrx, sor.1eho\.J, did not 

attempt to analyse at any length. 
' -

We shall wind up this section. foc~~ing on a rather 

tricky area of Marx's understanding of culture and ideas: the 

Base-Superstructure pair as an explanatory category, l.vhich Harx 

posits al?ng with another pair of concepts: practice and 

consciousness. · If- one tries to locate rlarx r..;ithin the 

tradition of Enlightennent, one very clearly sees two main 



curre;:Jt.:s of thougl<t - FhUosopLy cf 
63 

ch'1scicusness and 

new scientific re:volution (botlt of 17th ccc::tury origioi) 

confluencing- in :·~.nrx, t\rbo accepts both but pits on~ ~~gainst th~.:: 

other to crente a oe1,; synt;;c"sis >Jilicr. suq.'asses both, causing a 

radical break in r.:uropean thought. From ti1e first traditiou 

r;arx cire~J the of active su~ject but one who is 

historically concrete, '"r:ile fror.; the seconci he (~e.rived ~;is 

concern for caterial reality but as it is historically ma~e by 

man. The tension between the two tr~u:itions 

should not be conceived as a given object which d6es nof 

' 
include subject's· acttvity (first tradition), arid that 

consiousness lS uot depent~ent on real.ity, _being cannot be 

reduced to thought (sec.ond tradition) - remains in Earx all 

through ::tn smw forr.1 or ti1c other, thou&h in· tryin8 to solve it 

,. 
he cooes to sowe of bis best ~hilosophlcal insights. 

'l'his tension is revealec in tLe way Ear:~ tries to r:eal 

with the· concept of ideology \..:ithin a double perspectiv12 

first, relation bet\;een practice and consciousness anc second, 

bet';.'ee-n base anc Superstructure. The logi~ and consquences of 

a practice are not exactly· the same. l.'hile the foroer reJates 

consciousness to a practice ~•bich produces primarily but not 

exclusively the economic relations, the latter conveys an icage 

of consciousness related to a separate economic structure. ~he-

two ~onnot be taken ~eperately. Without the for~er, the latter 

becor:;es a mere theory of reflection, while witi,out the latter, 

the fon-:JeJ; becomes underndned, like 'freewill'. Han:, howevt.;r,-. 

. shifted fran: one polarit:_r to tilE o.th~r without much anal::sis 



and this has contributed to confusions a.nd conflicting 

interpretations, as w~ shall see i~ course of our ~iscussion. 

career as serious r~rxist lB 

remarkable in t\vO vays - it is brief in span (just about t'<JO 

years) ~nd prodit:;ious in outpt;t. It spre.,ds in subjects as 

diverse physics, psychology, 1 • • re-'-1g1on nne, 

particularly, culture. 1Jnl i ;c.e mec:1anicill ~lc;r~dst writers, 

Caud1.;ell approacl:es art nei tl1er as prir:-.a rily a renectior< c£ 

historical reality nor as a r..t::u~ vehicle for expressing ti1e 

author's class perspecU.v.e. ;~a tiler ,for CaudHell art 

prinarily an instrm:ent io~ social production. ?or hiw, as ior 

.. 1-:arx, it is the act of social production that differentiates 

G1an fro1;; ani8al. Scien:e, ~hilc' serving the same ~n~, 

operaters more on the realw of cognitioc. Poetry is ·at tlte 

other enc operating directly on en:otior.. ~:ovel. in its r:ore 

literal representation of social relations contains more ot the 

reflective co~nitive or, &s Caud\Jell puts it, 'referential' 

elerrent. Yet in each case, art serves ultiQately to direct the 

participant's subjective life tmvards social production. Eence 

art, Caudwell ~rgues, can te a powerful instrument in 

encouraging social cooperat.lon, social production. 

Caudwell recogrrises t:hat in a class society all art is 

class art or the life ezperiences of people and theil" 

interests are class specific. For Caud;..;ell art r..Jhic~-i 

enco~rages cooperation in t1e revolutionary class in any era is 

progressive art, the only art that can free people( ''Freecor;; j s 



the Consciousness of necessity" he reminds us through Hegel) .b 5 

Art that is rooted in the perspective of dying class car.not 

reflect necessity accurately because ·such a recognition Hould 

invalidate that class's position. Caudwell observes that 

artists of the late ca-ritalist period v:ho retain vie\.r of the 

now dying class, the bcurgeoisie, do suffer intensely beca:.1se 

of "their false consciou;ness. At once, they rebel agai~st the 

alienating and dehumanising effects of capitalism (art is hv 

nature humanistic) yet seek only individualistic retreats from 

society. 

The. question that automatically arises is: where is the 

'good' art of the present? This is a sticky question for 

Caudwell, one which he does not answer to any satisfaction. For 

while he recognises that only proletarian art now can be 

liberating art and theoretically accords art an important role 

in social change, he hardly discusses progressive tendencies in 

the existing art that the proletariat is involved in. Rather he 

seems to despair its capacity as good, effective art until the 

revolution has already been \·JOn. 

Caudwell categorizes most contemporary art as 'high' and 

'low' btot.r art, 'ilhere bourgeois art is refined and 

artistic( high brmv) .:.nd proletarian art is escapist and trashy. 

'High' brow art is more sensitive to thought and feeling, and 

technically innovative and so offers something worth saving for 

socialism. 



It is in the passage descr L bing the characteristics of 

'low brow' art that Caudwell makes one of his few ref~rences to 

file, and particularly to popular fil:'ls: ":-!ass-production of 

art enforces a dead level of mediocrity ••••••. art's role is nov 

that of adapting the multitude to the dead nechanical existence 

of capitalist production, in \vhich work sucks the::n of their 

vital energies without awakening their instincts, where leisure 

becomes a time to deaden the mind '.rith the easy phantasy of-·; 

. films •••...• 'Lo\·rbro~"' proletarian art on the 

proletariat's unfreedom and helps by its message of the starved 
I 

revolting instincts to maintain that unfreedom in being. 

Because it is mere message, b·~cause it helps to maintain hl.an in 

unfreedom and not to express his spontaneous creation, because 

f h " 13 o t at, it is bad art • 

t-'lass art, Caudwell argues, characteristically 

reproduces alienation and false consc~ousness by providing only 

escape. Presumably Caudwell would include with the 'easy 

phantasy' of the opiate films (the detective, cowboy, and 

sentinental films of the 40s and 50s) the more recent cult of 

violence films. Seemingl;r he \olOuld gravi-tate tor.-1ards 'high 

I 
brm;r' bourgeois films rather. than 'loH brow' ones. Of course, 

he would not find 'high' broH films wholly acceptable, even as 

he finds the vision embodied in bourgeois literature ('high 

brow') deeply flawed by bourgeois illusion. In the passage 

quoted above, it Hould seen that Caud\Iell is contratdicting his 
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general theory of art outlined earlier, as he speaks of 'high 

bourgeois films grmving on the 'freedor:;' of the 

bourgeoisie. Here, however, 'VJe should interpret freedom as the 

bourgeois illusion of freedorn,(a consciousness fostered hy 

their ~vealth and po\ver)that indivLiual retreat is. possihle. 

Thus vle would extrapolate that Cauduell does not 'high 

brow' art films of today as liberating films. 

Even as Caudwell criticises '"riters such as Joyce ancL·: 

Eliot for their individualistic and idealistic perspective, so: 

he would undoubtedly find films ,~f Bergman - like 'Cries and 

\~hispers' and 'Scenes From a Harriage' - a reaffirmation ~f the 

bourgeois vision of the temporality in contact and commitment 

among humans. Anna's isolation in 'Cries and Hhispers' from 

heterosexual relationships and possibly her religiosity rather 

than her proletarian history are the only reasons offered for 

her emotional responsiveness. Likewise,the .difficulties in 

communication. between husband and <·life in 'Scenes •••.•• ' are 

presented as aspects of male and female patterns of behaviour 

rather than a consequence o': petty bouergeois alienation that 

would encourage the development of such patterns. Caudwell 

would undoubtedly find in such fil:nl:lakers as Bergman another 

example· of the bourgeois artist who recognises the ossification 

and alienation of the society yet who is not able to recognise 

the transforming power lying dormant in the proletariat. 



r 
But Caud\vell' s 'preference for 'high brow' over 'low 

brow' films is not politically acceptable. His belief that 

these categories would ·enhance a revolutionary understanding of 

art is clearly false. Also, Caudwell is too easy on the 

degeneracy of the bourgeoisie and too elitist in his idea of 

\vhat appeals to proletariat\. taste. 

Caudwell's more original and positive contribution to 

Marxist theory of fil~s,however, lieS elsewhere in his 

theoretical comments on some basic ~eneric features of the 

film. He already perceived in his time that~ like "Lh: drama, 

the file as a 'starring vehicle' would remain with capitalism. 

Yet Caud\•7ell makes an important distinction bettveen the drarJa 

and the film in this respect. Drama and film, like the no'.'el, 

are symbolic forms, referential in nature - unlike music and 

poetry, Hhich have a non-symbolic dimension in the sense they 

encourage us to remain more within the medium. Drama and film, 

on the other hand, tend to refer us immediately out towards the 

world of external social relations. However, in drana, Caudwell 

argues, a tension appears between the non-symbolic and the 

synbolic as the human actor or dancer keeps us riveted on 

himself/herself. Such a tension can be successfully overcooe 

only in films vlhere 'the mechanical flexibility of the camera 

makes the cast uax in a good producers(directors) 
14 

hands'. 

The ~goism of the actor and actresses, their tendency to 
\ 

emphasise the non-symbolic side, can be more easily contained 



''Q o .... 

by the director moving the camera from static close-up to other 

characters· to larger events. (A classic example would be the 

films of Sergi Eizenstein). Such flexibility, such ability to 

restrain indiv:fdualism means that film is a more appropriate 

form for collective experience. Infact, Caudwell feels the 

films potentiality as a form can only be fully realised when it 

is freed from the 'star system', epitomising the fragmentation 

and individualism· of our society. This does not mean that 

individuality would cease to exist in a collective societY:· 

Rather, "individuality can be given more elaborate and deeper 

-meaning" because it 'vill be a collective meaning.
15 

DEBATES HITHIN THE FRANKFURT SCHOOL: T. \-1. Adorno's Antonomy of A 

rt and Walter Benjamin's Harxist 'Hermeneutics. 

Although concern over the effects of mass cultures dates 

practically from it:3 beginning in Europe over 150 years ago, 

only recently has it become the subject of widespread debate. 

Bet\veen .two \vorld -wars,culture critics like T.S. Eliot, F.R. 
I 

Leavis and Ortega Y. Gasset took up the century old concern of 

the dangers of cultural democratisation but were generally 

isolated figures. In the 30s, American sociologists Herbert 

Slumber and Robert Parks of the Chicago School,conducted the 

firft empirical studies of mass culture. But it was not until . 
the 40s and t:te 50s· after a group of German 

immigraots(associated with Frankfurt Institute), \vith horrors 



of fascism fresh in mind, produced on analysis relating to ~ass 

society and ultimately totalitarianism, that the debate on 

popular culture ~ecane coor.onp lace in acadenic circles 

particularly in America. 

If culture-critics ·like r.s. Eliot and F.:R. Le<1vis Hert2 

locked up in an elitist protest against the mass r:.edia, vieHinz 

thew as the primary source of 2vil cf oodern age, the Frankfurt 

marxists' concern \las ho\·l the mass nedia \·:as deradicalizing the 

revolutionary class. Ideology becones of crucial inportance as. 

a ~at~gory and mass society geti characteris~d as ua rel~tively 

comfortable, half-vJelfare and balf-, ·garrTsor" society in' u:tich 
~-,.._ .. -r,.-..,-

the population grows passive, indiffe~ent and atomised, in 

11hich traditional loyalities, ties and association become lax 

or dissolve completely, ••..... and in ~·!hich man becomes a 

consumer, himself oass. prod·JCed like the prcduc ts, di versie>:<s 

and values which . he b ' .. 16 a ~;oros • Traditional centres .of 

authority such as the family become less significant as 

socializing agencies and "individuals are related to one 

another only by '·lay of their ·relation to _Common authority, 

centralised 

tendencies. 

the " 17 state • 

mass media 

The manufacture of opinion by the 

creates and strengthens these 

Culture gets increasingly rei fied, the objects of 

man's labour and activit:;' are transforr;ted into independent, 

autoqomous forces seemingly beyond human control. 
\ 

The Frankfurt theorists strongly pleadr~d for autonomy o~ 

culture. They held that culture had never heen merely 

ideological, or false consciousness, but rather in its coc?le~ 
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mediations preserved an autono!:l~·. fr::>m the base level of 

productior... The Institutes' aesthetic theory is capturer! ·oy 

Horkheimer's statement "art, since it became autononous, 'ncl 

preserved the utopia \vhich evaporated from 

According to Horkheimer and Adorno, culture has been a critical 

force as long as it provided "utopian" alternatives to existins 

society. However, ui th the advent of mass culture· in modern 

times, art threatened to degenerate into a mere reproduction of 
..-·: 

econor:lic base. Adorno called the mass cultural institutions 

"culture industry" and argued that¥·~ ~.ras. ·an aspect- of the 

dialectic of enlightenment in which technical rationality nas 

become the "rationality of-domination". 

By returning to the J.-J:egelian roots of Narxisr.J., the 

Frankfurt theorists attempted to recuperate the dialectical 

mode of thoug:,.t ':.Jhich the ~1arxists of Second International had 

displaced by emphasising on economic determination and the 

inevitability of historical laws. In his essay "Naterialism 

and Hetaphysics", Horkheiner argues that Harxis1:1 is no monistic 

metaphysics based on the ontolog.ical.primacy of the nature. He 

criticises the objectivist tendency in [1arxism for eliding the 

role of consciousness and subjectivity in dialectics. In 

contrast to the copy theory of perception of vulgar Narxisr:1, 

Horkheimer stressed the a1~tive role of cognition. He claioed 

tha,i1 both Hegelian metaphysics and vulgar Harxism vitiated the 
. \ 

dialectics by presuming an identity_ theory - the belief that 

71 
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·-"an ultimate oneness of subj,2ct an-:1 object, essence and 

appearance, particular and universal underlies the 

contradictions of the apparent ~'orld". 
19 

Horkheimer 

emph.:1sised the necessary' non-identity,mediations bett-teen 

subject and object •. Hithout such mediations there uould be an 

over-emphasis on one of the elements of totality, a fallacy. he 

termed 'fetishism'. 

Adorno argued that the spread of technology served the 

culture industry, resulting in a sweeping transformation in th£ 

conditions. of production and distribution of culture. This 

permitted the wholesale 'standardization', apparent in the 

culture ind~stry's promulga~ion of hit songs, creation of 

singing and movie stars, and reliance on a series of invariant 

types, slogans. and :repetit~veformulas. The content of mass 

culture tended to be interchangeable, art b· '<g s·ubject to a 

positivistic form of circulation and planning. Adorno noted 

that standardisation had c:.s its complement, the technique of 

endowing mass produced commodities an illusory aura of 

individuality which he called "pseudo-individualisation": 

"while standardisation of song hits keeps the consumer in line 

doing their thinking for them, as it were, 

pseudo-individuation, for its part, keeps them in line by 

making them forget that what they listen to is wholly intended 

for them or predigested".~ 0 
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Adorno points out that :[n traditional societie~ governed by the 

notion of cyclical time the dominant aesthetic category vas 

that of beauty. In mo1ern societies, however, where the flow 

of life has been all but reduced to a series of minutely 

subdivided instances, ::he dominant category of aesthetics has 

become that of disson3nce. This is in response to the 

rationalised fabric of social life and all serious thought 

about art must take tr.is fact as a· point of· departure. True 

art of today is dissonant art; faithful to the present da'y 

capacity for lived experience - a "fundomerctal incapacity", as 

Adorno calls it. Dissonant art, he argues, treats society as 

its adversary and maintains a social distance from the 

"utilitarian mill of ~;ocial life". Hence, kernel of nodernisr.J 

is its 'radical autonomy'. In. consequence of its gro<Ting need 

for autonomy, modern art increasingly takes leave of a nimetic, 

realistic approach to the representation of reality the 

approach paradigmatic. for the eJ rly Lukacs' so called 

'integrated . "1" . '21 C1V1 1zat10n in favour of a more 

'spiritualized, expressionist orientation'. It is in this 

spirit that Adorno vrote: ''It has become self-evident that 

what concerns art is no longer self-evident, neither in 

relation to itself, not in relation to the \vhole-not even in 

relation . ' . .. 22 to its r1gnt to ex1st • As such, Adorno's attempt 

is to indicate modernism, to authenticate its 'right to exist' 

from a historico-philosophical point of view, hoHever 
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precarious that right ~r.ig'1t be in contrast to the grandeur of 

classical works of art~ 

The expression 'autJnomous art' served to distinguish the 

relationship of Doderniso with the social Datrix from which it 

emanated vis-a-vis th~ more integrated relation of traditional 

>vorks of art. As Benjami'1 demonstrates in l1is poineering essay, 

"The work of art __ , in An Age of ;-~echanical Reproduction", until 

quite recently the prod~ction of works of art has been tied to 

a cultic function :ave dra':?ings (l-legic), Homer's Illiad ' 

(myth) and medieval Christian paintings (religion) illustrate 

the succession of cul tic guises art assumes· in course of the 

historic march of 1 disenchantment 123 Adorno argues that the 

process of art's co.ni ng to self-consiousness of autonomy is 

vigorously rene,11ed in the 19th century Hith romanticism and 

1 1 art pour 1' art viewed from a socio-cultural perspective, 

both movements originate in rebellion against the increasingly 

unspiritual prosaic nature of life under capitalis~ in its 

entrepreneurial phase. Hence, the art is tic consciousness seeks 

refuge in the sovereign, subjective power of the creative 

spirit, in the af''irmative preserve of culture h'here the 

positive values that are repulsed in reality itself can be 

1 . d lb . "1 d c "
24 

rea 1se , a e1t in suu imate .~_arm:. 
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This shift in the dom:i.nant category of aesthetics-from 

beauty to dissonance - Adorno calls 'deaestheticizati OD' uhich 

is decisive for modernism and endows the concept of 'ugliness' 

a central position. By ~aking ugliness thematic, modernism 

I • emp.1as1. zes its solida:~i ty >vi th the oppressed, the 

non-identical. Hodernis·n thus leads to a tremen.dous 

democratization of the subject-matter and also an impo.rtant 

extension of the boundaries of the permissible in art. In 

historico-philosophical terms, Adornos interprets modernismsi 

thematicization of ugl:Lness as a reaction against the 

'dialectic of enlightennent',
25 

the logic of civilization. 

To Adorno, enl'ightemnent ·is synonomous \vith the principle of 

rational control. According to his philosophy of social 

evolution, the dialectic of enlightenment signifies the 

'progression' from domi:1ation of nature to t;he aomination of 

men. Adorno describes the process in the following words: 

"For once the :mbject comes to perceive itself as 

absolute and its other, nature, as a pure stuff of domination, 

this logic ultimately has its revenge on the subject, ~.;rhich 

forgets that the other is a moment internal _to it, ie., man, 

too, is part of naturE~ and is consequently victimized by his 

hl f 1 .. 26 
own rut ess apparatus o centro . 

The aesthetics of ugliness,· therefore, reminds 

civilization of the stage of develcpnent prior to the rational 

j_ndividuation of the ~;pecies in the face of primordial nature, 
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···g I .... 

the stage of un2i~ferentiated unity of man and nature. Hence, 

for Adorno,the function of ge,nuine art lies in the role it 

plays in 

27 
sufferings' 

the 'historical rememberance of accumulated 

In a better age, it would be preferable that art 

disappear, than ·:hat it forget the suffering that is its 

expression and from which it draws its substance. 

* * * 
Some important criticisms of Adorno's aesthetics hav~ 

been formulated by Lucien Goldmann 
29 

to ••hich we can refer~ 
. . . 

Both Goldmann <tnd Adorno are in agreement in their 

receptiveness to the phenornenon of modernism, to the socially 

critical function of its necessarily fragmented and problematic 

character. This c.an be seen as a contrast to Lukac's dismissal 

of avant gardism and his defense of the print;iph .. of artistic 

realism as ideologically 'correct' alternative.
30 

Yet for 

Goldmann, it is essential that the fragment itself ultimately 

develop into something more pogitive and concrete, the idea of 

the philosophical system: "There is a word which Adorno has 

not used - systen - and this is the ••hole differnece bet~veen 

.. 31 
us • Goldmann, on the basis of his Harxist world- vic••, 

adheres to the conviction that reality can be fully grasped in 

systematic 
32 

terms,. an idea Adorno long abandoned as a 

methodological delusion to >·lhich "dialectical materialism falls 

vic tin by virtue c,f its Hegelian origin". 
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The real difference betweeri the t~o thinkers are, 

hm.,rever, to be found· in their co:-.tra.sting nssu:r1pti.ons as to 

which form. 'syster.J.atic' of 'critic.:J.l', the nhilosoohical - '· 

reception· of works of art should take at present. For 

Go~dnann, it is i;nportant tb~tt the philosopidcal articulation 

of the truth content of works of art be other than an isolated, 

merely critical ·insight, Instead, it should develop into the 

idea of a philosophical system: "The 1.:ork of art is a total 

universe, which gives valuE, takes a position, describes and' 

affirms the existence of certain things; tJhen translated its 

corollary is a philosophical system". It ·is ultinately tl':':?. 

correctness of the NarxiEt twrld viei•J, Gold::1ann argues. t'··'JL 

' 
facilitates this process of 'translation: Consequently, for 

him, the essential task of literary criticism consists in 

setting forth the correspondences that exist bet~een two 

compleoentary totalitie~;: <vork of art, on one hand, , and the 

Marxist systen or world view, on the other. The socic::lly 

critical elements of authentic works of art can be shmn to 

intersect the ~!arxist world vie\·l once are 

'translated' by the pTocess of criticism. Goldmann attempts to 

sho•..,r ho>v the cdntr:1dictions and tensions iii authentic art 

ultimately coincide with the aspirations oF a collective .. 

subject For e>wmple, in reference to Hidden Cod, he 

remarks: "I explain Recine by Jausenisra, by Jansenism as a 

structure" He argues for the importance of v,;h.:tt he refers to 

, ? I • 
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-~as a proper hs_j .1nce het .·teen moh1ents of · 'dogr7tatism' and 

'criticism' in pnilosophy. "\-.rhereas. dogmatism prematurely 

assents the i.Jcn~ify of !!he 'rational' and the 'real'·, 

emphasizing the mo1ent of positivity, criticism discounts from 

the outset the possibility of qualitative change, and alloi.;s 

all substance to E,vaporate before the Hedusa-like gaze of the 

. ,.33 
negatlve. If, to Goldmann, Lukacs parsonified the former 

trend, Adorno definitely repres· ents the latter. 
I 

The limitations of Adorno's theory are manif-'ested in his: 
1 

notion of art as :1 for1:1 of negation. As mentioned previously,: 

the d:ief metaphysical assur:1ption of critical theory was its 

I 

rejection of idet~tity theo-ry - its refusal to seek facile or 

prematlire recorciliat:ions to existing contradictions. 

According to Adonw, a successful work of art "is not one ·\vhic:h 

resolves objective contradictions in a spurious harmony 

negatively by embodying the. contradictions pure and 

uncor:~pror:~ised, in its inn.-:>rmost 
34 

structure' He steadfastly 

refused to enclorse substantive representations in art. Until 

social contradie·:ions are resolved, positive meanings must be 

suspen.::l.ed. 

Eowever, b7 attel'lpting to avoid any form of ideological 

entrapment, Adorno's theory of negation degenerates into an 

idealistic aestt.etics. According to Adorno, art must reject 

all socially determined communication which he equates vith 

\ 
consu~er manipulation and regression. Art can only resist 

,. ~ lc, 



false consciousness imposed by culture industry by declaring 

its autonomy froo all discursive practice, n1eaning anci 

communication. 

Instead of being an instrument of changing conciousness, 

Adorno conceiveE of art as a monad foregoing any communication 

with the audience. The creation of an oppositional mass· art 

thus must await the negation of c~pitalism, without playing an 

active role in its demise. Again, Adorno believed thc:t the 

culture industry has so _implicated the masses in false 

consciousness that any form of. revolutionary praxis is utopian. 

Thus his analysi.5 enters in a vicious circle. 
/ 

If, Adorno hails art as form of negation, Benjamin's 

faith is in engaged art. In his now-famous essay, "The Hork 

of A ..... ....... in· The Age of Mechanical· Reproduction", Ber.jar.1in 

explores the interrelationship of art anc:: the . history of 

technological de'ielopment under capitalism. He deals specially 

with film as he consideres it the specific art form of mod0rn 

times. Films (;;.longwith ne1.;spapers, photography and records) 

are all form of mass communications, made possible by the 

advent of mechanical reproductt"on. The mode of artistic 

production and communication in a given era is determined i·n 

large part by the level of technical development at the time. 

At . the same time, the mode of production and communication 

plays a large role in determining the rcla tion betv.reen t-:orking 

class and bourgeois society. 
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Benjamin understood and appreciated the potential 

democratization of communication media in mechanical 

reproduction. Hechanical reproduction makes possible the 

involvement of the masses in culture and politics. Benjamin 

analyses how mechanical reproduction destroy" the uniquenses of 

the work 6£ art, the authenticity and 'aura' as he labelled 

it. If the mystique of the 'original' is broken down, if the 

work of art is torn from the "fabric of tradition", of which it 
-~ 

was a part, then it loses its false importance the 

"parasitical dependence on ritual" goes. Instead of being 

based on ritual, work of art begin to be 'based on another 

practice ·- 1 . . "36 po l.tlCS The theologizing of art, art for 

art's/political practice of our time. When the distance 

(mystification)/bet\veen artist and society is ~essened, then 

'' 
the false distinction between social roles, and educator is 

negleted. Benjamin explains: 

"By absolute emphasis oq its exhibition value the work of 

art becomes a creation \vith entirely new functions, among which 

the one \ve are conscious of, the artistic function, later may 

b . d . . d 1 37 
e recogn1se as 1nc1. enta • 

In Adorno's theory of art and the mass media, the attempt 

to link culture, mode of production and social relations of 

production is conspicuously missing. Culture is viewed in 

independent, autonomous terms and analysed in ahistoric and 

idealistic categories. As Swingewood .argues: 

a neutral 



category; it is historical, specific and ideological. The 

issues here is both the concept and method of analysis: 

culture does not exist apart from its specific determinations 

in a social formation: culture develops in and through the 

many levals, or structures, of a society, which form the 

totality of social relations and practices. An idealist, 

non-historical and abstract concept of culture \vil1 

tend •••••• towards an uncritical idealisation of the past." 3 ~; 
,, 

In her critique of Adorno's theory of film Di~ne 

39 
Waldmann notes that Adorno's belief that film is 

inherently conservative rests on an ahistorical ontology of the 

film medium, a belief. that it is the essential nature of film 

to duplicate and reinforce reality. As she argues, films scale 

from the extreGlely abstract to ~he . conventionally 

naturalistic. Although the dominant Hollywood aesthetic has 

been preminently naturalistic, it is not inherent to the 

medium, The films of Russian Houtage School of the 20's led by 

Sergi Eisenstein, as well as German Expressionist, silent films 

~nd surrealist films like Bunuel's Un Chien Andapou are 

examples of non-naturalistic aesthetics. Also one should not 

forget the avant garde directors of The Ne\v ~lave (France and 

Italy), their attempt to disrupt fih::ic naturalism by using 

devices which could distance the spectator from filmic 

representation. 



Benja1!1in agreed Hith Adorno and otbQr Frankfurt menbers 

that .artist best served the protetariat by developins the 

revolutionary potenials \vi thin their own division of labour. 

Solidarity \vi th the protetariat was most authentically 

expressed as a producer, not as an 'ideological 
40 

patron! 

But Eengamin believed, and here he differed vli th Adorno n:ost 

sorely, that in today' s \vorld revolutionary potential of 

artistic production centred on its tehnical industrialization. 

Bertolt Bretcht was in essential agreement 1.>1ith this thesis, 

only with a qualifi.cation. He thought the argument that the 

' "attainment of technical progress in literature ev~ntually 

changes the function of art forms and is therefore a criterio~ 

for judging the revolutionary function of literary works 

applies to artists of only one type, the ~-1riters of the upper 

bourgeoisie, h h h . 1 f" 41 among "'' om e counts .1mse-'- • For such a 

Hriter", he said, "there really exists a point of similarity 

with the interests of the protetariat: it is the point at wl1ich 

h f d 
. ..42 

he can develop is own means o pro uct1on. • 

It ~.;ould be naive to belive that Banjamin t.VaS myopic in 

his understanding of the fetters that capitalism imposes on the 

realization of the socialist potentials of 

reproduction of art works. Benjamin argued that this 

development is checked back by capitalist relations, as in the 

case of socialization of labour in general. It is this parallel 

in their objective situation 1•hich \VOuld eventually cause 
\ 

artists as "technicians to see as their task, the liberation of 

their O\.Jn means of production, and thereby desert their class 
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and confirm very soberly their solidarity Hith the 

l 
. ..43 

pro etnn.at. ~ieamvhile, the distortions of class society 

left the artist vJithin the existing present vd.th t~vo 

alternatives: playing to bourgeois needs, or adopting an avant 

garde, l'art pour l'art position scornful of the masses. 

Without a social revolution the actuality of their common 

interests could never be realised. But Benjanin did believe, 

and here he differed vehemently \•Ji th Adorno, that art has the 

power to intervene, and in the process reconstitutes itself, in 

the struggle for the enancipation of the protetariat. The 

relationship of material reality to aesthetic experession in 

one of mutual demystification. Benjamin saw that it is not 

enough, for example, simply to make people aware of human 

misery: photography can 'make humari misery an object of 

consumption" and can even turn "The struggle against '-misery 

into an object of 
. 44 

consumption" "\{hJ_t we must demand from 

photographer" he wrote, "is the ability to put such a caption 

beneath his picture as will rescue it from the ranges of 

modishness and confer upon it a revolutionary .. 45 
use value. 

For Benjanin's sociology of cultures a major problem was 

the mode of inheritance of culture objects. If, as Harx 

argued, the ruling ideas have alHays been those of the ruling 

class and hence conspire against the oppressed as ideology, 

what must be the position of the historical mat~rialist in 

1
\ . eva uat1ng and interpreting cultnrol 

makes ~p the intellectual inheritance? 

'treasures' Hhich 



"For without exceptLon the cultural treasures one surveys 

have an origin which one .cannot cotltemplate \vithout horror. 

They 0\1e their existence not only to the efforts of the great 

minds and talents of those who have created them, but also to 

the anonymous toil of their contemporaries. And just as such a 

document is not free of barbarism, barbarism taints also the 

. l . h . . 1 f u
46 

manner 1n w11c 1t was transm1ttec rom owner to owner. 

The utopian dreams of humanity, about Hhich Harx talked, 

were expressed . precisely in those cultural "treasures' uhic'b 

\vere in the hands of the oppressors. And here was the .crux of 
:'':;~i~=~ 

the problem, for ~..rhich Ylarx does not have a satisfactory 

ans\ver. Benjamin wrote: '_'It is \vell knmvn that Narx nO\vhere 

really divulged how the relationship between superstructure and 

.. 47 
cases. should be conce:i.ved in individual infrastructure 

Benjamin believed that cultural history, fare from being a 

superstructural study of secondary importance, stood at the 

centre of class education. The revolutionary goal was nothfng 

les than a Nessianic break vith the past: the "liberation of 

mankind" 

Throughout his life, Benjamin was groping for a 

consistent theory of materialist education which would make 

posible this rearticultion of culture from ideology into a 

revolutionary tool. To understand and plead for this 

revolutionary transformation of cultural 'commodities', he 

coined the term 'dialectical images'. The procudur;-e had two 
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stages. The first \<as destructive. The bourgeois historical 

and cultural appara~us \vhich preserved cultural objects from 

oblivion, did so at the cost of revolutionary use value. Just 

as political revolution demanded the smashing of the bourgeois 

state apparatus, so too this cultural appartus has to be 

smashed. His particular attack was on the bourgeois 

structuring of history as a continuum, which he thought needs 

to be "blown apart by d . 1 . ..49 1.a ect1.cs The historical 

materialist "stops telling the sequence of events like the 

d f 
.. 49 

bea s o a rosary But not only this. Benjamin spells out 

his vision thus: 

"The destructuve moment of the diatectic, leaving none of 

the cultural apparatus untouched, \-las to violate all the 

structuring binaries by which bourgeois culture has been 

valorised". The distinction between 'high' and 'lm-1' culture 

was meaningless for revolutionary interpretation, ·but both 

could be redeemed. Similarly, that the whole problem of 

"popularization of knowledge"'· Benjamin claimed, "could not be 

solved as long as the object of educational work was thought to 

b bl . d f h 1 .. so e pu 1.c, instea o t e c ass. 

So, Benjanin's revolutionary pedagogy, as it boils down, 

holds that Harxist political economy cannot, by itself, inspire 

an adequate break with capitalist consicousness because it did 

\ 
not challenge the ideological potency of cultural codes based 

upon servitude and misery. Revolutionary awareness requires 



contestation of spurious cont_j.nui r:.y of ruling cultural 

trGdi.tions, attentiveness to the raessages of n:-sistance to be 

discovered to the pa.st and affirrnation of the "possibility of 

happiness concealed Hi thin even the ElOSt reified celebrations 

of the 
.. 51 

present Together, these processes of destruction 

and rediscovery, they constitute the two stages of 'dialectical 

. • I .1mage . 

Dialectical image should 'short-circuit' bourgeois 

historical-literary apparatus and make direct connection to 

'discontinuous tradition' If all historical continuity, 

Benjamin argued, is that of 'oppressors', this tradition must 

be composed of moments of revolt against it. The Threads may 

have been lost for centuries. "The pattern formed when the 

present recognised the past in a revolutionary sense as its own 

concern, d 'd f l . ' h 1 " 52 
1 not use toget 1er 1nto a conerent \v o e. 

Historicism also interprets the past in the light of the 

present, but the present as given rather than a revolutionary 

one, which robs historical practice of politics. Benja:nin's 

own study of the Parsian Archad.es perhaps .represents the best 

example of 'dialectical image', where the critique of commodity 

fetishis!ll is to be accompanied ny a concern to salvage the 

hedonistic impulse beneath the v:recked drea;ns of a seamy 

bourgeois spectacle. Elegant centres of bourgeois life, those 

arcades provided Benjamin with an extraordinary historical 

\ 
stage, "an 

" 55 present 

project, was 

aliegorical representation of the origins of the 

Along with this, l)cnjamin, in the Arcades 

re.-o-rdering ' . illS own experience of P.erlin as child 



and youth. He \vent for the most out-of-vmy objects, waking 

them up from the dead to illuminate what meaning each of these 

artefacts contain in terms of his own thesis of history. 

Though the archades were open to rich and poor, the way one 

experienced the space vas roughly class-determind. Benjamins 

investigation into the design of the arcadia are rich in 

semiotic value. His 'readings', if we may say so, are heavily 

against the perspective of historical causality where the 

dialectic is seen as a chronological sequence of action and 

-
reflection. Direct linear causality, Benjamin argues, is part 

I 

of a bourgeois cognitive apparatus that should be smashed. 

There exists in his writings the rudiments of a cognitive 

theory with profound implication for the theory-praxis 

problematic. 

Benjamin argued. that the spontaneous creativity of 

children's play provides insights into ·this problematic. He 

found in child's consciousness the unsevered connection 

between perception and action which distinguished revolutionary 

consciouosness in adults. This consciousness is not causal in 

the behaviouristic sense of a st.imulus-response reaction. It 

was mimetic, involving the ability to make correspondences by 

means of spontaneous fantasy. Benjamin argues the mimetic 

faculty does not have to stop with childhood. The problem was 

that in bourgeois culture it had been relegated to the realm of 
\ 

the aesthetic devoid of revolutionary praxis. He suggests that 

the development of mimetic cognition had not been a constant 



inhistory 1 "Rather, '-re may suppose that the gift of producing 

si6ilarities - for example in dances whose oldest function this 

was - and therefore also the gift of recognizing the6, have 

• 1 ' • 1 1 -- ' .. 54 changed Ultn nistor1ca aeveLopment. 

Film - (and camera) represents· the climax of mimetic 

potential and also a radical break. 1Hth this technique of 

representation, less magical, more scientific form of the 

mimetic fc.culty >vas made possible. Benjamin cor.J.rnents tbat the 

mimetic power of film enabled a reflexive science of gestures, 

rather than magical duplication of reality • The camera 

• 
1 penetrates into 1 the ~ubj_ect. The darker side of technical 

mediation of experience, vlhich Benjamin calls 

'industrialisation of perception 1 , made this new mimetic 

science possible as well as· imperative. Benjamir argued that 

if industrial society has resulted in the fragmentation of 

experience, it had also provided the means of piecing it back 

in an altogether new way: one which, while remaining in the 

world of appearances, allo~s its expression in a critical, 

self-reflexive language. Such arguments are typically 

Benjamin's and encapsulates his difference with other members 

of the Frankfurt School, particularly Adorno. Throughout, 

Benjamin is emphasziing a dual process: destructive, one uhich 

blows apart the conventional codes of meaning and 

transcreative, one which puts together these blown-apart codes 

'· 
in a manner that imbues them with a new ,revolutionary meaning. 



In his search for transcreated meanings, Be.~jamin follo14S a 

basically !~rxist line because throughout he was trying to base 

his analysis on the ontological primacy of human labour-the 

development of technology. 

It is in this spirit that Benjamin appreciates the 

principle of 'montage', 1<1here perception in the form of shocks 

was established as a formal device/principle" "Discontinuous 

images superseded one another in continuous series. In mimetic 

cognition the subject appreciated the object by becoming like 

it in a way that dialectically, imbued the object with 

subjectivity. Benjamin was. suggesting that on the collective 
I 

level it was possible to employ the mimetic capacity as a 

defence against industrialisation of perception, and as a means 

tot-1ards reappropriation of the subjectivity which had been 

alienated by the process. "Hhen the subjective experience of 

the collective was mimicked in the gesture of a particular 

subject, it became the object of conscious awareness 

self-a~vareness for the others." 
55 

In this case, 

subjectivity becomes the object ·for other subjects. Thus, in 

Benjamin's attempts in lvhat he calls "placing the image 

straight" from a historical materialist point of view, he also 

pioneered a new science - Marxist heremeneutics-about which we 

l-7ill be having occasion to discuss in some more detail in our 

next chapter. 



We now turn our focus on a najor debate of co~temporary 

!rarxism. This ~i!inges on epistemolo?,ical ~1uest:ions centring the 

categories of 'structure' and 'experience~ 

FOCUS 0~-i STRUCTURE A.f:D EXPI:P.E::CE: D2nAIES Q;'J HETHOD 

The concern \vith culture/i<:leology/consciousness has been 

a marked feature of .i.ntellectual work anG politics in most 

Hestern countries since the later 1950's. These movements \7•2re 

diverse and belong to histories that are distinct. But they 

have features in common and it is ;;-;ithin aad bet\veen~ thew that'J 

contemporary Marxist debates on culture are centred. One might 

list t\vo central tendencies in the analysis of culture: Rnymond 

Williams' ltterary and cultural criticiso (which he calls, 

'Cultural Materialism', something we are 3oing to discuss 

extensively in _our next sec tioi1) and )ii: P. Thompson's 

Socialist-j{ur.wnist history, on . one hand, .::m,_ the theories of 

ideology, science and epistemol0gy associated with French 

structuralist Harxism, central to '<vhich is, of course, Louis 

Althusser, on the other. The dialogue ~ot more complex and 

varied as Europe rediscovered the work of second-generation 

Harxist theorists, notably Luk2cs and Cransci, both of vlhom 

\vere thought, rightly enough, to hilve much to say on 

cultural/ideological questions. 

These questions became most urgent '"ith:i.n :-larxism, partly 

because they were so plainly neglected before, with disastrous 

consequences. But in the heartlands of conventional sociology, 

90 
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·there \·Jas plenteous 'revolts' taking place. The revival of 

phenooenological philosophy in Europe is a case in point. This 

is only matched by transatlantic sociologies Hhich vrcre 

concerned, almost exclusively, the processes of 1 • ma,nng 

sense of the social vorld, or even 1dth its inter-subjective 

constl·uction. A similar tendency can be seen in various 

su1J-sociologies. . A basic parallel between these intellectual 

cu~ents and the newer forms of oppositional politics of the 

60's the 'neiV left', the stude:1t movement, T"T f .J_, _women s: 

Liberation, etc. - can be dra\·m: both focused, in different 

manners, the im.rardness of experience and understanding of the 

world in opposition to reductionisn and determinism of dominant 

sociology and t·!arxis1:1. 

This transition (or, . change in focus) took place in 

different ways in different countries. In Br~~~in,.where these 

debates generated perhaps the maximum interest, it can be 

clearly divided into phases. We might call the first the 

moment of 'culture'. Those who pioneered this phase are 

Rayrnond Williams and Richard Haggart (breaking away from 

'elitism' of literary notions of 'cu. lture') and also socialist 

historians like E.P.Thornpson, E.J.Hobsbawm and the later 

Christopher Hill, v.rhere the orthodox marxist leninist 

concerns of mode of production and long-range economic 

trnnsi tion (a trend represented by ~laurice Dobb) were softened 

doun in favour of class and cultural issues, attitudes and 
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forms of sponta'1eous protests, primitive rebels, post - 1850 

protetariat, etc. But very soon works on 'culture' and history 

in this tradition had to face the challenge that occured 

primarily because of systematic importation of books/ideas, 

particularly those of Althusser. 

The moment of culture was a time of great creativity, but 

it was follotved by another, quite different, kind of 

intellectual explosion. lve may call this second phase, moment 

of Theory, which was partly effected by the establishment of a 

kind of common market in 1·1arxist ideas, promoted by the net,.ler 

editions of New Left Revievl. The whole NLR endeavour, helped 

transform the nature of Harxist discussion is advanced 

capitalist countries, particularly in Britain. 

Both these moments have a particular aspect in common 

~vhich needs being spelt out: both tendencies take as central 

the analysis of culture/ideolog~ and pose a challenge .to 

'economism' of all varieties. But the antagonisms bettveen them 

are also real ones. The moment of 'culture' is quite English 

in very many senses (through later it tries to accommodate a 

re-worked· Gramsci). The other tendency is basically French: 

The streams include the linguistics of Saussure, anthropology 

of Levi-Strauss, the epistemological concerns of traditional 

French philosophy, Lacan's adaptation of Freud, and, of course, 

the 'philosophical' reading of Marx of Capital by Althusser. 

\ 
Here also Gramsci was appropriated, but from a totally 
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~ G.iffere;1t perspccti vc ar:d c;;;phasis. He are going to discuss 

the uvo tetldencies in separ-ate sections, fi e-st section foctJsing 

Finally, t·:e 

plan to go into a comparative assessment with a vieu to 

advancing the debate. 

Louis Altl:usser: Qc:estions or Autonomy and IdeoloGy of 

Culture 

~larxist Structuralism sets as :i.ts l:ns.k to free the 

03 J· 

concept of ideology £ro1n the notion of 'pure speculation' or: 

false consciousness. In its debate a~ainst 'historicism', 

which emphasises the role 

consciousness in the 

of the 

. , , 
lGE'0.1.0gy, 

subject-class and of 

i 

'structuralism' holds 

that ideology has a· material base/existence, '1hich deten-.:ines 

the subject. 

Althusser calls the 'humanist-historicist' :V!arxism 

'Hegelian,' because thou~h society · is seen as full of 

contradictions, r.1ediations and dialectical mover.J.ents, the 

social formation is, ultimP.tf!ly~ reducible to simple structure, 

\vith 'one principle of internal u:1ity', \·lhich 'unrolls' through 

all the levels. Althusser calls this 'expressive totality', 

because levels of social fonnations analyses. F~.re 'expressi,re;/ 

reflexive objectifications of a single contradiction of the 

base. 

As against this, Althusser arg·Jes that r,;e must understand 

a s·ocial forn:ation as an ever pre';:'given ~tructured cor:1plex 
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···whole." There is no si'.aple under-lying 

pre· •. dating this structured coraplexity, to \lhich any- single 

practice - e.g •. the pro;luction of ideolo2y - cnn be effect i vel~/· 

. 57--
reduced." . Althusser agrees that the principle of 

determinacy is fundamental to any materialist theory but argues 

that this deter~inacy nust ~e thought, not as a simple 

determination of one level ( i.e. the economic) over the 

others, but as structured sum of · the different 

deterninations, the structure of their overall effects. Hc·f 

calls this double way .of conceiving the '.relative autonoTi:y' of· 

practices and their 'determination in the last instance', 

over-determination • 

The social position of the subject is not the origin of 

its ideological position - ideology has conditions of existence 

which can not be 'read off' fro1:1 the place of the subject in 

the relations of production. Marx'i condition to his/her 

existence cannot be manifest to him/her and consequently, 

he/she lives his/her relation to these conditions in an 

imaginary mode. Ideology is a representatioh of this imaginary __ 

modality by which man lives his/her relation to the totality of 

'the conditions of existence and thus gets constituted. To 

Althusser, ideology has ~o history. Comparable to Freud, 

Althusser speaks of ideology as a new f9r~ of specific 

unconscious called conscious. Like Freud's unconscious, 

Althusser also posits eternity to ideology. 
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The question that imr:iediately cor;,es to !iiind is hO'.J the 

skills of labour power, and 13bour i)O\Jcr itself, are reproduced 

in capitalist society;. Alt!!usser tries to solve this pro'Jlr=:;-, 

by arguing that this reproCucti.on can only occur " in the forms 

~;,8 
and under the fon:1s of ideological sucjection 

.; .; 
1;.lthusser 

distinguishes between the Repressive State Apparatus (RSA) and 

Ideological State Apparatus (ISA). \,Jhile the former operates 

through coercive oeans and secures the political conditions for 

the functioning cf the latter, it is in ISA that ruling: 

ideology is structured, concentrated and fought out. Althusser 

has put special enpi:wsis on. the educational apparatus, vlhich he 

thought was the most important sector of ISA in advanced 

capitalisr:1. Along with ISA, Althusser also elaborated his 

understanding of the formation of subject-through the mechanism 

of 'interpellation l
59

. 

The main charge a~....il"lSt Althusser is that 

understanding of ideology hinges heavily on fuctionalisrn. Given 

the generality of his analysis, the reproduction of relations 

of production (and the apparatuses assigned to perform this 

function) can only occur within a functional 'fit'. For a 

general ans\Jer to the question Althusser poses: "Hoiv is it 

possible for capitalist social relations to exis.t?''., 

functionalism s--:-c-::s inevitable. The< ISA, conceived as a Deans 

to the fulfillment of a functional end, has no determ:i.nutc 
\ 

effect on the form for which it is functional. It merely 
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performs the function of maintenance or reproduction. Related 

to the functionalism of Althusser's understanding the 

ideological apparatus is his 'economism' in his conceptton of 

the economy. It is economistic because it generates and 

determines its own conditions of existence. 

In a Post-Scriptum to his article on ISA, Althussar 

half-heartedly recognizes the functional character of his 

analysis. As a remedy, he introduces point of vieH of class 

struggle into his paradigm. Yet it only remains a forci<>n 
0 

element to the general mechanism of ideology constituted 

outside its influence. Althusser argues that the ISA as a 

mechanism to perform the function of reproduction depend for 

their realization on class struggle, Thus a general functional 

mechanism (abstract) is .modified in its ef"'ect by the 

'concrete'. But as Paul Hirst
60 

argues, the 'concrete' 

conditions and the general mechanism are merely brought 

together, without any attempt to relate them theoretically. 

Larrain has correctly suggested: "To avoid a dualism Althusser 

should do a\vay Hith the theory of ideology in general, not 

merely supplement it •••••• In Marx's terms, the theory of 

. d 1 . 1 . d 1 . 1 "'! " 61 
1 eo ogy ln genera is an 1 .eo og1ca 11eory. 

Althusser rejects, in a correct opposition to humanism 

and historicism, the notion of constitutive subject and puts 

forth the idea of the constitution of the subject by ideology. 

But in his own functionalapparatus, s~bjects are reduced to 
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effects, not essence. Althusser recues the subject from being 

hypostatized as in the humanist tradition, but hypostatizes 

ideology itself. 

Raymond Hilliams and Cultural 1·iaterialism 

When Raymond \Hlliams started 'vork, the English culture 

analysis scene -was going through an ideological vacuum. Jerry 

62 
Eagleton, a prominent young Harxist literary critic of 

Oxford, describes the situation in the followng manner: There 
'. 

was, he argues, a partial collapse of certain traditional· 
; 

I 

sub-formations (notably religion), and the historically 

determined absence of others (a full-fledged sociology, for 

instance). This demanded filling - a task, which the then 

dominant group 'Scrutiny' attempted (in the tradition of Mathew 

Arnold) Like Arnold, it was at once 'progressive' and 

'reactionary' - vigorously alert to the moment of the 'modern' 

and its ne~v ideological demands, but only able to meet with 

'idealist' solutions: the 'organic community' of a mythicized 

English past, the 'university education' etc. as the spiritual 

essence of the social formation. These opposed stands of 

'Scrutiny' get resolved, Eagleton argues, in a single 

category: 'elitism' "Committed by its nuclear social and 

economic conditions to a framework of over - arching authority, 

to 'standards' and 'leaderships'. the petty bourgoisie rejects 

at OnCe the democratiC I anarchy' it diSCernS belOW it and the 

ineffectualness of the actual authority posed above 
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major variety of 

phenomena in Jri tian. 

influenc2s 

of 

various detates t}:'lt h'ere goin6 en in the 'larxist circles that 

Raymond \Jillians conres an unaculter<1ted 

working-class background with a supportive rural community 

behind him. His ertterprJ S{~; has been a life's ~.;ork, 

whose i.;1t2rnal logic rJnd stn!ctural unity a_re anchored deeply 

in his biographical experience. The r:r:.glish man:isiT. available. 

in him was not of much intellectual relevance •. He pursued the 

i:nplications of felt personal. experience to tl1e point uhere 

they have organically emereed as :r.ethods, concerts, strategies 

\vh ich to some, is the source of the formidable po1.:er of 

analysis, while to others, his drastic limitation (Eagleton 

holrls this view, seeing him just as an ~xtension of t~e 

Scrutiny tradition). 

· P.aymo:1d Hilliacs bases his analysis on the long 

revolution in culture, in.itiatf.:d by the exte:1sion of educAtion 

and com:nunication syste.:;s, as a third current of change 

alongside the in~1ustrial revolution and democratic· revolution 

in the econooic and political spheres respectively. These 

three processes together, he argues, define the· texture an:-J··-

tempo of conteDporary e}:perience and is neces~7<HY to sec the 

riialectical interactions between the spheres of culture, 



pol:Lty and economy, 1 \vithout concessior-, or rri('rity to any -:::r.e 

of to abstr::ct'. The ei1.1p'hasis on 

simultaneity and non-c:etern~.in3ti.on in -=-~e Lon.~ ?~evolution 

(hereafter, LE) has triggered a torrent of critic:-- :::'rc.c the 

anc~ ad honeniec. The sitnation 

demands that we go into ~illiacs' position in sone rnnre detail. 

Williams in LR observes: 

"The truth about a society, it· uould sec;m·, is to be found 

in the actual rel.qtions, aluays exceptionally conplicateG ;: 

bet\<een tl:e systen of comaunication and learning, the syste;n of 

decision, the system of Tilctintenance; and the syste?', of 

generation anJ nni"'ture: It is not a question of lookin:; for 

some absolute formula, by uhich the structure of these 

relations can be invariably determined. The formula that 

matters is that .;-;hich, first, makes the essential connections 

bet\-Jeen \vhat are never really seperahle syste:ns, and secon:i, 

shm.;s tl1e historical variability of eac:1 of these systens, an.J 

therefore of the real oreanizati-ons '\Iithi.n Hhich they operate 

64 
and are lived. 

A second significant statement occurs in the course ---.F 
'~ L 

his discussion of the stan(2ard question of the relations:lip 

between art and society: 

"It is not a question of relating the art to society, hut 

of studying All the activities and their int~rconnectio~~. 
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uithout any cot1cessior~ of priority to at1y en~ of t~1e1:1 r.·.1e :~Lay 

1 b .. 65 c .wo s c to a s tract . 

And ap;ain in Concunications _ _:_ 

"The ecphasis on co~.1iilunications asserts, as a '!Tlattsi.- of 

experience, that :nen ' ana societies are not confined to 

rel.3t ions hips of pO\ver, property pl~oducticn. '!'heir 

relationships, in '1escri.bing, persuading 
r r 

1
, ~ . 1 .. ,_);) 

exchanging experiences are seen as equa LY rundamenta~ • 
_, 

:\p::trently, these passages are in frontal contradiction: 

'llith a central tenet of historical materialism: the prioary or 

determination, in the last instance, of the economic ~vithi n <:my 

social totality. I-Iis argt.:nents for rejecting it see:n to 1)e 

twofold. First, he •Maintains that they are never separable.in 

reality. Second, he argues that since they are in effect 

simultaneous in our experience, they must be equivalent in 

their significance for the overall shape of society. To these 

early positions, he has of late added 

qualifications. One, he talks about the disparity of a very 

narked !:.ind betwe·en the different systems of a society in 

certain periods-the relative importance of different kinds of 

production And social process that can be very uneven. This he 

thinks necessarily lir::i ts the idea of the parity of 

structures. Two, he points out the·temporal unevenness lD the 

formation and evolutior; of these structures. Hilliar~s admits 

that \he not aluays able to negotiate this fact of 

·historical discrepancy theoretically. 
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On the ocher hand, the tl;c.;is of the inseperability of 

st ructun::s-the interrelationships beto;,-J:.::en 

politics, art, econo~y and family organisation is something 

which Wtllia~s has always maintained. Ee holds that the 

extractior: of o;:1e of society, the 

abstraction of the c<lpitalist 1;:ode o:f production o.s such, 

tendeJ. to lead by separation to 'a substitution of ten1s of 

analysis for terms cf suhstance'. But in orzier: to ZJai!1tain the 

thesis of inseperabi.1ity of structures, Hilliams has made .'1' 

analytical proirity to experien'=.e~, tl~e e;:J?hasis is '10-oT on th:~ 

precise material elements of any cultural system, or as he puts 

i.t: "the indissoluble eler1ents of 8 continuous ·soci:il-material 

process. In certain periods, he argues, it is precisely 

experience in •;eakest form whi~h appears to block any 

realization of the unity of this process, concealing the 

connection bet":een the different structures-not to speak of 

the unnoticed relationships of domination and subordination, 

disparity and unevenness, rcsidu<:~l and emergence, "1Jhich lt:>nd 

their particular nature to these Hi llia:'!s 

continues: "Indeed, it could be said that sy o•m time '•las just 

such an epoch The project of \vas precisely to 

force back ........... a renewed as.;areness of •" ,tne 

indissolubility of tbe \lhole social-r:Jate ri~1l 
.. {J7 

prOC.l~SS: 

at a later point, he concl•1des: "Once cultural production is 
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itself seen as social rlnd :-l<Her:Lal, t:·:en this inc!i solubility of 

the ~1hole social process l1:1s a different t1~(::or.;tical grour"!d, 

i f . . f ' . ..61 c ~racter o tne respect1ve ~rocesses o. proouct1on. 

FrtT~n i.rulur-:trial revoJ.ution onvJcrds, there has developed a 

type of society lS less less interpretable. ~y 

experience, Deaning by experience lived contact with the 

availahle articulations, includin3 their conparisons. The 

r~sult is t!w.t ue have- become incre<Jsinz1y consc1ous of the 

positive po~er of the techniques of :1::-:nlysi~;. 

ti:ne, • 1--
lc. 

crisis of just this IDt:e-capitalist soci_ety that this 

inevitahle auarencss has also led to a privileged ~o~ination of 

techniques of rational penetration ana corresponding 

undervaluation of areas Hhere there is some ,ever:,·-~ay co~:;::-.erce 

be ttveen the available articulations seneral process 

that has been called 1 experience 1 leaC:ing a philosopher l:i.ke 

Althuss2r to equate experience "with the realn of pure illusion 

or ideology, in di.rect opposition to 'science' or truth. On 

the other hand, ~{illiams' tendency to treat expcl'i.ence as the 

deepest field of truth, if taken seriously, cHn be centrally 

undoin:;. It is eviJent that p~ople ~ay have very powerful 

experences, and be completely convinced of their ccnnectiou to 

real-tty, ''hich frc:n a different socic-;_l···histo:·ic~;_}_ p:tespeclive, 

r.1ay ~e preceived as saturated 1-li.tl• JlJusion and stnJCtured 

some\:bcre else. 
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Discuss ton c 

OL the role of i71 \Ji 11 i. r1rr:s' 

scheme rerc-L'J i rb takin~ into account a 

pcrticular concept that he has he·:::n tryu~g to rl0velop ever 

It is· 

'set' of a social formation anJ the conventions embodied in its 

artefacts. It is as r1efinite as ·,structure' 

suggests. Yet it operates 1:1 the nost ()clicate and least? 

tao.g:lble parts of .... our cict.i·vity" "T ..t.r:l one se;-1_se, this struct:1re. 

of feel i.ng is the culture of a period: it is th0 partLcular 

1 • • 
J.1. v1ng result of 1 , 

f.L.l. elenents ln the senerql 

. . .. a organlzatlon . One generAtion Day, \.IiJ.liCJms argues, trai.n 

its successors, with reasonable success, in the total character 

or the general cultural pattern, but tht:~ ne'' ger,..:ration uill 

have its OI•Ja structure of fer:>l j_ns. In :r"rxi.sFt and Literature, 

he advances this arguDent in tbe: follo• . .-i.n:::; 1;1anner: "The ne>;.i 

generation responds in its O' . ..:n Hays to the unique v!orl.-1 it is 

inheriting, taking up many cont:irltli.ties, that can he traced, 

amd reproducing many aspects of t\ie orsanisation, ;-,rhic.h can be 

seperately described, yet feeling its vlhcle life in certain 

ways differe~tly, and shaping its creative response into a new 

. f 1" .. 70 structure o- fee 1ng 

\le consider this position difficult to nuintai.~1 in three 

Hays. First, the tvhole proble:n~~.ric about generation has been 
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left ottt. 

an'l produciuz meanings ;_~ithin a single tii-:-ic-span. Hill"i3ms 

tries to defend his position by pointin:; out t~1.1t l~e teGd.c:d to 

'il'Pl.Y the t~'rt!l i.:1 analysis to the generation thAt is doin::, the 

ne\J cult·Jral tmrk, l·ihi ch nor.r·aly means a group ·uhich could 

l;nve a meJl.an <-<(;e of around thirty, 1.;hen it is beginning t(l 

<=lrtjculate Lts structur12 o.f feelin.g. But Hl~ich explarwt:i.on 

obviously is unsatisfc1cti1ry in the given context. 

The second p-robl<":n of t\1e term in th;1t Hhi le Hi.lJ i<1.n: 

c;:.:.;1talns t~:,\t structure of feeling focusses on the area of 

interaction hct~een official consciouness of an epoch- codified 

in its ~octrines ~nd leeislotions-and the whole process of 

• 
actually ]

• f- .... ~ 
. '-" consequences, the concept can only be 

a-rticuLHe an~t available in fully expressed Fork. The other 

side of tl~e problem is that the concept illez:;itimately infers 

from this ~~c1n5:~t: <1 s true ture t·Jhic.h i. s rnuch tvider and unexpecte:l. 

Finally, \Ji.ll Lms leaves it .smbigttous hoe< the concept can 

be articulated to a variety of classes. He argues that 

str-uctu-re of feeling as CJ.· concept can be applied in terms of 

cJass. ;;,_;t one Joes not find t.he concept operation2.lized 

One reason may be Raymond \·:i.lli.a!11S' strong 

belief· .in parti.cip::ttor.y cult11re. An example could be the Hay he 

analyses the British novels of 1840's in 'The ·L;:,ng 

He a::-s;ucs that although the structure of feeling 
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of Unsc novels, by . ' .. , 

TC1.llCl.l.2 c:J.<-iSS e.nd 

middle class \.·lritGrs, ~~;1s a cl:1ss J:JO:~session, i.t ':vas to a 

surprisi.n~ shaeed by the t i.r.tc. ~~ill iams, i.n 

contradiction to his rrrore t~eorctical i.Jri.ti.n3:3, ~7os t~cytng to 

explain this rhenomenon o~ participation in exclesiou uf 

notions li;:e hege:r;ony and ic~eologicA.l c~o;1i.nation. 

Partly because of such position:>, criti.cs lH:.e Ten·v 

Eagleton. and historians like E.P. j1winpso:l have ·r~:1·.i2 charges Df 

political gradualis:r~ and a~~sence of cl;;.~-;s contrr~:.} ictions_ in his 

\VOrk. 

\lell-knmm rejecti.on of thc co:o.cept of 'masse::;': "'There 8re· in 

fact no ~asses ;there are only ways of seeing people as 

masses. Eagleton argues that the of 

individuals by industrial capitalism lS a material condition of 

theLr politLcal ei:~ancipaU.on; and there is no cJ.oubt that, in 

rejecting the bourgeois definition of the '~:v1;;s2s', Fi ll:Lams 

firmly rejected the revolutionary definition alonz · .. Ji th it. 

X X 

Raymond Williams trie2 to denl with nauy of these 

probler:1s in a • 1 71 . l rece:1t artlc~e Hnere ,1e attecpts to for:t1u ln te 

the base-superstructure dialectic; from his point of vie'.,'. :;c 

argues tht there are two relCJ.ted, but not sa~·''" 1:1 Lnpl i.c.J.ti:);i, 

proposition in this area: (i) socL1l detcrn~i n i. ng 



proposition carries a figurative .element ar1d also a suggestion 

of a fixed and definitive spatial relationship. In the 

development of mainstream Narxisrn, the second position got the 

status of key explanatory category - \vhile '"hat Harx actue1lly 

wanted to say, argues Hillaims, is that man's otvn activities 

are the origin of determination of man. Consequently, Williams 

defines 'determination' not as prefiguring, predicting and 

controlling by a preexisting external force (something almost 

theological) but as setting limits or ~xerting pressur~, 

wh~ther by some external force or by internal laws of a 

particular developrr,ent. 

from the notion of 

His definition of the 'base' is away 

a fixed economic or technologjcal 

abstraction, and towards, the specific activities of men in 

real social and economic relationships, containing fundamental 

contradictions and variations and, therefore, always in a state 

of dynamic process. The important thing to note is that base 

primarily is a process (which allows to view the contradictions 

involved in it) and not a state. Important also is what 

Williams considers the meaning of 'forces of production', 

\-7ithin his analysis of capitalist mode of production, \.Jilliams 

argues, Harx had to give to the notion of 'productive labourf 

and 'productive forces' a specialised sense of primary work on 

materials in a form Hhich produced commodities. "But this h::s 

narrowed remarkably, writes Williams and in a cultural context 

very damagingly, from his more central notion of 
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productive forces, iri which ..••• the wost important thing a 

worker ever produces is himself, himself in the fact of that 

kind of labour, or the broader historical emphasis of men 

d h 1 h 1 d l . h .. 72 pro ucing t emse ves, t emse ves an t.1e1r istory. 

Similarly, he tries to rescue the concept of 

'superstructure'from orthodox positions which see it as the 

reflection, imitation or reproduction of the reality of the 

base. Williams discusses other possible understandings of 

superstructure. It has been viewed, (~) as delays in time, the 

famous lags, of various indirectness (ii) as mediations & (iii) 

as 'homologous structures', where there is an essential 

correspondence (Hindess & Hirst's position) but no influence, 

of various structures. Williams does not spell out his mvn 

position but it cannot be (iv) because he holds that the notion 

of 'totality', '·Thile crucial to Harxism, loses its actual 

significance if devoid of social intention. To achieve this, 

one needs viewing the notion of totality within a framework of 

'hegemony' : 

"This notion of hegemony as deeply saturating the 

consciousness of a society se,ems to me to be fundamental. And 

hegemony has the advantage over general notions of totality, 

that it at the same time emphasizes the facts of 

domination. 
.. 73 

It is characteristic of social a 

order/system, particularly in modern times with advanced 

methods of communications and with ideological apparatus like 
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education process more active and inclusive, that alternative 

values and meanings are accommodated, domesticated and 

incorporated. But modes of domination can never fully exhaust 

the f:1ll range of actual and possible human practice. There 

remains some alternative values and practices >vhich cannot be 

incorporated, which are oppositional in nature and they are 

tried to be suppressed. The dominant ~ode, in its fully formed 

\ 

state, is a co'nscious selection and organization from the full 

range of human practices. There are always sources of actual ,, 
human practice Hhich it neglects or is incapable to include. 

Williams applies two concepts emergent and residual in 

analysing culture in this context. By 'residual' he means 

those experiences, meanings and values - cultural as well as 

social - of some previous social formation, which cannot be 

verified or expressed in terms of the dominant ·culture, are 

nevertheless lived and practised on the basis of the residue. 

A residual culture, co~«ents Willaims, is usually at some 

distance from the effective deminant culture, but "one has to 

recognize that, in real cultural activities, it may get 

. d . "t" 7i 1ncorporate lnto 1 • By 'emergent' he refers to those 

new meanings and values, new practices, new, significances and 

experiences that are continually being created. But, dominant 

culture also becomes increasingly alert to incorporate ~nythini 

/ 

that is emergent and this process becomes easier due to the 

fact that emergent vaues and meanings are not yet a defined 
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part of effective contemporary practice. So there a 

temporal relation. 

A distinctive thesis of Raymond Williams, something which 

is central to his understanding of culture, is: Means of 

Communication as Means of Production. lle argues that means of 

communications are not only forms but means of production, 

since communications amd its material means are intrinsic to 

all distinctly human forms of labour and social organization, 

thus constituting indispensible elements both of productive 

forces and of social relations of production. Eilliams points 

out how means of communication, both as produce. and as n;eans 

of production, are dire~tly subject to historical developnent. 

This relation is for two reasons. First, because means of 

communication have a specific productive history, which is 

always more or less directly related to gener 1 historical 

phases of produ~tive and technical capacity. Second, the 

historically changing means of communications have historically 

variable relations to the gene-ral complex of productive forces 

and to general social relations. These historically variable 

re-lations include both relative homologies and contradictions 

of general and particular kind. 

Willaims identifies three ideological blocks 

obstruct this particular understanding of means of 

communications. First, the means of commuriications are viewed 

as devices for the passing of 'information 1 and 'messages 1 
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between persons (the 'ncdia'), instead of means 6£ social 

production. In such formulation people are seen (i) as 

bearers of a generalized/human sociality (ii) as members of a 

social group, \vithout specific reference to the differential 

social relations within such group, or (iii) 

unspecificied' individuals' ("communication as transmission, but 

implying reception, by abstracted individuals, each \.Ji th 

' 
t L' h I )"75 somet11ing OL is own to say • 

The second ideological block is the common- place 

distinction between 'natur~l' and' 'technological' means of 

communication: former as 'everyday language', 

1 face-to-face' situations and latter as developed mechanical 

and electronic communication and generalized - with a r.Jarked 

ideological shift - as 'mass communications'. Hilliams argues 

that the ideology of such position lies in, the '"ay technical 

means are tried to be passed off as abstracted social 

relations. McLuhan 1 s theory is a case in point. 

The third ideologi.c.al position, most Harxist 

understanding of the media suffer from this, centres around the 

~ priori separation of weans of communications from means of 

production. It is related to the specialized \vay 1 production 1 

is viewed in many Marxist writings either as capitalist 

production (i.e. the production of commodities), or more 

general, 'market' production, \.Jhere all that is produced takes 

the form of isolable and disposah1e objects. This is the root 
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of treating communications as second-order ('echo' or .:..reflex') 

process, only a'fter the decisive productive and social-material 

relationship have been settled. 

X X X 

In the same vein, 1-Jilliams opposes the notion prevalent 

in orthodox Harxist literary criticism: the idea of a 

pre-existing social reaU ty vli th which the literary model· can 

be compared. He agues in Marxism And Literature that even now 

when in some socialist countries certain so-called 'bourgeois 

novels' are being recovered, it is on the basis that there was 

·a condition of class fragmentation and indifference in the 

actual society which demanded new forms. Such approach suffers 

from two limitations: (i) it in a way idealizes the 19th 

century capitalist society, by assumption, and (ii) it 

separates literature from qn-going society and then judges it 

by a priori model, while literature, like • other important 

practice., is part of a· single and indivisible real process. 

H'illiams' argument is that it is a certain perception of 

reality and certain awareness of interrelationships, no.t that 

it carries a certain model of composition ~-lith it, not also 

that it carries a second-order relation to a pre-existing 

reality, that characterises literature. 

In keeping with the other figures of the moment of 

'culture' (about which we discussed in the last section), 

Raymond Williams maintains certain strict reservations against 

structuralism in general, and structural linguistics, in 
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particular. Discussing Saussure, he argues that structural 

linguistics is a form of abstract objectivism. Saussure's 

distinction between langue and parole, ~Elliams argues, is an 

instance of the ubiquous bourgeois opposition bet\veen society 

and the individual. . Later,' Williams attacks the arbitrariness 

of sign, which could only arise, he maintains, where a 

linguistic system was seen conpletely from outside, its teal 

social relations being abstracted. He consider, however, that 

the relation between langue and parole can be seen very 

differently: langue as the absent reservoir, the means of 

production of parole. We shall discuss this point i1;1 Chapter 
,/ 

three. 

STRUCTURALIST AND CULTURALIST APPROACHES: A RE-ASSESSHENT 

One can point out without much problem the common ground 

of structuralism and culturalism. Both posed political 

opposition to 'Stalinism' and theoretical opposition to 

'economism'. Althusser and Thompson can be profitably compared 

in terms of their perceptions of the immediate political 

context of their works and their rejection of economism: 

" ••••••. This temptation results in the radical reduction 

of the dialectic of history to the dialectic generating the 

successive modes of production, that is, in the last instance, 

the different production techniques. There are names for these 

temptations in the history of Harxism: economism and even 

technologism.'
76 

(Althusser). 
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" ..••••• In this tradition the very simplified notion of 

the creation of the \.JOrking class Has that of a determined 

process: steam power + the factory system = \·lOrking class. Some 

kinds ~f raw materials, like 'peasants' flocking to the 

factories Has then processed into so many yards of 

class-conscious proletarians. I was polemicizing against this 

. "77 (T' ) not1on. nompson . 

Both the tradition sought to vindicate Harxism out of a 

peculiarly hostile cold war situation and they both did this by 

developing Harxist ·work on non-economic questions. Both 

1 culture 1 and 1 materiali ty of ideology' are vmys of countering 

the reduction of consciousness to a mere reflex of economic 

relations. Both traditions insist that culture/ideology have a 

determinacy or autonomy of their own. Both, at the same time, 

insist on the relation bet\.reen cultural-ideo;togi~ ..tl and other 

process. There is also an important but controversial 

similarity between the two schools : both identify their object 

of study as 'historical'. Thfs is clearly identifiable in the 

case of the culturalists - obvious in the case of E.P. Thompson 

and apparent in the manner in which Williams often "'rites 

('Keywords' and 'The City and the Country', for instance). But 

it can also be argued in relation to Althusser. Here one 

should distinguish between Althusser and some Althusserians 

(Hindess and Hirst, for example, who along vlith the stress on 

'homologous structures' and 'corresponden~e', minimize the 
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role of history of 1 social formation'. Though at a more 

philoso~hical level, Althusser's notions like 'conjuncture', 

the de-construction of unified evolutionary 'time' and, in 

general, the theme of complex, structured and contradictory 

unities, have enriched our understanding of history and opened 

new areas of controversy. Finally, both the schools tozether 

express some central concerns of Marx rationalist, 

materialist and his to rica 1. These implic:i. t agreements 

constitute, at root, the claims of both these traditions to be ,. 
'Harxist'. 

But the similarities also express their differences and 

common inadequacies. As we have already pointed out,· if the 

structuralist stress \vas on 'mod.e of production' , the 

culturalists thought the question of 'class' (definerl both 

relationally and experientially) and 'culture' m' -e ir.:portant.. 

E.P. Thompson's concern was, at least at the beginning, "~, real 

silence in Marx on the subject of 'value-systems'". 
78 

His 

work has generally centred on the understanding of culture, 

consciousness and, specially, experience of the 'popular': 

classes of eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The later 

Thompson, however, focuses more on cul tu·ral relations of 

authority in the eighteenth century, centering on a particular 

appropriation of Gramsci's 'hegemony'. The common inadequacies 

are also apparent. The culturalists started redefining the 

term culture and expanding it (absorbing anthropological 

insights en and 
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heterogeneous aipeqts like language, mass rn~dia, literary text, 

·- etc. By rnak:i.ng 'way of life' pivotal to thei.r epistemology, 

culturalists have gradually included practices other than 

thinking and feeling, do;nains, roughly, be called 

'consciousness'. Similarly, Althusser and his follm;ers 

expanded the doma~_n of ideology to include everything that is 

not economic production. The genuine insight that"ideology 

al~ays exists in an apparatus" becomes the hyperbole that 

"ideology has a r.::a te rial .existence". 

The two trends have radical opposition between them but~ 

unfortunately, are locked up in an one-sided critique. 

Structuralist critiques of culturalisrn, for instance, ·are often 

no more than exploration of the differences betHeen · the tvo 

positions. They might have clarificatory value, but since they 

too rarely have reference to the analysis of particular 

situations, they do no more. The critiques usually folloH a 

particular line ( i) a text is organised around a specific 

problematic, (ii) certain problematics are supposed to be 

fundamentally flawed (especially Althusser's own trio of 

historicism, humanism and empiricism), (iii) if such a tendency 

is present, it is held to exhaust the whole content of the 

text. The text falls. A particular critic of Althusser. 
79 

has termed such precodure 'intellectual lumber jacking'. Such 

mode of critique is destructive and non-accumulative. 



A major cont~ibution of the cultural:.lsts, one that has 

undermindcd all economistic reductionism, is that the cultural 

actually entres into economic or market relations and far from 

being 'natural', economic rationality of any kind is 

historically and culturally constructed. Examples are 

Thompson's work on conception of time and · Hobsbawm on the 

determination of 
80 

1.rage. But a particular culturalist 

fallacy is to escape abstractions - 'the theory of no theory'. 

This 1.veakens their position and makes the general conceptions 
.. ; 

vague. Moreover, since 'values' and 'economics' are always 

viewed as consonant, bound organically together in real 

situations, culturalism always·carries the danger to return to 

those determinisms against which it is arguing. 

The important problem of cultural ism, however, concerns 

the conception of 'class'. By conceiving class as a set of 

relations between human beings (relations of oppression or 

exploitation) the culturalists deliver a historical and 

relational view of class, much superior to prevailing 

sociological conceptions. But the problem \vi th such 

conceptions is class relationships here .are understood as 

essentially inter-personnel, as relationships and just that. 

That these relationships are over things(means of production 

and a· surplus) as well as people is b1ot ted out. Al thusser has 

discussed this point at length in his Essays in Self-Criticism. 

·; ', ('I 
llU 
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i/e no\-I attempt to rnize an overvie\-J of the recurrer;t 

criticisms that are put against structuralist understanrlings of 

culture/ideology. Though s'tructuralis:n serves a poHe rfl1l 

hnsis for critiques of culturalism, it supplies no alternatives 

to culturalist practices and suffers from soMe well-kno~l 

li1'1i tat ions. The first of these is the problem of preferred 

level of abstraction. Althusser's philosophical reading of 

E,apital is extremely selective and suffers frora a radical 

simplication of Marx's precedures anrl resqlts. Balibar in 

Re_ac1 ir:g Capital tends to reduce Nan:'s entire analysis of the 

capitalist mode of production to a fe\·1 formulations like ( i) 

the invariant elements of modes of production, (ii) the variant 

~11odcs of combination and. (iii) transition i.n ten:1.s of 

non-correspondence. 

Linked Hith this probler.1 is that of radical 

simplification of social formation. Just as culturalism grasps 

social formations in terms of relations of classes. So 

structuralism simplifies the probler;;atic by describing social 

formations in terms of modes of production and ideological 

conditions of existence. \?hen Althusscr tries to analyse 3 

concrete situation (viz. , the Russian Revolution), 

invariably contains r.wre than one mode of production (Hith both 

internal and external contracictions betHeen thet:':), h~ ldmself 

points out the failure to explore the full complexity. 
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Finally, structuralism's .u~Jer~tan~ing of ideology 

suffers from a marked tilt towards functionalism. This is 

because ideology is conceived solely as a condition of 

existence for a given mode of production. He have already 

discussed this .point in our section on Althusser. 

GR.A.PlSCI 'S NATION OF HEGE~·lONY REVISITED 

Williams' ideas of emergent~residual and oppositional 

cultures and his stress on 'selective tradition' bear an 

intimate relation to Gramsci' s pivotal notio:J. of heger,ony.: 

Cotemporary ~!arxist debates on culture centre aound and hetHeen 

(with the resultant tension and development) this notion of 

Gramsci and Althussar's ideas and formulation of ISA. Gramsci 

himself, however, could not develop a full-blown theory of 

hegemony mainly because of his sad plight in the fascist prison 

of Italy. From late 60's onwards, the notion, ho· . .,rever brought 

about an immense theoretical revolution over the simpler and 

mechar.:lical formulations of classical Harxism. This is 

particularly true about the debates on culture and in th~ 

process it has got appropriated, at times distorted, depending 

on the nature of emphasis. 

The concept can be taken as the elaboration and 

penetration of ideologies into the commonsense and everydai 

practice of the domiDated class. The hold of hegemony lies in 

the mechanisms of coercion, just as the force .of coercion both 

presuppose and reinforce elements of hegmony. It is a process 

that is entered into by both the dominants and the dominateds. 
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Gramsci argues that 'hcgenony 1 exists '.?hen a ruling class (or. 

rather, an alliance of ruling fractions, a 1 historical block;) 

is able not only to coerce a sub-ordinate class to conform to 

its interests, but exerts a 'total social authority' over those 

classes and the social formation as a whole. As Stuart Hall 

puts it "' Heger:1ony' is in operation ,.,hen the dominant class 

fractions not only dominate but direct - lead: when they not 

only possess the power to coerce but actively organize so as to 

command and win the consent of the subordinated .class to their 

continuing 
.. 81 

sway. 

of force and consent. 

Hegemony thus depends on a combination 

In liberal capitalist state, Gramsci 

points out, consent is ·normally in the lead, operating behind 

'the armour of coercion'. 

Though 'hegemony' is organically linked \vith the total 

structure of society, the terrain on which it is· :1ccomplished 

is the state, politics and the superstructures, This is to say 

that the primary 'lived reality' of the subordinate classes is 

at par with the 'definition5 of reality' of the dominant 

classes. Through this concept, Gransci enlarges the whole 

notion of domination He places it basically in the 

"relations between structure and superstructure which nust be 

accurately posed and resolved if the forces which are active in 

. . 1 . d b 1 .. 82 
a part1cu ar per1o are to e correct y analysed •••••• In 
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this v~ay, he sets the concept at· a critical distance from all 

types of economic or mechanical reductionism. In his 

redefinition of poHer, the non-coercive gets full weightage. 

Above all, he all0'\<1S us. "to grasp the central role which the 

superstructures, the state and civil associations, politics and 

ideology, play in securing and cementing societies 'structured 

in dominance', and in actively conforming the ~•hole of social, 

ethical, mental and moral life in their overall tendencies to 

1 
.. 83 

the requirements of t1e productive system. · 

The ruling coalitions of 'class fraction' depend on the 

ideology-shaping institutons. for two reasons mainly ( i) to 

formulate the terms of their own unity, and (ii) to put' li.mits 

to competing definitions of reality. The content of dominant 

ideology _\.Jill reflect the comple>< interior formation of the 

dominated. classes. Hegemonic ideology in bourgeois culture, as 

. we have already argued, is complex and absorptive. Only by 

domesticating conflicting values defining reality does it 

succeed . to remain hegemonic. Due to rival groups operating, 

bourgeois ideology is intrinsically unstable and conflicting, 

al\..mys framed and reshaped. Opposition movements wage their 

battles mostly,_ in favour of one set of bourgeois society's 

values against another. As an instance of late capitalism's· 

intririsic contradiction, one can argue that economic system 

generate ideologies that go against its own rational. Consumer 

society needs encouraging the Harkers to go hedonistic. But 

hedonism spills over from the consumption 
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realci to the production realm. . This is what Danial Hell 

righltly calls 'the cultural contradictions of capitalism'. 

But contradictions operate within hegemonic framework, which 

narrows the range of potential contending world views. In the 

process, hegemony's internal structure gets continually renewed 

and defended, challenged and modified. The ideal of 1 neutral' 

presentation of news can be viewed from this angle. 

* * * 
Althusser moves very close to the terrain of Gramsci 1 s 

work when he argues: 'what is represented in ideology i~ 

therefore not the system of real relations Hhich governs the 

existence of men, but the imaginery relation of· those 

individuals to the real relations is which they live. "
84 

In 

such statement, there are two significant stresses which should 

be noted. First, he insists that since the terrain of 

ideologies is not simple but complex, . and consists not simply 

of 'ruling i'deology 'precisely in its contradictions. 

Ideological reproduction thus becomes not only the "stake but 

also the site of class struggle". Second, he insists that the 

form of the 'unity' that the ISA achieves in' more of a "teeth -

gritting harmony' than a functional 'fit'. Both th~~ aspects 

emphasise continuing struggle and contradictory reproduction, 

bringing him closer to Gramsci 's argument; but these rem?. in 

marginal to the heartland of his theory, which centres on the 
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_ concept of continuing reproduction of the social relatio~s of a 

system. This is what makes Althusser's outline 

functionalist and explains the tension of much of contem:)Orary 

Narxist debates on culture which base heavily, boUt on 

Althusser and Gra~sci. 

A Note on Relative Autonomy And }iedia Specificity 

The term 'relative autonomy' ·has been .made popular by 

Althusser, who hmvever fails to clear the veil of mystery that 
/ 

surrounds it. He holds that the various superstructures (law; 

poU tics, ideology) are characterised by a 'relative autonomy' 

' from the base. These structures take concrete fo~ms in 

material apparatuses (such as the judicial or the state 

apparatus) which have their own specific unity and coherence. 

Each plays a part in determining social events, although the 

economic structure remains 'determinant in the last instance' 

But the character of this determination remains a mystery. 

Also, we ofteri present it as an antithesis of relative 

autonomy, as if it were a version of the antithesis of 

'freedom' and 'necessity'. To quote Althusser only: 

"The lonely hour of the last instance never comes". 

The problem in its general for~. has long been a central 

topic of debate ·among the Marxists. Engels wrote numerous 

letters after the death of Harx protesting, with increasing 

urgency, the economic reductionism taking hold of the Marxist 
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movement. The shortcomings of vulgar 'determinism' are 

apparent: (i) it reduces the culture object (say: film) to a 

single meaning, as an one-to-one political allegory, thus 

impoverishing it (ii)t6 the extent that it is true, it applies 

so broadly as to be useless (for example, if we call as 

Hollyuood films merely 'bourgeois', we cannot distinguish 

between them or exploie them in any meaningful way). 

iii) it fails to account for empiricaLly perceived limits to 

the ruling class use of the ideological appartus (for example, 

the almost total absence of any film glorifying American's role 

in Vietnam) 

i v) it leads to a political quietism - if culture practice is 

merely the reflection of something else, there is no point 

trying to accomplish anything within it. 

The spectre of vulgar determinism leads to another 

extreme: the substitution of a vaguely radical culture theory 

for a prop~rly Marxist culture theory, an inability to situate 

given films within the analysis of classes and class struggle 

developed by Marx. The problem is determining how to avoid th~ 

traps of 'vulgar determinism', without sidetracking 

determinism, and hence materialism altogether. 

To help develop an adequate concept of determiiY'..;l:icn and 

autonomy, we would do well to renember Poulantzas' arguments 

about the State, another area of Harxist study where theorists 

have paid careful and rigorous attention to the question. 
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Poulantzas argues that the state is a factor for unity and 

cohesion in society: 'The apparatus w~ich keeps it from flying 

apart under the pressure of its intrinsic contradictions'. Its 

role is to regulate these contradictions is order to maintain 

the 'unstable equilibrium' of the system. In order to regulate 

the contradictions, it must include them, so that these 

contradictions are condensed \vithin it. The State, in short, 

while maintaining (and in order to maintain) dominant class 

relations is also (in Poulantzas' words)" shot and constitute~ 

with and by class contradicti6ns". 

As a cohesive, regulating factor of the social formation 

it must make allowances ('..;rithin strict limits) for th~ class 

interests of the dominated as well as the dominant classes. It 

is not a question of 'concessions' made by the State (for this 

would imply that the State is a unified and conscious entity 

capable of entering negotiation) but rather of conscessions and 

compromises within the State. Since its role is to reproduce/ 

maintain a complex block, it cannot be a monolithic block, but 

by virtue of its very structures, divided. The State is the 

area controlled and 'fixed' by the bourgeoisie, but in which, 

nonetheless, a real struggle goes on. 

Hence, relative autonomy is not an escape from 

determinism, tied down only by the 'last instance'; it is the 

specific form through which determinism is exercised. Also it 

is \not an idea- but the result of a material set of social 

practices. The concrete from taken by. this autonomy depends 
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on the conjunction of class struggles at any given point. 

Liberal democracy and fascist dictatorship for example, are 

both political forms of capitalist domination, but they clearly 

have diferent degrees of autonomy inscribed in their structures. 

This understanding of the State as a factor of cohesion 

is a social formation would seem to apply without much 

stretching to ideology as well. He, however, cannot import a 

description of the State directly to the problem of ideology 

without distorting/denying the particular unity and cohesion o~ 

ideological structures. Ideology and politics do not operate 

in the same way, and we need a clearer distinction· between 

them, based (for example") on the specific character of 

representation and the specifically commercial nature of much 

of the ideological apparatus. 

\-lhat ideology, however, does share in common with 

politics is that both are characterizeq by class domination and 

relative autonomy. Thus while the study of the state cannot by 

itself generate an adequate general understanding of ideology, 

it can help us to formulate some of our questions about it. It 

suggests, for instance, that we should not tonceive ideology as 

a thing, as a complete and coherent system of ideas which the 

bourgeoisie utilizes to brainwash the . rest of the society. 

Rathe~, we should approach ideological' process~s as social 

relationships, 

contradictions. 

"shot through and constituted b 
... 

y· class 

The concept of ideological domination always 
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has an implication o£ struggle; i._t does not. imply the complete 

elimination of social contradictions from the sphere of 

discourse. Poulantzas puts it as follows: 

" ••••• the structure of dominant ideology cannot be 

deciphered from its relations with a 'class consciousness' 

considered in a vacuum, but from the starting point of the 

field of class struggle, i.e., from the concrete relations 

between the various classes in struggle, the relation ~.rithin 

which class domination functions. Hence, we. can understand not 

only why the dominated classes necessarily experience their 

conditions of existence within the discourse ideology, but also 

why that discourse presents elecents borrowed from ways of life 

h h h f h i 1 
.. 85 ot er t an t at o t e dam nant c ass. 

If we view these contradictions as characteristic 

instances of relative autonomy as it operates in the field of 

ideology, we may come closer to an understanding of ideological 

practices in culture. Let us take the instance of films. The 

film is a determined product of society because the class 

contradictions which determine the whole structure of society 

operate as well within the ideological structures. It is 

further determined in the sense that the dominant ideological 

discourse in society is generally dominant in popular films. 

Yet this domination is not exercised as a simple tool of mind 

control, as 'bourgeois propaganda'. There are ah1ays, what 

Poplantzas calls, "elements borrot.Jed from ways of life" of 
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dominated classes. These are not wholly absorbed into a 

'bourgeois ~-mrld view' but retain an integrtty as one of the 

aspects of contradictory and conflicting units. One of the 

ideas of dominant hegemony, as tve have pointed out in the 

sections on Williams and Gramsci, is to domesticate .such 

alternative explanations of reality, to incorporate them. It 

might be possible, then, to vie\v an individual film, as well as 

the ideological apparatus as a whole, as a site of ideological 

class struggle. It might mean that within the action of the 

film, the relations of ideological domination are worked out as 

potentially subversive elements. But the popular film actually 

performs to make of the various contradictory elements' cohere 

in an unstable equilibrium, in terms of the dominant 

discourse. So, a film is not a homogeneous totality with a 

single 'ideological message'·, but rather a conflict~ng totality. 

For a more comprehensive understanding of ideology and 

relative autonomy of the media, one has to consider the product 

of a medium as a work of sigQification with its 01<1n internal 

dynamics and operations (and internal history), which is 

precisely the domain that certain Marxist understandings 

ignore. In a similar argument (in the context of cinema), 

Stephen Heath uses the term 'machine'. He argues: .. . c1nema 

itself seized exactly between industry and product as the stock 

of constraints and definitions from which film can be 

distinguished as a specific signifying . ..86 pract1ce Here 
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'specificity' implies not only a sense of media peculi~~ity but 

also a semiotic particularity, i.e., signification through 

codes unique to the cinema and broader socio-cultural ones. 

'Practices' highlight the sense of 'process': "film as a \·:ark 

of production of meanings". Hence, film does not merely 

represent/express but is itself an active process of 

significtion through which meanings are produced. Two 

implications are evident.. First, the media are not 'empty' 

forms which neutrally transcribe socio-political ideologies, 

but have their own level of effectivity which is, in the 

context of ciriema, the property of the cinematic 'machine' and 

not solely of the cinematic institutions. Second, the media do 

not merely express ideologies, they are actively constitutive 

of ideologies. That is, ideologies are not merely ingredients 

to be detected in the media; but also its products· 

Jean-Paul Fargier tries to theorise the first position at 

a general level \vhen he argues that cinema is considered not 

merely as a vector of ideologies already in circulation, but as 

producing its own specific ideology: 'the impression of 

reality'. There is one particular problem with this 

formulation: it is not clear whether the, 'impression' is 

fundamental to 'bourgeois cinema' or that its appearance is 

irreducibly ideological. But it does help to clarify the poini 

that the 'ideological effect'of the cinema cannot be understood 

outside of the operations of its particular conventions and 
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constraints which, because they carry their O\vn _ .. specific 

effectivities, do not necessarily correspond to the maker's 

'intentions' or his/her political beliefs. Hm-1ever, as in the 

case of the concept 'social totality' which, to·be rescued from 

a mere sociology of interconnections, should be seen along with 

the notion of 'dominatiori' (discussed before), so also if 

ideology has to be retrieved from what John Hill calls 

'significatory egalitarianism', it must include a notion of 

ideologies not just as discursive systems but as ultimately 

. . 
maintaining a structure of dominance. Not, of course, directly 

as in some crude Marxist ·analyse's, but in complex and 

contradictory ways whose specific inflections have to be 

analysed i~ particular and concrete ways. After all, one need 

not subscribe to any thesis of. ·'cultural transparency'. 
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The mind sees the .words not in their usual order but 

projected around i. t, like the t,ralls of a grotto, for long as 

their mobility, that principle which makes them exceed whatever 

is said in discourse, is not exhausted. All are quick, before 

they fnde away, to glitter, reflecting against one another, 

with distant,oblique and contingent flashes. 

(Nallarme) 

A system is a kind of damnation which drives us to 

perpetual abjuration. lve are always forced to invent anotl<er 

and this strain is a cruel punishment. 

(Baudelaire) 
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In The German Ideology t·:arx argues against 'theoretical bubble 

blo\ving' and .qgainl"t those 'learner! gentlemen' for \"hom 

"it is altogether simply a matter of resolving this 

ready-made non-sense they find into some other freaK, i.e., of 

presuposing that all this .non-sense had a special sense which 

can be discovered while really it is only a ~uestion of 

explaining these theoretical phrases from the actual existing 

relations"
1 

Banal. classifications ._and unnecessary polarisations 

('metaphysical SpeculatiOnS 1 and 1 Violent abstractionS I ,aS flarX 

would have called) characterize (and even mar) a significant 

portion of l:arxist scholarship even today. The contemporary 

arguments centring the so called 'economism/structuralsm' split 

on the question of determination is a case in point. In 

arguments which pose the two tendencies as two poles, 

'economism' is supposed to be characterised by its emphasis on 

determination of the ideological by the economic, while 

'structuralism' is held to be distinguished for bracketting off 

determin~tion in favour of 'fetishism of the text'. Such 

sterile dichotomies can only lead to, as it has at times done, 

a kind of the~retical deadlock. Any attempt to explain 

rt-
'theoretical r~ases from actual existing relations' shows how 

complex the situation actually is. 
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This problem is particularly evident in r:arxist analyses of 

media's place in contemporary capitalism, where most arguments 

seem to have got struck in th~ twin foci of 'determination' and 

'effectivity'. l·:arxist discussions on the cinema may serve as 

an example. On one hand, there is the 'rr.aterialist' concern to 

place cinema in terms of its social and economic determinants, 

via technology, economy (lhgic of capital accumulation and' 

cinema's subservience to it) or class complex. On. the other 

hand, there is the 'critical' concern to account for the cinema 

in all its cultural and ideological ramifications, its 

complicity with a ~ontinuing structure of domination and 

control. Yet, and this is important, there is not enough 

effort given to articulate this twin foci. Heat and dust 

notwithstanding, much of the debate gets caught in the game of 

alternative choices (the language of 'on one hand' and 'on the 

other'). The concern for articulation gets effectively 

withered through a dissolution of one choice for another: the 

effect of ideology becomes "readable' in its deter;ninations 

(ownership of means of production, logic of the market, etc) or 

determination gets altogether washed off from the ideological 

scenario, 'unreadable' directly or indirectly. Even if one j_s 

cautious enough to avoid takJng side '"i th any one of the two 

alternatives, at times analysis tends to resort to such 

ultir::ately evasive formulations whereby ideology and economy 

are seen to coalesce, but in some mysterious liaison whose 
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specificities remain excluded. Comolli/Karboni (1971) is a 

case in point; "every film •••••• is determined by the ideology 

which produces it but is all the more thorough] y and 

c6mpletely determined because its very manufacture 

rnobilises powerful economic forces." But as typical (and 

powerful) cases of 'polarities', one could perhaps discuss that 

of Nurdock and Golding, British media scholars, and of the 

editiors of Cashicxs clu Cinema (1972), the prominent French 
/; 

journal on film with structuralist persuation. Fi thin and 

between them gets revealed much of the tendency of polarization 

vJe are arguing against·, their contributions to 'media analysis 

notwithstanding. 

Setting ·out ~.:i tb the broad ambition of examining textual 

ideology through an analysis of its conditions- of production, 

both end up by previleging or.c over the other- in the c,;se of 

Nurdock and Goloing · media (for that matter, i.deological) 

specificity collapses into economy while for Cashiers du Cinema 

the reverse is true: film/ideological specificity is set free 

,from its determinations. r:urdock ,and Golding (1974, 1977, 

1978, 1979) violently attack those brands of Harxist theory 

which have placed cultural criticism above economic analysis, 

beginning with cultural artefacts and working back to economic 

base and not vice-versa. By abandoning sustained analysis of 

the ecouonic base, Hurdock and Golding argue, ">ve are 

jettisor<ing the ve.:--y elements that give ~:arxist sociolor,y its 



. di stinctiv2ness and explanatory power." Even without actually 

returning to economic determinism, one would nevertheless claim 

"that control over material resources and their changing 

distribution are ultimately the rno~t powerful of many levels in 

cultural 
. . .. 2 

proauctJon The thesis considers the case on 

media integration and diversification in contemporary Britain 

and concludes: " (1) the range of material available will tend 

to decline as market forces exclude all but the commercially 

,..-: 

successful and (2) this evolutionary process is not random, but 

systematically excludes those voices lacking economic power and 

resources 
.. 3 

Nurdock and Golding clearly underemphasises (i) the neec 

for originality in the drive for media expansion, and (ii) the 

possibility of oppositional viewpoints with the commercial 

media. Consequently, they conflate the long-term interests of 

capital in general and· short-term interest of the individual 

entrepreneur. 

~.Je are, however, more concerned here in the way the problem 

of ideology and economy is defined and resolved by them. For 

this we \vould like to focus on the 'gap' that remains for theo 

between economic production on one side and media forms and 

specifici Ues on the , other, -.1hich they can only overcoL!e 

through ' reduction of the media ·to transcriptions of 

socio-political ideologies originated outside. For 

\ 
example,Eurd·ock and Golding take issue with a large chunk media 
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studies for concentrating almost sole:· y on the ne\vsfares and 

not taking fictional/entertainment forms seriously. But their 

thesis would not allow them to do pricisely this. By 

attributing unproblematic transparency, the differences between 

various media in terms of expression and conventions is 

sidetracked and the vay formal conventions actually \vork in 

meaning-production ignored. As John Hill argues in "Ideoloey, 

Fconor::y and the British Cinema" "The imaginary is not only 

the end product of an economic process, but a product of a work 

of signification as well with its own. internal dynamics and 

operations (and internal history) "
4 

· This is the domain that 

Nurdock and Golding ignore. 

If then it can be argued that Golding and Hurdock devalue 

the significatory level of the media and this has effects for 

how tbey can formulate a tbeory of ideolo:~Y, a reverse tendency 

(and its implications) can be observed in the works of Cashiers 

·du Cinema editorial group (1972). But before we actually go 

into the analysis of Cashiers's arguments (centring on the film 

'Young Hr Lincoln')·, let us take note of the objections against 

"textual' analysis from conventional Harxist positions. 

are as follmvs: 

They 

(i) Textual analysis cannot provide ari adequate account of 

the relations of production governing a text's construction. 

This is undouttedly correct, but nonetheless turns the 

pertinent issue on. its head: for while production relations 
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might not indeed be able to be 'read' back from textual 

analysis, this does not ir.;ply that the converse is true, that 

textual processes can be read forward from those sa~e relations 

of production. 

(ii) Th·e second objection is to do \vith 'inference'. 'l'he 

argument is that textual analysis is a form of content analysis 

and thus necessarily 'circ~tantial' and 1 qualit<:1tive'. ~h· 
l.tlS 

argument is not acceptable on two grounds. First, calling 

textual analysis 1 content analysis 1 hardly does· justice to the 

significant advances of much· textual analysis (as it is 

tr2ditionally ur1der.stood). Second, this argum~,Cnt ,,rould have 

really made sense if \·Je are to assume that inference is a 

problem peculiar to content analysis and not to sociology in 

.. 
general. But socio-logy, as j_t stands today, is yet to lay 

claim to have solved the problem of i111 erence. 

(iii) Tile third argument is that exclusive concentration on 

textual analysis would necessarily be partial and truncated in 

its explanation of ideological production. This r;:i6ht be true 

but, as in the previous cases, in establishing the opposite, 

one runs the danger of no less partial~ty and truncatedness. 

With this, we are in a position to review Cashier's farnous 

analysis of the film 'Young Mr Lincoln', something which 

brou~ht for them hot!i applaud and criticism. The general 

opinion is that their understanding of historical determination 

is inadequate out the actual textual analysis is excellent, as 

if these ti.'O r.::alms are cor~fortably seperable. Cashiers define 

the objec live of the piece as follO\.JS: 
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"to distinguish the historicity of (a number of 'classic' 

films including 'Yound 1-:r Lincoln') inscription: the relation 

of these films to the codes (social, cu1tur~l •••• ) for \vhich 

they are a site of intersection, and to other films themselves 

held in an intertextual space, therefore, the relation of these 

films to the ideology which they conv~y, a particular 'phase' 

which they represent, and to events (present, past, historical, 

mythical, fie tional) \·Jbich they aimed to represent" (Cashiers 

du Cinema,l972, p 6). 

~;bile .roughly agreeing with the critics of Cashiers in 

their diagnosis of the failure of the piece, we would like to 

argue that it is not a matter of 'unhappy contingency' but 

rather a consequence of the founding premises, undermining the 

original proje~t. 

Cashiers selected a specific media artefact one film-

which they sought to accciunt for in fairly specific ways. This 

they did through a rather 'un-materialist' mode of operation -

accounting for the movie's creation through the intention of 

one individual: tbe Republican Zanuck; who wanted to make a 

film about the Republican . Lincoln in order to assure a 

Republican victory in the Presidential election of 1940. But 

what got actualized, according to Cashiers, was not this 

specific ideological undertaking, but "a refon:mlation of the 

-
historical figure of Lincoln on the level of the myth arid the 

eternal". Thus a division can be drawn between the ideological 
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deterr..inations of. the fi}r., (Zanuck's intention) and \vhat got 

actualized (the film as such), the two asrects being related to 

each other only remotely. For Cashiers this is enough a reason 

to make a distincti~n between their own analysis and that what 

they call ·' derilystification' '"hereby 'an artistic product' is 

"linked to its socio-historical context according to a l1near, 

expressive, direct causality" (p. 7) •. The implication is that 

political and economic analysis can only vaguely, if at all, 
_, 

place and analyse the film's ideology. ~-ie do not quibble \.Jith 

Cashiers for refusing to 'read off' ideology from its social 

deterr:linants; rather we \vc.iuld like to examine its theoretical 

effects. 

In taking issue \vi tb other types of reading (commentary, 

interpretation, r.:echanistic structuralism and demystification) 

., 
Cashiers specify their <.Jtten'[_,t as ac __ ve reading, highlighting 

the film's (for that matter, any cultural artefact's) process 

of signification. Cashiers attempts not only to abstract broad 

ideological statements of the film, but rather Hish to follow 

"the film's process of bccoc.ing-a-text;' its dynamics. The aim 

is to trace the audience's diachronic experience of watching a 

filw,and more: "A process of active reading is to make them say 

what they have to say witt"in Hhat they leave unsaid, to reveal 

their· constituent lacks." ( p 8). The initial concern for a 

socio-historical situatin~ can thus be seen to be misplaced for 

instead of exploring the apparent contradictions (if ~-at all) 
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bet\veen the moment of consumption and the moment of production, 

Caslders argues: 'Te do not hesitate to force the text, even to 

re-~Jri te it insofar as the film only constitutes itself as a 

text by integr-::1 Uon of the reader 1 s knowldege". Thus the 

dilemr:1a is· in the very formulation of the problematic: if the 

text only exists througl1 1 ihe integration of ihe reader's 

know1edge', in \vbat sense is Cashiers said to be forcing or 

re-writing? True that "the essential reality of the cinema is 

to be seen as that. reality of which the viewer is convinced" 

(Bazin), but should not there be some recognition of the 

correctness of ~eaning-extraction? 

.Thus \vhereas critics like Hurdock and Golding fail to pay 

adequate attenU.on to sJgnificatory processes, Cashiers 

conversely emphasize this to the point of accrediting them an 

almost total autonomy. This is l.uJked to the problem of 

consumption. For ~iurdock and Go1ding the problem did not 

arise, since for them the audience can be more or less 1 read 

out' from the text (and the production of the text). Cashiers, 

on the other1~and, correctly refuse to see the audience as 

locked into some pre-ordained textual ?eaning, but in doing so 

tend to ignore the of production and the 

socio-historical context in which' the text is received. 
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Hence, one can very \vell suggest that just as the text 

cannot be read off directly from production~ so audience 

response cannot be read back from the properties of the text 

alone. The emphasis on 'signification' breaks with the notions 

of passive consumer (this is a. point worth· preserving)-

audiences are rather seen as directly and actively producing 

meaning: hut meaning production through a knowledge and 
-~ 

activation of codes which are, in the ultimate analysis, social 

and historical. As Barrett argues in Ideology and Cultural 

Production: "Analysis of the "media cannot rest with an' analysis 

of production and text alone, but rr.ust include a theory of 

readership and analysis of consumption". It is centring this 

project precisely that most of the debates on <c'=ructure, sign 

and cognition are taking place today. A clearer picture would 

emerge through a developmental view of the whole proje~t, 

starting from Lucien Coldman.'s genetic structurealisrn via an 

examination of ·th~ linguistic foundation of analysis of 

structure and sign, the various film theories centri.ng· on 

cognition, the works of ~-jetz to, finally, the radicalizati.on of 

semiology in the writings of Bartbes and of contributions of 

Tel Quel. 

\ve start from Goldmann's understanding of genetic 

structuralism because it is here for the first time th<!t the 

two opposed tendencies we were discussing are tried to be 

synthesised: immanent properties of a work of art, on one side 

and the broader social-historical detcrminatio1~ on the other. 
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For Goldmann, structures are defined in terms of their 

functions, which relate to the si.tuation of some specific group 

and its social expe::-ience. In the '''orks he bas anal:rsed, he 

bas tried to establish homologies between the mental categories 

of the social group and the imaginary universe of the 

\writer /artist. In analysint; a text, Goldmann argues, one· has 

to take i!1to account not only the immanent comprehension of the 

text, but also ''the explanation of the genesis of the structure 

which E;na bles us to interpret the \-'lJOle of the text under 

consideration in a coherent manner". 5 
l\s for Goldmann, this 

structure can be defined as ."the conjunction of aspirations, 

feelings and ideas tvhich togethE ' the members of the 

group (or more frequently of a social class) and oppose them to 

h 
.. 6 

ot er groups. 

As Luk5cs had done before, Goldmann makes a distinction in 

terms of consciousness of a class: the real consciousness and 

po~ential consciousness of the class. The 'real' is the 

factually found consciousness of a class at a given historical 

juncture. Its structure ,would depend on the nature of the class 

(its pos.ition) and also to several factors \.;hich may be 

accidental .in nature. The potential/possible consciousness is 

that 1r1ld ch the class might achieve it has all the 

structured requisites) \vlthout changing Jts nature. Goldmann 



calls potential consciousness ''the fundament of the real 

consciousness". Contrary to ~he opinion that sociology of 

1i terature/media is best at explaining the hack vorks, 

Goldmann's sociology deals with the finest works of literature, 

philosophy and art of nineteenth century Europe. He holds that 

the great works of literature and philosophy are the best 

expressions of the potential consciousness of a class, while 

literary '"orks are the imaginary transpositions of the class 

... 
l-.'el tanschau,pg, the philosophical works are the conceptual 

I 

translations of the same. The collective world view can exist 

only in the individual consciousness but seldom is fully 

expressed by any single individual. Only those exceptional 

individuals who ca~ sense the fundamental traits/trends of 

social 1 ife coherently, can produce li tera;y or philosophical 

works of great heights. It is with this understanding that 

Goldmann examines tl~ work of Pascal and Racine. 

Goldmann believes all human behaviour is 'signifiriative 

structure' to be described and explained by the investigator. 

To him the fundamental methodological problem of human science 

is the confrontation of 'comprehension' with 'explanation'. 

While 'comprehension~ is concerned with the description of basic, 

universal and permanent structure;, explanation aims to 

understand human/social pheno9ena by means of causes or 

universal correlations. 
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Goldmann's concept of geneUc structuralism tries to resolve 

this t~uality, seeing them as two sides of the same problem 

considered from t>vo different aspects of the object. Every 

partial structure is explained by its location within a wider 

structure, while at the same time the partial structure is 

understood in itself by its comprehensive description. 

gives meaning and significance to social phenomena is the 

structures that govern them, but at ~he same time these 

structures themselves are the iesult of man's earlier 
.. ; 

praxis". So to understand and describe social phenomenon one 

has· to go into the genesis of structures. As Piaget has shown 

in his book .Genetic Structuralism., 'de-structuration' of 

pre-existing structures and structuration of new structures 

occur simultaneously. Goldmann argues that significance of 

-
social phenomena lies in their being structured, while these 

significat\ve struc~ures are the result of genesis. Following 

closely to Marx's understanding of social change, Goldmann 

argues that every structuration aims at a provisional 

equilibrium, which becomes contradictory leading to a process 

of destructuration.. Any account of structure in itself is 

description/comprehension, while within the dynamics of the 

wider structure lies the key to explanation, From such 

understanding, Goldmann could conceive of a chain of 

successively wider structures - 'comparable, perhaps, to the 

medieval concept of chain of Being. Hence, in Hidden Gods 
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Pascal's Tbou2,hts as an internal significative structm.·e within 

the wider structure of Jansenism is considered comprehensive 

description and tlie latter . explanatory structure. In turn, 

Jansenism becomes comprehensive structure when it is tried to 

be explained in the structure of the noblesse ce robe, which 

holds the key of explanatory analysis of the former. 

Thus Goldmann in his own way solves a methodological 

problem of contemporary }~rxist sociology of culture by taking 

care of both imr.Janent composition of the text and ge~esis of 

the structure. He. finds traits of this approach in Hegel,. Harx 

and Freud - in t.he way, Hegel and t·~an: treated historical facts 

in a reflexive way and Freud analysed deviant psychological 

phenomena by inserting tber.1 in a \Jider structure and explaining 

their genesis in early childhood. For Go)rlmann,if neither the 

individual (author) nor the text by themselves represent 

adequate structures in which to insert the meaning of the text 

-i-f they are not 'appropriate totalities' for a scientif~c, 

rigorous study - another structure is needed which could be 

wide enough and objectively controllable to perform the t~sk. 

This Goldmann finds in the reference, to social classes and 

their worldviews. 

At this point, an interesting parallel mjy be drawn between 

the structuralism of Goldmann and that of Levi-Strauss. Jorge 

Larrain puts it succinctly: 
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"The logic of the vr6rld-view (of Coldr.:ann) is SOf.'ClJOW 

similar to the logic of myth in Levi-Strauss; it refers the 

term~ of a re~l contradiction to a new conceptual or imaginary 

opposition lvhich makes the situation more bearable. In the 

case of Jansenisr.1, the real contradiction betHeen the noblesse 

de robe and the absolute monarchy is transposed into the 

paradox of a hidce:l\ qed-:, someho\,;r present but mute. Yet 

Goldoann's understanding of the .nature of contradictions 

differs froo Levi-Strauss's in that he privileges class 

struggles and not "logic paradoxes' of. the huruan specJes. 

BesJdes for Goldm~nn the basic ' explanatory structures are 

essentially historical and not universal."
7 

A number of sociologists and litera r::r critics, particularly 

Hyppolite and Vernant, has taken issue with Goldrr;ann over the 

postulated relationship bet~een structures and functions, 

arguing for the primary and autonomy of structures. Vernant 

suggests vlhat is _important is the internal aesthetic function 

of litercu;y structures and not their social function. Goldmann 

tries to counter this criticism by arguing that these 

structures exists within a number of "encompassing to tali ties" 

to each of \vhich they are functionally related. Yet, as riariam 

Glucksmann has argued (N •. L.R., 1979), Goldmann seems to be 

forcing ~he work into preconceived categories external to them, 

resulting in blindness to other aspects. She comments that 

instead of addressing exclusively to the problems of 
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genre, Goldmann should have taken up seriously the t'ul tipl e 

levels and references of the works ("Analysis of genre is 

patently insufficient for a total conception of literature''.) 

What remains unclear about Goldmann's understanding of the 

multiple significance of aesthetic structures according to the 

context in which they are being considered is tvhether these 

structures rer.;ain the same in the different contexts. It is 

likely that different structurations will be revea~ed. Yet 

Goldmann '"ishes to establish the prj ori ty of sociological 

reading withoiut specifying why 'psychological'reading, 
\ 

for 

example, would not· be considered equally iwport'ant. This is a 

problem which Goldmann's 'sociological aesthetic' has to 

consider. 

Lucien Goldmann, along with Georg Luck ·~s, belong to an age 

of l-larxist aesthetics whose epochal visions show how a text is 

intimately connected with its time. ("I can say first of all I 

confined myself to shotvi no.o the existence of unitary and 

coherent world vision around w·hich the ~Jerks of Racine ... Pascal, 

Malraux and Genet revolve." The Dialectics of Liberation (ed.) 

D. Cooper, 1969). Though unlike Lukacs, for Goldmann the 

correspondence takes place not so much at the level of ~ontent 

as of form, the level where the contradictory and unachieved 

consciousness of the time gets reflected, it is primarily what 

and \Jby of a text (and not so much how) that constit_ute; the 

.. 
centre of investigation-. Illumina·ting as his works are, his kind 
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uf sy.;:-:")1_i.c att':~:1tion returns too tn:dn(:rec~ to history. It 

hinges on a vie·.v of language as transperent, 3 c ,, an easy 

coverin~:; of the real '.·Jhose conceptualization \/3S so~1ehoc.J 

pre-lins,Ji.stic. 

It is signifi~ant that Goldrn~nn's work on the French 

exper~I;entBl nouveau roman should manage to "ri.Lscover "'t;:e 

degree to vthi.ch these vritings cflrried a realistic, critic2.:! 

and perfectly coherent vision of contemporary society." (The 

Dialectics of Liberation, p.l47), -·,·;hereas Stephen Eeath sees 

"the drama of t.Jriting, against the natural representation of 

1 . . ~. . t t' f. . t f t ~ d . t. .. 1near \·JrlLlng, ::Jgi1lnS ne lXl y o s ·ereo .. ype an, repJ 1cn 

(The Nonveau Roman, p.39). At th~ roots of such difference lies 

different understandir.g of the historical process and the role 

of language and ideology Hithin it. Goldmann (along '<it1l 

Lukacs) sees history as a p~ocess of becoming hrough '"hich the 

1.vorldviNI of a cl<1ss <1ttains its full expression. Art i.s ;1 

reflection (and realisation) of this vision: "e;;,ancipation of 

daily practice simll::tr to .••.• the emergence of the scientific 

form of reflection." To Stephen ~eath, like nost other 

post-Althusserian structuralist, history is a complex proces:3 

of contrar;lictions ui.thi.n and het\·7een economic, poJ.itical and 

ideological pr::tctices, a process \·Jhose development is uneven. 

Vithin this, the pa~ticular practice of ideology at any one 

time is determined by the overall relations bet~veen practices 

'i.-Vithin the social form<ltion. "Art i.s a practice of language 
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'..rithin jdeolo£y: as such its t.'lsk is to contribute to the 

build:i_nz of a· particular r':>:ll.it;. It uses langua~e in 

particular to carry ti'ds out". (Heath). Here lies the 

difference het,,7een the . t'.-70 interpretati.ons of the nouveall 

ror;1an. Heath sees representation itself as " . uelng ideologicnl. 

Realist h'ri.ti.ng is viewed as a particular 1my (the domi-;;cFlt 

t.1ode) of using language in hourgeois society and hence, it i.s 

argued, inevitably tangled up li'i.th the p<trticular so~ial forr:~s 

of that society. As Step~en Ueath makes the point: 

"In this sense, the_ 'realistic' is not substantial but 

foreal ( a process of !>ignificant 'fictions') apd, 

connection with the novel, it ~ay be described in the notion of 

the vraisemhlable of a particular society, the generally 

·received picture of <.vhat lP.ay be regarded as 're.::1listi.c' •••• 

Evicently, this vra iser.1blable is not recognised as such, but 

rather as, precisely, its fu:1c t ion is the 

naturalization of that reality articulated by a society as t~1e-

'Reality' and its success is the de~ree to Hhich it re;;::ains 

' - •. R 
un~nown as a for~ 

STRUCTURE AN:!) SIG:·J :THE LDfGUISTIC FOUND1\TIOi'! 

Ba.rthes once defined structuralism ('in its most 

specialized and_ consequently most relevant version') as a t.1odc 

of analysis of cull:nral artefacts i•Jl1ich origin3tes in the 

1~.ethocs of contemporary lie1guis::ics. This vieu is supporte~1 h:;.-· 

hoth \ the propone:1ts and opponents of structuralism. Levi. 

Strauss, in his f.1mous st rue tur;:1le c11 
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ling:dst's e;{ar;.ple the a:ltllro;)()lor,jst ;r:ight rej)ro:1uce in hi:; 

m·m discipline the revolution', 

Ricoeur, a virulent critic of structuralist method, :dso 

conf Lrms the direct Li.nk :.c::·,.;een linguistics and struC:tur;!l.is·;:; 

(as· a methorl i.n soc:i_al sciences), of course lvith a difL::-::-er;t 

,.Si£Ylifica.tian" \-Irites Brathes, "has been m:,:'" essentia.l 

preoccupation. I have been engaged lfl .. , seri.es of structc:ral 

<1c1alyses <.;hich <ill aim at defining· a n:nnber of non-lir.gubtid 

T\JO basic arguwents are gi. ven for the adoption of 

linguistic models for cultural studies. First, social and 

cultural objects/phenomena are those ,,;hich are loaded \lith 

meaning, hence signs. Second, they do not have essences hut 

are defined by a network of relatfons, internal and external. 

From a conventional viewpoint, if the stress falls on th~ 

for;;,er, the ':vork beco~es pri.rwri.ly of seniological significance 

~vhile if the latter aspect is emphasised it becomes of 

~tn1cturalist orientation. But as a matter of fact, the tt,;o 

are inseparable. :·:ithout a proper constderation of the syste01 

of relations (~here ceanings are actually prc'Jce~), one cannot 

study signs. ReciprocaU.y, >.rha t is pert i.nent amon3 relations 

of ite:ns can o:1ly be explored by considering them as signs. 

Fundamental . to stracturalis-cn is the irlea that if ln:.t:'<H1 

acti.o\1s or productions are meaningful, it is ·only bec<i.<tS!? 
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The \?ell-l:no<m example is of m."lrr:i.age-cere:nony nr:ich z;a 1 ns 

meaning as t! socuil or c~.tltur'll p:1enemenon GnJ.y •.Jith respect to 

a set of .inst:itut-Lonal conventions an:l 

distinctions/d~fferences. Introd~•cing the ~;;orks of Harcel 

1lauss, Levi-Strauss observes: "particular P.ctions or 

individuals are never syn~;olic in thenselves; t~1ey are t:1e 

eler.1ents out of vJhich is constructed a syrn71olic sy?te;n, \·lhich 

must be collective". l<?l1at deten:;ines the cultural r.:lec::ning of 

any act (or object) is a whole systen of constitutive rul~s noi 

SO DUCh to regulate behaviour a '" ,, to create possibility of 

particular forms of behaviour. It is only in tGts sense that 

culture is thought to be composed of 2 set of sym!Jolic 

systems. In this logic, what defines a phenomenon bearing 

meaning is its distinction fran other ·phenpmenc..· \..'itbin the 

symbolic system \Ihere they are placed. Thus in structuralis;;; 

the object is itself structured and defined oy its place in tile 

structure of the system. 

The linguists who Harks are utilisec'! in understanding sign 

and structure of cultural phenomena are Saussure, those of the 

Prague • 1 cTrc.._e, Hjeh.1slev and Chomsky. One very important 

reason for deriving insights from linguistic models is that, i~ 

the case of linguistic si~ns, the arbitrary(or convention31) 

basis is obvious \·.':,ile in the case of non-l:i.ngt:istic s1gns 

there is always the danger that their meanings might seem 
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i;-:r>anent (or natural). Linguistics, Saussu-ce nrsued whi1e 

postnlating. the science of semiolozy, is C.esig:~cd to study the 

system of rules underlying speech and hence by its very nature 

compells ti:e analyst to go into the arbitrary bnsis of the 

phenocenon he is studying. 

3aussure distinguished between speech acts (parole) an<i the 

system of lan.c;uage (lan;:;ue) and this gave a proper object of 

study in the hcteroeenous mass o( linguistic pheno111a. 

Pargue circle of linguists (particularly Jacobson 

'i'rubetzkoy) took this idea even further by concentrating on the 

system which underlies speech sounds. They distinguished 

bet\.Jeen actual speech sounC:s (phonetics) and the investigation 

of those aspects of sound that are functional in a particular 

language (phonology). Trubetzkoy argued: "Phonology sr10uld 

investigate Hhich phonic differences are linked in the lanzuage 

under consideration, ..:vith differences- of meaning, hoH these 

differentiating elements or marl"'s are related to one another 

and according to ;;hat rules they combine to form 1,;ords and 

' .. 9 "I p<1rases ~· 1e Prague circle vms able to provide the 

structuralists with the clearest linguistic morlel to the 

structuralists because it shO\,;ed the systematic nature of the 

n:ost familiar p1>enomena, distinguished betr,veen the syster.; and 

its realization and concentrated not on the substantive 

char;:;cteristics of individual phenotnena but on ahstr.--1ct 

formal/differential features which could he understood in 

relational terms. 
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influence on social science i.s 

because of his insistence that his t;lOSS0T::3ticS [Jrovidcd :1 

theoretical t • ' .\·.'i.11CJ1 humanistic disciplines need in 

their way of becoming scientific. l-Ie eiTlphasised n~ore stror.gly 

the fonnl nature of linguistic syster;-:s. In fact, he thou3ht 

that in principle the rJescription of language neecl not make 

reference either to the phon:Lc or graphic substance in Hhich 

its elements may be realised. "A priori it would seem to be a 

generally valid thesis that for every process there is .:1' 

corresponding system, by which the process can he analysed an~ 

~y oea~s of a liraited number of . ' .. 10 "'h. prer:nses. 1.. 1s 

thesis became one of the ·axioms of structuralist metllod. 

Finally, :roam Chomsky. Although his model has been 

accepted only by a few structuralists and generative grammer as 

such plays no role in the rleveloprr.ent of stt;uctu ,al ism, u:cat 

makes it i~portant in this context is a methodological 

statement of remarkable clarity it offers. As Jonathan Culler 

has put it: "Although >vi thin lirrguistics itself the ~ifferences 

betr,;een Chomsky's approach anJ that of his predecessors are 

extreoC:!ly important, at the level of generality which concerns 

those looking to linguistics for r.JOdels to apply elsevJhere, 

Chomsky's t.;ork can be taken as an explicit statement of 

prograr::me implicit in linguistics as· a discipline but not 

heitherto adequat ::dy or coherently 1 .. 11 expressec.... Thus 
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through an indirect route (or, as 3 contrast), ChoDsky's theory 

of language makes clear ~~hat the structuralist project actu2lly 

has been, the irr:plica.tions of it and ia ;.;hat r;wnner accounts of 

structuralisu; as a branch of science have been (or have not 

been) misplaced or rnisgui~ed. The point, hence, is not ho·v1 

Chomsky influenced structuralists lH!t hoi.; (a:1d ~1hy) his mocel 

hel-ps to clarify and adjudze basic concepts and analytice1.l 

procedures th.:t structuralists h2ve .::·rawn frorr: linguistics. 

Rut Sussures' isolation of langue ancf parole has remaine1f 

t~t2 kingpiu. of ~odern lj_!l.j3uistic discussions, one on. ~.:hicl1 the 

entire linguistic import of structuralist studies of culturAl 

phenomena is based. Whlle langue is a systec, a set of 

interperson<1l rules and norr:1s, parole comprises the actual 

manifestations of the system in speech and T,,riting. {,Jithin 

linguistics there are controversies about the exact territories 

of the t'I-Jo, but ivhat is inport2nt for· the structundist is a 

pair of distincti:ms which the differentiation of langu~ anrl 

parole is designed to cover: between rule and behaviour, anri 

· bet•.veen the funct i.onal an.d the non-functional. In social .1nd 

cultural realm, the rule is always at some distance from actual 

;,ehaviour and the gap is of potential r1eaning. Behaviour nay· 

not ahmys tally t•lith the non-as b;Jt this does not put the 

existence of :wert i.ntrJ crisis: i'l fact, Lt is the duality of 

adherence to <1nd deviation fro:n the normative thi:lt attriblltes 

neani.ng to tl1e system. Another h;portr:~f1t poi11t about langue is 
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that one :wed not of these r<Jles or norms 

consciously. :Jh::1t is important i.s the intuitive grasp of these 

uhich pen~1its actions \vithout ov~'rt reflection, !snt though 

these rules (the langue) ;nay be unconscious, they have 

empirical correlates. It is the jobs of the linguist to 

coristruct a system of rules that ~·muld account for this 

knO\dedge by formally reproducing it. So it is not ~ehaviour 

so much hut the kno~.Jledge that be,ars upon th:i.s behaviour Hl:ich 

is a linguist's concern. 

Saussure areues that if cultural studies are to proceed in 

an analogeus ~Jay, they must identify a set of facts to be 

explained and then deterr.1ine v;hat -rules or conventions nust be 

postulated to account for them. ACly Jisciplirre concernei! ui th 

the social use of r7laterial objects has to tab~ insight from 
$ 

another distinctioCl bet'.:een langne and parole this concerns 

the opposition betHeen functioClal and non-functional. If the 

sentence is The 'tat is on the mat and the speal:e1's, 

irrespective of region, age or sex, utter the sentence (the 

actual physical sound varyin~ considerably) correctly, the 

variations in pronounciation are non-functional since the 

meaning conveyed is same. 3ut if some speaker alters the 

sentence to: The cat is on the mat, 'there is a complete change 

in 1:1eaning and hence the variation of the sound from h to k is 

functional. In a similar 11101nner, in cultural studies one h.:1s 

to di\:;tinguish het\veen the cultural objects themselves and the 

system of functional distinctive which gives 
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membership (G:>eaLt1D1e, class) 3.:1J endo~~·s nean1ng. 

dxaus a parallel fror:1 this an~~le bet'.vecr. the ethonoloGicl study 

of clothing as a project and the description of a phonologic-'ll 

system (_P_r_i_n_c __ i~p_1._e_s ____ o_._f ____ P __ h~~~logy). Ethnologist wbo 

investigatin.3 the fc~aturtC>S carrying sociological significance 

mai ignore nany aspects of garnents consiJererl important by the 

users. By isolating those :listinctions ~y ;v-hich garments are 

converted into si;ns, the ethnolosi.st tries to reconstruct the 
,. 

system of features aad non-:s 'llhich mers.bers of a society take 

for granted. ~hough the example as it stands is .~ound, 

Trubetzkoy, \Je argue, has ignored a crucial prohle;n r 
Of 

'decoding' or 'reading' - the prohlem of subjective bias - that 

later proved undoing for many semiological stwli.es. He Houlrl 

come to this point later. 

Another iDportant point of Saussurean linguistics uhich has 

been exploited in the study of structure . and sign of cul tuut 1. 

objects is the argument th01t tl1e identity of two-units is ll<Jt 

o·ne of substance but of form. The >vay in ~-rhi.ch GoLL:!;tnn, a:.; '-7·~ 

·have alreeldy pointed out, tries to Hnk the ~reat ·..oorks of 

literature \Jith their contemporary soeL1l Ct~all.i:y i.s :1 cas•" in 
/ 

point. Saussure gives the famous exanple of the 8.25 pE. 

Geneva-to-Paris Express, Hhich one tnkes to 'oe the same train 

though every aspect (engine, coaches, personnel, even small 

variations of time) of the objl~ct trdi.n is rli.fferent every 

::Jay.\ This is because, Saussure argues, the 8.25 train i.s not :1 
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substance but a by relnti.on 

trains. The train's Hentity i1S a social and psycholoGic.sl 

fact is independent of those traits/chn~acteristics of tll:2 

object trC~in. Sirailarly,- \vhat defines ;-,p obj~~ct i.s its 

differential value: the letter 't' can he \n·itten in nur1ero:;c-; 

\Jays so long as it r~oes not get confusec otll<:~r letters os 1; p, 

b, etc. 

Serrtio Losy and structuralisnt have appropriated this :1otj on 

oE relational identity and differntial value. As a seDiologist 

r!r~ues: "In formulati:1g .tl:e rules o;: the systerG one !!lUSt 

identify the units on t-Jhich the rules operHte and thus t"!11~-;t 

discover \..rhen tY.'O objects or a.ct.ions count 0_5 instances of the 

. ..12 
same un1t. It also constitutes a crucial brea~ ui.th th.:c: 

notion of evolutionary identity. Saussure argued that tl'c 

relation bctHeen inrli vidual units and its 

antecedents are irrelevant in understand:i ng the units -ts 

elements of the system. Though 1.n the contf:Xt of linguist Lc:~ 

it may make good sense, it is basing on this argume!lt :;:~ 

Saussure t'1at much n:1rr01i structuralist displacement of history 

has taken place in social studies. This point: \ve lvould like to 

focus uhile studying the radical break that Rola<ltl Barthes 

brought about is semiology. 

Saussure's account of the social nature of languriGc 

(langue) needs to be clarified. To begin with, he characterise 

langue, Hhich he vj e\·JS as the only genuine subject matter of 
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linguistics, as a social institution. Langue differs from 

other social intitutions precisely ln. that it is a system of 

communication, a systen cf signs. It is interest i.ng to note 

that altho·J;;l1 langue is conceived of as a social phenon;enon, 

the only access to it is . ' ' provlnect by the individual 

consciousness of the speakers, namely, by Hhat \ve cvaCild today 

call 'the native speaker's linguistic intuition.' .With his 

langue ·parole dichotomy S2ussure fornulates (but does not 

solve) d1e problen of the social vs i:J(}j_vidual, or objective( 

vs. subjective ~o2es of existence of language. The question as 

to the precise nature of langue (and, by implication, of 

linguistics) may be reduced to the following: How does a 

convention or rule exist (ontology), and, how is it known 

(epistemology)? At times these questions are misunderstood in 

modern lin;:;uistics, eqtJati:1g 'subjective' Hith 'intuition; and 

'objective' with observation. But the simple fact is that, 

taken in itself, observation too is wholly individual a~J 

subjective pr~cess. And within the framework which views these 

t\vo concepts in such banal and incorrect manner, the notion 

'social' remains incomprehensible. 

What Saussure has to say about language being a fait social 

is in itself correct. But when he atte:1:pts to EP1swer the 

question of the nature of the (synchronic) ·'la\·JS' . of lari.guaze, 

however, his account becomes confused. Given that langue is a 

social institution, it would be natural to think that 'la1vs' of 

laneuage are ana1os;ous to constituents of institutions, i.e., 



rules. Saussure, is at pains to 

linguistic rules from social ones, on the basis of the alleged 

fact th.qt alt"hough "the former are seneral, they are not 

imperative. 

li>1guistic ru1cs is that language does not posses any inherent 

force that could guarantee the rna i.ntenance of a given ride. 

But it can be .Jrgued that this if; a nniversal truth ahout all 

• 1 
SOCla~ rules, not only is linguistic. In Ltct, Saussurc; 

himself had implicitly admitteJ this when he stated that social 

rules are val'id within certain limits of time -and place. 

Actil'llly, he n1:ule the fun:la;·,:entally <..,Tong distinction bettveen 

linguistic qnd sociA.l. rules, ~,c;hen it s:-,ould have been bet1Jeen 

social and natural rules. This is the prir:c:i ;. l;.:! source of 

fallacy of Sanssure, sor.1ethj.ng \vhich h.:1s misdirected much of 

semiology and structuralism succeeding hi ' Ve \..rill have 

occc.sion to :·evie\v hm..r culture-studies try to rle11l with thjs 

pro:Jlem of Saussearean lin~e~istic i.n their att<.~mpts to apply 

its insight. F.ight no\v, hm-Jever, t.;e take a de tour to r-he 

·.-/:211--kno;..rn thi~ories of film. 

SIGN, COGSITION A~D TUE CINEMA 

From Eisenstei.n to ~-!etz 

Urrrbert :;:co points out at the historic iiT':,alance of -

cor~::111niceiti.on t~u'?ory 1-J!-lich has focussed on the sender. In this 

h;1s:i.c \·.my, he. calls our attention to the 'message 

cornpL~z' in :r,uch the Hay th2.t "t-kLuhan corrected our collective-··. 

tc,~:1ency to J .. -snore the cha:::-acter of the mediuo in descrihjn.'":!; 

Eco e~phasises analysis of rness~ge 

not fram a traditional content analyst's point of view but rro~ 
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from Hhich each e.lement gains its . . ~' s1gn1.c ::.cance. His primary 

interest lies in the meaning of the messages and the universe 

they constitute and how the discourse is shaped. Obviously, 

the arrangement of problematic in this v1ay is to unveil the 

realm of cognition. Thomas A. Sebeok, in ~ . ,u.s book The Sign and 

It ' s Haste r s , has specified tHo constructs of semiology 

has contributed to the analysis of the message: (i) The role of 

the reader in interpreting texts and (ii2 The relation between 

a sign and the user's world of reference. 

In this immrd journey of understanding the message 

reader sitution, structural linguistics (as we have discussed 

in the previous section) comes to immediate use. And >..rith this 

comes the realization that film (or, for that matter, any other 

mass media product), is a culturally/ideologically' deterr:'cined 

heterogeneity of codes rather than an original and unique 

expression of certain 'human' themes. Certain interpretations 

of Saussurean linguistics, however, puts the 'receiver' at 

equivalence with the 'e~itter'. These interpretatons see 

'message' and its internal structure independent of the social 

and historical codes. Correspondingly, mqch of early semiology 

has got stuck \'lith immanent (-in-itself) analysis. Later, it 

\vas realized that codes are not purely textual, in the sense 

that their recognition, distribution and activation \.Jould vary 

soc:ially and historically. Eco has argued that decodification 

process is oriented not by the internal context and explicit 
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indication of the codes but also by the circumstances of 

corasunication and tbe receiver's m.;n co~e. Hence, '. reau.l:-t?; 

should be a means of accounting for how, under certain 

conditions, a text \vill tend to be read in particular t..;ays 

because of the \vay r;1eaning is placed throu.gh the articulation 

of particular aesthetic, social and historical codes. 

Seen from a certain angle, much of the journey of semiology 

as a science of signs - from the early :ietz to Barthes and Tel 

Quel theorists concerns just this: the ackno1-1ledgcr.Jent of the 

importance of the social-historical in understanding the nat:ure 

of codes. In the reo.aining part of this ch3.pter, \·le. are eoin.;~ 

to highlight on this, uhat may be called .the increasi n:; 

'radicalization' of semiology,in some detail. 

Theorists like Eisenstein, Pudovkin, and Balazs wanted to 

establish a scientific programme for u'"'rerstanding the 

psychological dimension of the cinema. eisenstein especially 

attempted to integrate the scientific study of film wit~ 

psychology, sociology and lingu{stics. ~1ost of his early >;vor.k 

was directed at an analysis of montage: the joining together of 

spatially and temporally continuous shots by means of cutting. 

He viewed montage as a najor formative ~lenent of cinema an:i 

tried to understand its psychological basis • 
• 

He argued that 

the contrasts uithin and bet~.reen shots give rise to conflict or 

tension \vhich renders a film sequence emotionally exciting and 

attributes meaning to monL~ge: "in regard to the action as a 
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'.Jhole,. cacl; fra:;~r:cnt piece is almost abstract." s·omethi ng 

photogrrtpl-:.ed in or1e nlontage ·piece can h3rdly carry meanJ.n~?,: 

it provL-::e:; only ttH~ barest s;<.eleton of inforznation. Only ;.,rhen 

it is reconstructed via a n~ontage of fragments can it be fully 

revealed - narratively, emotionally and aesthetically. 

Later Eisenstein broadened the notio~ of montage. 

emphasis ~as pliced on conflict. ln his book, The Film Sense, 

he mades an analogy betueen ;-flOntaee and aspects of >.Jord.,;. 

blending'. Thus te;.:is Carroll's blend vord 'frumious' is no·t 

the sut:; of furious and fu;nin; hnt rather ac cnti.~ely different 

>Jord. The notion of conflict is unnecessary for an account of 

the processes of creative neologism. By the early 1940's 

Eisenstein acknowledged that in his early work too ~uch 

attention had been given to juxtaposition of shots <dth too 

little attention given to the .:.malysis of,-,.Ihal: ~,;as bcin::; 

although explicit use of the n:Jt\.on of <::'or.~Uc.t :.J;JS avn-i.:l.ed. 

In marked contrast to Eisenstein ar2 ·the 'constl"'Uc.tivi.sts', 

For E i.::;t} n~~ t(~ -L n, the mo:'ltage 

............... 
;•:;_ '· tt··; ::.0:1c3t~_t:_t2·l:.: 2l2.ments 3re i.odivi.sihle. But 

Pudovkin and. nalazs maintain a conception of montage as a 

linkage of pieces - a 'concepetual glue' that paste,~ together. 

the othen;ise iri::lcpend.ent cor::;Jonents. Pudovki :1 described the 

'phenemenology of montage'as being constructed by expectations, 
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inferences, deductions, and rJssocio.t ions. ·In c., si;rd lar manner, 

Balazs a rguec th;1t the vi.ciler prestqposes the ezis tence of a 

typically hunan intellieence un~erlying any particular sequence 

Based on the presupposition, the vie\ver 

strives to unravel the relations that bind these i~ages 

toscther and the me;=mir:g they are to convey. As such, the 

un~lerstandin;:;s of the constructivists have a lot of potential 

for understanding the cot;nitive nature of cinena-vj_e\-ling ann, 

in extension, the sign-system. Ho"•ever, Hhile their exposiU.on 

is full of interesting observations, it doe~ not attain a very 

hieh level of sytematization. St 111 then, ·one can deyelop a 

tentative psycholo~y of cinema basing on the arguments of these 

film theorists. This would centre on the analogy between real 

world experience and film experience. 

I'iu'nsterberg represents the first atter.pt in this field. He 

argued that the vie\ver of popular cinema experiences montage 

sequence ('.vhat is no>v called 1 !IollyHood nontage 1 ) on analogy to 

our own private dream fantasies. In the same vein, he analyses 

close-up shots us objectification of perceptual attention, the 

flash-back a~; an objectified act of mer.1ory, and the sequencing 

of shots in a ciner:1a scene as "<-nJ objectification of the 

sequencing attention<tl foci in ordinary real ucrld · "" 

bi?haviour."
13 

11ut later o:t, psychology of cine:-,la got splitted into t·w-o 

oppcJsed vietvpo:i.nts: the ~pnthy theory of Balazs and Pudov~~i.n, _ 
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and the Arn:1ein theory of partial illusion. Accorc ing to the 

farner vie'..;, .c • 1 Ll_,_n raiuics the ordinary perceptual or imaginal. 

experienceD of the vier.ver, The vie,,•er then Sf~es '·ihat Hould be 

the most likely or reasonab_le real Horld intrepretation of t:w 

sequences of images on the screen. Arnheim, in contrast, 

arg•1es, :.::1at cinem?. creates on partial illusion of reality. anJ 

it is in this partial illusion of reality that the aesthetic 

potential of .cine:na resides. In film, colour is distorted 

absent, sizes and shapes apear in t!istorted perspective, t'~d 

field of view gets chopped off at the screens , .. ._ ~ 1 oorders, sp:1Ll'l.c 

and ter.1poral continuity is interrupted. At t:1e sa;::e tin~e, it 

can portray real life L1 naturalistic SlJrrouncU.nc;s. T!;e 

essential properties of cinef:la emanates from this dual nature: 

on one hand, a strong affinity for r~ality and on the other, a 

partial, distorteo picture. This is related to ti,c difference 

bet~'een the partial cinena illusion and the wor.lfl itself. 

As it stands, partial illusion theory seeus nore sound than 

its counterpart. It can explain ho~·J cinema experience can 

improve on real world experience by being more directive. Thus, 

it can be of much exploratory value in understanding the 

ideolo::;ici3.l role of cinema. Unfortunately, proponents of the 

parti~l illusion theorists .. failed to relate these questions 

tv.i.th tl1e essential properties of cinema, as the empathy 

theorists failed to more than anecdotally account for the 

essential similarities het..,een the cinema experience and ot~1er 

facets of the real world. 
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References to f-Llr.1 as languo2e abcund iTl the v;orks of th0~ 

cinema theorists examined. Eisenstejn, Balazs, 

?udovkin all rlescri.be £.i1r.~ as language. Eisenstein ~labornted 

the fi.lm-ns-langu:?<ge setap!:or in his claim that there is a 

structural correspondence bett-:een the linguistic twrd and the 

cine11catic shot, and bet<·:een the lineui.stic sequence and the 

cinenatic 
14 

sequence. that, 

is i ncotr,pJete as an independent un.i.t. 

like a ~:;ord, the s~:ot 

Both the 1mrd and the 

s!lot 'lerive bulk of tl:eir . signific3.nce from the interaction~ 

(or, collisions) in •;hjcl: they partake. 3alAzs also share this 

vie•<. ctr)"7ever, until recently almost nothi_ng significant has 
J 

been c]one to ens~1re that the metaphor has any content - either 

as a rnet~1odologi.cal assumption or as a t~1eoretical clain. ,\s 

\;,l'ollen has aptly put it: "1-Jriters about cinema have felt free 

to talk about fil1.1 langua8e as if linguistics did not 

. ..15 
eXlSt, A noteable exception is Christian Metz, who. has 

inves dc;dted film frora a seriously lL:;uist ic point of vie· . .-7. 

Unfortunately, iietz's important c.;rorks have led as filucll to 

confusion as it has to clarification. He revie\.V f1etz, 

sumr:1.arising .::1nd criticizing some major· ppint raised by hir:I anrl, 

from a 'neut;,ral' film semi.ology to one cvhich is centred on 
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semiology is that of applying "the cethods and models of 

Ferdinanc! --le Saussure to the study of f.Ll1:1. As Saussure po:i.nts 

out: "In the syntagrE a ten; e2cquires its value only becan!>e it 

stands in opposition to everything th:.Jt precedes or follo;,1.s it 

1 ,: 

or bo t h • " _.. 'J In this de Saussure's approach to 

linguistics envisions a taxonomy of contrasts. The approach of 

r-·~et.z is very much thut cou~tcnanced "'Jy de Saassure. 1'iccordin; 

to Sat!Ssure, The scuiotic of a gi 'Ten field rests on a cual;; 

foundation of lingui~tics anJ the structurcal peculiarities oF 

the pArti cnl.~r field ir. qu•':Sti.on. en:::-iches 

prcg:-d.~,JJ.e, by· adopting a · thr8e-foln support: the s~udy of 

film, 1 . . . 
ln£UlStlCS 

structure). 

and narratclogy (the 

ivith t!1e semiology .of the narrative film. 

study of narr.a ti ·.:c 

He is particularly 

scornful of attempts A~ makins anti-narrative or anti-spectacle 

films and manages to co-opt these by claiming: 

film is !:lOre narrative, an;i ;r,ore satisfyin;;ly so, an.d that the 

main contribution of the ne,.J cinema to have enriched the 

filmic narrative." Roland :Sarth.es strongl)· opposes this clni·,:t 

arguins that dismissing 1 \vriterly' c.ine'Tla, i'fetz has dismisse.:J 

certain areas of film-making practice ( tha.t i.-70uld not· fal1 

under his prescription for fictional narrative) as we:l, 

proving his ideological bias. ~ie uill cor.:e to this issue in th= 

next \sction. 
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In Fi.lra Lanco.uge, :1etz argued against ri::;id analogies to 

verhal lanzuage. He clah;;s (as ::::;a lnst Eisenstein) that there 

is no equiv.e.lonce betJ.·Jeen the tvord anr! the image - t!1e latter 

is not a discrete unit that can be reduced into smaller bas:i.c 

units and analysed. 2!etz sees the i:nase as being too close an 

analogue of the t~i n.; ir: real \vorld: "The mechanical nature of 

basic filmic operation (photographic an~ phonog;::-aphic 

duplication) has the consequences of integra tiris into the £ inal 

_, 
product chunks of signification \-Jbose internal structure 

renains afilr:;ic, and uhich are governed mainly by cultural 

1 7 
] ., n ~L I 

para(ngms. 

This mimetic notion of the .i:nage is t~1e opposite of t:nt 

held by Barthes and particularly Umberto Eco, the Italian 

semiologist >:vhom }!etz cites as responsible for r:Jany of his 

later changes. Eco posited the rather startling idea that the 

iconic ( photq;rapl:i.c) inage is, like the verbal si.gn, 

"completely arbitrary, conventional and unmotivated". He 

points out that there are so many transformations involved from 

the object to the representation of the object that the inage 

has none of the propecties of the object represented but 

that, at most, the iconic sign reproduces some of the 

conditions of. perception 

For Netz, there is little distJ:-~ction bet\·leen 'inside' the 

film and 'outiide' the film. Analysis of the ways that a given 

ideology in the filra might he mediated throu3h the codes 
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of visu<ll represent:o.tion is thus precluded. ::et:-::'s concert af 

visual representation v1ould allo~; ideology to be thought of a.s 

cxisti.:tg only at tlte level of the content an~ c:1sily extracted 

from the fi.lm. The idea that the ideology connot be seperateJ 

from the cine1aatic codes \irlich mediate, transfon1 and defo;:-n 

. . . 
it, can be used to argue ag~inst political efficacy of 'popular 

radical' filns. Such a filn might have a 'correct' ideology at 

the level of content but its mess<1ge rnust pass through the 

sieve of bourgeois codes of representation \<lhich for the mosc 

part deflect or even negate the radical intention. of the filn. 

tetz apparently is unaware of such problems. · 

There is another point at which Xetz sees the mechanisms of 

narrative as 'natural'. He belives that the motivation of a 

viewer for linking film se;ments together "nust he explained by 

the spoatn.neous psychological T'lecht'!;~j ::: -:>f film perception" anc1 

he quotes from another theoretician (Anne Souriau) who sa:L:1. 

that the spectator "interpolates spontaneously the visual 

material that the film presents." It is important to. remer.1'1er 

that 'i<hcnev12r two pieces of filr.1 are joined together, so;ne sort 

of si~nification occurs other than a nere chronologic2l. 

'reality'. ?·1etz \?ants to h2ve this 1inka£e r~main ncutralj :1e 

doe;;; not acccrunt fot the bet' thnt v:c lC?.=Hn t:o read a series or 

ima~es and their connections in a cult·urally and ideologically 

determined manner. 



It is ilLuLJindting to c.on.tr~ast '<etz's stance of neutrality 

t,-iti: that oE Umberto f.co. Eco sc(~s .semio1ogy as a tool for 

revolutionary activity and talks about 'seLJiotic guerilla 

\varfare' if one can not seize or charige the institutions of 

production, one can at least change the way they are 

argument against j_deolcgy that maintains that a 'political' 

object under- stud)'. It is e>;a<.:.tl~' e:~t the potnl:. ;v!vz.re. .Netz'~ 

DOL:rgeois ideology _insists that he reads pol i tical/c:Jlt _[ :~ _,_:_: 

deter>:1inatio:1s as 'natural' that Eco belives a cineserd.otics 

/ 
rnust-hegin. 

In his more recent Horks (Lanr;aug,e and Cinema. and C~t:l._qu~-

of Ciner;;a as Imitation), ho11ever, t:etz has changer_: his pos i. t ion 

considerably t'v:mgh he still restricts himself to the study of 

classical narrative film. He does not deal ~ith the continuity 

of particular films but goes vuch deeper, exposing and 

questioning the very raec:hanisms by 11hich all fiction fil,Js 

operate. i!.etz alt;JOugh has atter.1pted point out the corles upon 

~vhich thts mechanisn is totally dependent. In Language and 

(LC), he exa:-rlined the intern= lations 

specifically cinenatic co(les ilS fast cars, middle-class 

households,cocktail pnrty, travel, etc, are 

manipulated and placed td thin the narrative fi]_ms.. But even in 

LC, Netz is at pains to assert tr1e importance of r1eutral or 
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apolitical science, alt 11ough in person he •.<Iou'.d assert tt:at he 

Has interested in that period of narrative c1ner..a which uas 

·mainly a naive or unselfconscious reflection of bourgeois 

icleolo.;y. The claim is untenable. In '-·1" i i ...... ~> recent boo~z 

(Critique of Cinena !Is Initation), he again stw~ie:3 this type 

of cine;na, but \<lith a specifically political intent 

incorporr1ted into his research. He combines t·,;o approac~1es: 

'vision theory' to explore the physLological relation bet:;;e,'=n 

the spectator and film and 'dream theory'. His concern no~ i~ 

to understand the mechanism by vJhich narrati vel fiction films 

affect audiences and h01,: these ;nechanism est'"blish fiction f i.lm 
' ,· 

as an historical institution (replacing no~el) operating within 

western capitalist culture. As a narked constrast to his 

earli.er HarKs, Critique der!lonstrate how the physiolosicCJ.l an:i 

psychological nechanism that fih1s draw on serve to maintain 

film as commodity which peopl~ Hould like to consume. 

:netz argues that the llolly~iood. fiction films manipulate the 

Spectators's psyche and even sell the establishment to our 

·sub-conscious. Through an .analysis of tile relationship betHeen 

the spectator and projected film at the time of viewing, ~retz 

tries to unveil the process of such caltural conditioning. Ee 

uses vision theory to anaylse the physiologi.cal aspect of it. -

Norr:1al retinal vision transforms 3-dirr;ensional objects into 

2-dimensional images. But in film, since it is projected on a 

flat screen, the imar;e is processed in the· brain \Jithout 
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hnvi.n~ to he tr.ar1sformed into a 2-dinensional one. But · the 

spectator is una1.vare that r::or:ocul::1.r vision is being substitute:! 

for binocular vision. 

The ohjects in the inage not only ' as an effiGY of 

the real \vorld but also sLnulate the actual mechanis:J of 

perception. The use of rear projection is totally dependent on 

this subversion and S·2rves a go0d exa::1ple of the phenomena. In 

shots <vhere characters are seen in an automobile, the 

unwary spectRtor tl:inks that the background· n1oving behi.nd th~ 

car is really part of the shot. A film image (the projected 

background) is re-filcH':id Along Hith 'the 3-rJimension:ll car and 

characters. The illusions goes unoticed. '!'hus the illusion of 

movement is also because fila1 is able to subvert ·the vision 

process by providing 2n ima:;e sir.tilar enough ta that recievec 

by 3-dimensional perception and as a result is Rccepted as 

real. >Jhile the spectators sit motionless, the car.1e L:l 

movement seems to change the size and ~istance of objects. The 

combination of srecta.tor motionless camera moveiTent, and 

edit inc, destroys the spectator's normal point of reference. 

This film's way of manipulating ~isual perception gives a 

physiological-perceptual basis ot the 'realism' of fiction film 

even to its spectacular and f~ntasy creating elements. 

Applying Frend' s Inter;:n·e-ta tion of Dreams, lletz traces 

important similarities bet~een the state of one's psyche during 

a fiction film and a person's psyche during a drean. The 
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-drean situation is not exactly li.ke the film VlC:\-n:1g situation 

but they have certain important aspec_ts in cor.1:non. Like in a 

drea:n situation, the fil~.1 spectator:-s are seated r;JOtionless in a 

dark room. They, of course, do not close their eyes, but their 

normal ]-dimensional field of vision has been replaced hy a two 

dimensional screen. The film provides an i llu.sion of the real 

I.JOrlrl in the form of visual, and audial stirmli, which the 

spectator identifies in the sa:ne \lay that the stimuli are 

identified in a real world situation. A dreamer simLLJ.rly· 

Unlike a dreamer, the: perceives stiouli creatert by the brain. 

film spectator, ho,.vever, is hasical1y conscious that he/she is 

-.Jatching a film, but at certain moments there is a '·vrilling' 

suspension of disbelief. These moments corresponds to a 

person's subconscious state during a dream. Netz calls this · 

I transfer Of perSpectiVe I for the S[)eCtatOc haS transfered hiS 

though-process to the ·fiction of the film. · Hetz identifies 

these moments as fundar,1ental to the process of braio-;;-mshing 

:·:etz 8 i ve s psychoanalytical interpret.:ttion of the 

relation .bet•.'eeo a fie tion film and our psyches during these 

sub-conscious periods in terms of the tension bet\.;reen et;o 

(desires) and superego(gullt functioning as self-censorship 

mechanism). This is specially so in terms of socially embedded 

values or morality the various cooditionings~ .. which may 

diffe~ with each person Lut which play important role in 
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letting us :Znow ~.·r1ich of our ·Jesi res arc normal and Hhi ch are 

perverse. We process our perception through our systen of 

desires a2.d fears (censorship) and give tnem connotat:i.on and 

opin:i.on. This the fiction fil1i1S, argues ilatz, 

'communicates' with cur psyche. It ,presents illusi.ons of re:1l 

uorks situations ":hich plug the!"!iselves into ou~ psyche 3nd play 

upon our desires and fears. Desires, both nor~al and perverse, 

are appealed to and restraint and controls of these desires are 
_, 

applied '.vithin the narrative of the films. Most inportantly~ 

llhile appealing to our desires, these fiction filr:1s condition 

our spereco or self-censorship ~echanisms to pattern after 

those shown in the films. The spectator learns to shape 

his/her desires as they are shaped ~dthin the narrrttive of the 

fib. 

POLITICS OF SIG~·l A.:iD SIG~; OF POLITICS: ~lyth' ~'cation of D.:1 ily 

Life in the Understan~ing of Rolani 3arthes. 

Susan Sontag, in ber other·.vise brilliant intro(1uction to 

the Fontana edition of "Barthes: Selected \Jri.tings", ma~zes ;.; 

point \vhich \ve consider as fundamentally undoing for any 

understanrHng of the enterprise of Roland . Barthes, an 

enterprise vhich will renain in the decades to corne of 

quintessentially radical value for the science of sign anJ 

structnres. She argues that 3arthe's relation to politics 13 

ever and al\.<Ja:·.rs evasive in natur0 and describes him as 'one of 

t~e great :::odern refusers of !lis tory.' This judgement is on the 
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basis of her observation that '!oi"ld \·:ar II never gets menti.o;"Jv·: 

in his ,.;ri ti11gs, th"tt hi.s understanding domesticates su1;jec:: 

("hiclt she thouz;ht place hi:n in diametrical ov;>osition to 

. Walter Benjaoin who could not help connecting his ethical 

burden 1dth politics) and that he regarded politics as a kind 

of ·constriction of the inman subject \vhich has to be 

OUt\·li t ted. ~·li thout calling into question Sontag's 

understanding of politics (~,rhich is not lvithi.n our scope), \le 

.may safely conclude that this was a grossly '.vrong estinwte of·; 

the man and his uorks. The prodigious v::tri.et;' of 1:is 1..,rork 'lOt~ 

v?ithstanding Bart he's. essential endeavour bas beea (as. Sontag 

only T'l.J.l(eS US a\vare ) to organise the theory of his OWn mind. 

A:1d if one vJants to understand that theory through his basic 

contribution which, of course, centres semiology in p~rticular, 

and linguistics in general (again, let there be no rnis-rea~in~ 

of Barthes comment: "I~ linguistics I have neve~ been anyt~ing 

but a:~ ar,atcur" Hhich was only to disavo1v the 'vulgarity' . c 
'0L 

system-building), one appreci?..tes the primary importance tho t 

history and politics assumed for Barthes. Infact, Barthes' 

quarrel \vith his colleasues in ser.1iology has been precisely 

baset~ on this - that the politic;OJ.l (and essential) purpose of 

semioloz;y should be the demaski ng the tho;;-,ent of- natur2liza-tion 

in bourgeois society and that for this se7:1iology requires a 

certain stance within history : in order to expose thi.s process 

f I ] . . • • o natura .1Zat1on, 1 t lS necessary to see society as a process 
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of structuring that .is cre::tted hy the interdependence of hunan 

3Ctivities. 

As Stephen.· Heath argues, se:r.io] ogy "is the els.borat ior: of 

raodels fitted to realise the system <Jf lflte1U;:).hL1il:y nf ,:,1ch 

objects". But this soon deteriorated into (throuzh, ;;e can 

perhaps arg•1c, .q conc<:'•1i:r;;:.tion on the study of languae;e its~lf) 

a 'euphoric dream of scieo.tificity' (Bartbes). This hints :1t 

the narrO\v structur.~'llist project of dra>ving up r.odels of the 

~;y 3 temat i city of each systen, sqch that any . l l -· poss l.) e. 

enunciation could b2 predicted by the operation of the uodel. 

Barthes ar.sUCS that such scient if l.city can operate '.Ji th 

in.Jnolnz-i:::d_ ·;ysterns, 1-rhcrcas soci.al systens are cor:1plexes of 

diverse practices Hhose relation to each other <.mtl f.1'Jtu?.l 

effectivity is constantly ln t, 
<- process of mutation (and 

formation). It is Barthes' ~-:arxism ~-1hich '·-~es to reorient 

seniology in terms of this understanding holds it frorn 

declining into a sterile fonnalisn "elaborated by models I·Jhose 

only relevan-:::e is to a 1·10rlJ thai: stBnds still." 

In l-~ythologie~, })arthes p;uallels :!arx of The Ge.Man. 

_!:_?eolozy in hjs understanding of ideology. The analysis of 

myth was for him 'the beginning of semiology'. It explains ho~ 

the ruling ideas ot a social formA.tion come to seew. universal 

and natural . Hence, it conceives of ideology as a syster:J of 

i~eas, the product of a rullng class which foro the rea~ity of 

cl SOCl_ety. B;;;r.thes ;;rgues that the petit-bourgeoisie do not 

live 
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the ;:;aterLd re-'!1 ti ty of the ' .. oourgeo 1 s :_e the r.:ea:~s of 

production), llut they live bon r;;eoi s. iileologic;:; l real :i ty as 

'the nBtural r 
....)t. their universe. 

Barthes puts it: "The ·bourgeoisie ceaselessly aosor~~s into it:~ 

ideology a \·Jhole humanity ~::tich has no'1e of its fundamental 

sta~u,;, <llld cnn rJnly live it in their L1a(~lnation, that is, 

t'u:ough a fixation and i:::p'JVct·ishment of consciousness. Ily 

spreading its representations across the whole catalogue of 

petit-bourgeois images, the 1;1idrlleclas~> sanctions 

"1~1 lack of diEferentlon between social classes. 

the 

Nyth takes over the ideas embodied in 'hig)1 culture' c111'~ 

makes theq homely: high culture is vulgari sed into a kind of 

public philosophy. The petit-bourgeois \-JOrld is a world of 

saraeness; de:wcrati c political change t;:;kes place I.Jithii1 tll i.s 

sameness, altering the structur'"'" h:ti: ·t:dTllHinhl;j 11ourgeois 

relations and, hence, i•deology. Barthes identifies Qany forms 

of thou;:;ht an(l practice (as diverse as cooking and children's 

toys) as they essenti.alise various social norms, and features: 

"T~~'~ :jocial productivity of the Horld, the fact that it is 

cnnst.i.tuted of co:nplex relations ~.-hich are in cm1stant flu;<, 

dh;>t;1p2.-ns beneath system of essences. The real is the 

immediately visi hlt~ and this visible does not appear to be a 

f f S ' l , t. .,19 
Ol'lll o · representation. uctl is to~e worK of mytn. 

In\this process of naturalization, there are two systems of 
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r:teanii!~; op2rating: the denotative and the connotative, the 

object~languages (the film, the car, the toy etc) and the ~yth 

\vhich gets attac~1ed to it. 

form of this denotative lm~guage to insinuate itself. In the 

fanous example that narthcs gave, the photograp11 of a :JL1ck 

soldier saluting· French flag in a mag2zine cover, thr-~ 

!.e.ctJtd--
,~, e r1 o t .··' t 1.· ve ~ ... ·.c·'- ··n 1.' nbc 1' c: J. nv-. ~4 o -I '-y ., r~e ·1~ 1' ,, ., • " • u. ~ <-·~~~ u "'11 .. '- .. '-'0• The connotative 

meaning sprinss Erom a. mixture of colonialist nationalis;-:r and 
. 0,... 

militarism., here implying (it ~.;as during the .Algerian .\·Jx# of; 

independence) that the negroes are perfectly •.;illinl:', to defend; 

French rule to their de:1th. The connotative meaning hin3es on 

the denotative: there is a perpetual to-and-fro movement 

bet'deen them and the bonu seems natural. ·The uorld supplies to 

myth a historical reality and myth gives in return a nature 

ir:w;;e of this reality. Hence, 3arthes argue~ th~ ._ :nyth is a 

devise of conceptualisin.z and sign-ifying the world, a process 

which is motivated by the necessity of .:1 dominant order to 

present itself as a natural orde~. 
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(Figure 3:1) 

As shown in figure 3:1 the whole of denotative sign is used 

as a signifier by the connotative system. As soon as an object 

or practice (\lhatever may be the forr:1) signifies, as soon as it 

is endowed with meaning, it submits to the differentiating 

system of lan~uage. It becomes a unity of concept and 

signifier.: a sign. It then opens to the connotative process, 

where th~ sign as a whole is taken up to be the articulator of 

a second concept, the realm of ideology. Barthes, hoHever
1 

makes it clear that in the diagram, "the spatialisation of the 

pattern is only a metaphor". But what is clear is that myths 

themselves are a product of a process of signification: "the 

\ 
world enters language as a dialectical relation bel:\''een 
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activities, bc.t:.veen hui::an actioDs: it coDes ;'ut of ::1yth as a 

.harmonised display of ssser.ces"
20 

Bart he~:; later questioned this initial f orr.;ula t ion of 

~'tythologies, considcci ng it sorae\.:klt naive since it implies the 

possibility of a kind of pre-nythic signification. This 

~ssumes a ~ind o~ natural link between the signifier and 

siznified vhich constitute the denotative sign. As Sebeo\ 

co:;J:nents: "the dcvelop!Tie:1t of serc.iology increasingly exposed 

the contradictions of a science based on systeroaticity and 

differentiation \vhilst still attempt-ing to , operate the 

distinction between denotation and connotatien. It tieh!Gptrated 

increasii1gly that the connotative system is an integral part of 

the signifying system that gives intelligibility to each 

. ..21 
s 1:sn. · ~3arthes' later ~nitings show hoH both con:1otation 

and denotation are inseparable to give an account of the 

structnce of 1;1eaning of social practices and objects, Li~<-e 

furniture, food habits (steak and ci1ips fo1lo1.Jed by ice-creaw, 

1)11t not steak and rhubarb follO\•ed by spinach and cre.1.n, 

to prevent such a co~bination), table manners, chess,etc. 

In his Introduc_t_:i~<::-: to Swdclo::;y, Georges lfounin urges that 

se:j;]iology sl1ould restrict j:1vesti3ations to cases .,.,here ··· 

signifiers have clearly Jef:i.ned concepts attached to then by a 

co::;mtmic<::.li vr:. code. Distingni.shi_ng bet· . .,;een interpretation anci 

decoding, he argues: "the decoding is univocal for all 
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?? 
recipients in possession of the code of cor.manica tion". -~ 

His parar1ig;<J case is th·-1t of traffic signs, \•?here one can look 

up a signifier in a code book and discover it signified. Eut 

such an approach is u~sui.tcd for the study of any complex 

system. 'l.;f' • ' .·;OU\1.1!1 S view, by extension, o,.;ould argue thClt 

literature is not a system of signs because one cannot speak of 

encoding and decoding by fixed codes. Such an approach to the 

signified Jacques ~errida calls 'nctaphysics of presence', 
'~ 

•.Jhich "lo:1ss for a truth behind every sign: a nonent oC 

original plentitude ~vhen form and meanfng ';"ere sinultaneousl~l 

. d .,_ ..] . ~. . h l .. 23 ' present to consc1ous:-1ess .an-. not to ;Je 'J.lSLlngu.ls •. e~. .· 

C S Peirce points out that there is a fund.:mental 

incor.1pletene.ss of s i6n. The signified cannot be grasped 

directly but requires an 'interpretant' in the for·' of another 

sign. Barthes' contributi6n to semiology lies precisely on 

this emphasis on plurality of codes and multiplicity of 

readings. This COffiCS out' most clearly in his S/Z his 

treatment of Balzac's little known nov~lla Sarrasine. The 

selection of Sarrasine is sigriificant. It sho·.-1s Barthes' 

co:noi.ti:lent for 'morality of enr!s' (as Susan SQntag calls it), 

his treatc-tent of a piece of literature more as a proble:n th':ln 

as an end. 

The co~~on assum?tion of the breakdown of the talc 

Sa rrasine Jn 561 pertir:ent uniu; of si.gnifjction (lexia) is 
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analysis, an acconnting for all the possible n:.ea:1in8S of tl--,e 

3alzac novella. From the outset, ho::;ever, 3arthes makes it 

clear that ~1is a:im is not an exhaustive, definitive analysis t)f 

a single \-mrk. Such approa.ches seek to impose, ar:;::;ues Ba;_·thes, 

an order on the text, r:akin;5 it lose, \.;rhat Bart:~es call;:;~ i.ts 

difference. The type of analysis produced in S/Z focusses on 

this difference as multiplicity and plurality: Barthes does not 

assume neaning but rather addresses to the multiplicity oi 

meantngs. On this cour:t he distinguises bet\·leen 

'readerly' and 1 \U'i terly'. Bu.rthes' 0\·ITI point of 

refer~nce, 3alzac, in many vays serves as a casebook example of 

the 1 readerly': discourse which does not seek really to 

challenge the reader but to rather present the reader \vi th a 

lvorld that is coherent, 11ell ordered and a 1 ""~a~y· oeaningful. 

The 'writerly' text, however does not assume the meariingfulness 

and coherence of discourse but rather challenges it, and in so 

doing challenges the rear!er as well, shaking hl.s or her 

assumptions and judgement of reality in day to day world. 

Twentieth century literature abounds in the example of the 

'~vriterly'. 

While we can find many 'writerly' texts, a 'writerly' 

practice of reading is r:mch more difficult to find. Ba rtb:::s 

says there is ii 'legality' of reading at fault and not si_:'"iply 

the -~.;ays the texts are written or procfuced. To interpret the 
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text is not to ;ive a meaning, but on the contrary ta 

appreciate tlllat plural constitutes it. So 3arthes was actually 

attempting a subversion of the equAtion bet•,Jeen the reader a;:-..-1 

the consm;;er. The precision with which Barthes deals his 

object or point of reference, the novella of Balzac, carries 

;:ith it a gesture of destr-uction of the object itself as a 

hor.10ge :1COUS bloc with clearly defined boundaries. Hence 

Barthes tlas trying to give a '~.,.rriterly' ·reading of a 

predominantly 'readerly' text. 

* * * 
' 

Film is ripe for the kind of considerations elaborated in 

S/Z. Ihe classical stance of realis't attitude <·lhich Barthes 

describes ~ sy::1ptoma tic of li_terary criticism, of most 

interpretations, has characterised approaches to film. In so:1e 

':<ays, the dominance of the 'readerly' is even more acute in 

film, for films are subservient to a nar:ro\v · lr.n,r of reaclh1E in 

\>Jays that are core explicit than in literature. Bart!1~s a:::-3t:e£> 

that Metz is a victim of §uch stance. It is the reader's task, 

t'.J Barthes, to follmv the cracks, opening them up even wider. 

Since ideology is borne more commonly by those conventions 

'Vlhich are unnoticed, the kind of readings proposed by Barth~s 

is a politic;al task, an attack on the :1c);-:1inant modes of 

perception. The 'writerly', hence, is a function of the 

process of production itself (uriting or reading) ·,<l~ic.h is the 

\ 
task of dominant classical rno~els to repress. 
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larthes e;np:~2cnses t~1.Jt one of t:'12 raajor characteristics of 

nature of human Hctivity is 

of codification upon anot:·wr. He refers to the \}ClY realiGti.c 

description, for examplt"), depends on palnting. "To O.escribe ls 

thus to place tt:c empty fnlil:•:: \vhich tb~ realistic i-l.uthor al,,;ays 

carries l<~'ith him before a collection or continuum of objects 

which cannot he put into 'vonls \Ji ti10ut this obsessive 

. 
operation" 

24 
Similarly, film depen(~S on suer, ::1 mechanisn of 

naturalisation by piling one discursive reference point 
.. -~ 

upon 

another, it appear all the \;rhile that such dn 

accon:monRtion only better serves to illumin<lte reality. 

most coGified filmic genres (the 'aestern, the love story,etc.) 

possess their measure of verisimilitude by constantly referring 

back to · other models. Filmic protagonists TI1USt . be 

recoznisable; that is the audience refers its 1-:-Jcnvledge back to 

other films. 

Barthes talks about five typEs of codes: her:neneutics, 

semes, symbolic, pro·a i reti.c (code of action) and 

f . 1 25 re erentla • Tracing out codification is but a means to 

appreciate the plurality- hov;ever limited- of the text, of the 

1 \lriterly', Nhich the classical text is never totally 

successful in repressin3. Barthcs emphasises that we can 

define each co~e only in relationship to othe~s and these 

relationships are themselves are in con.stanfly flu;<. The five 

codes nre ~;.;oven in 1 sterr:;agraphic 1 space. Thus Barthes reft~ses 
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any hierarchy of codes" .••... if ~·Je make no effort to structure 

e.1ch cone, or the 5 co2es amon~ themselves, we do so 

deliberately, in 'order to assume the multivalence of the text, 
,.,,. 

its partial reversiJ(lity."Lv Although one can use these five 

codes .:1s a potential m:):!el for other analysis, uhat seems to us 

more important is an evaluation of how these five codes 

articulate ideology. 3arth<:S i.n:~ists thr-oughout :3/7. that codes 

ace ideologically detennined mechanisms, conventions that serve 

the interests of a particular ideology. The important gesture 

of S/Z is not to deal '"ith ideology as a sin3ular category: 

Rarthes knm;s lH:ll that all textual mechanisms are permeated 

\vith ideology ;:md that we cannot for example, separate the 

ideology of a text from its style.' 

Bartltes' end.cavour coulr1 still be critiqued, perhaps, for 

failing to situate the text of Sarrasine within the social and 

economic reality of 19'th century cap:i tal ism. .From the point of 

view of ideology, which is where the text is located, he 

rleliberately chooses not to isolate the text as a miniature 

appendage of the economic structure of capitalism. The text 

itself is overdetermined. The author attempts to resolve 

cont rarli.ctions, unsuccessfully, or rather to clispel 

contradiction. The classic or realistic text possesses an 

economy of narrative. The explicitness \v:i.th vhich Sarrasine 

enfolds a narrator who tells. a St<.lry i.n exchange for sz:x 
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illustrates that" •.•.•• nnrrative lS determined not by a desire 

to narrate hut by a desire to e:~chan6e 

exchange: an agent, a currency, a 

it is a medium of 

gold 
.. 27 

standarJ. 

Similarly, the semes of the, text are organised according to a 

thematic economy; their exchange value, says Barthes~ depe:1ds on 

their cultural familarity. In short, the text is a 

nicro-economic system determined by a narrative logic, a 

narrative logic Hhich is ultimately the'natural'laws of 

capitalism. 

Yet Barthes clearly refutes the capacity of ideology to be 

the major determinant of the text. He does not see the text as 

an ideological systei:l but rather as a net\,;ork permeated hy 

ideology: 

"The primary evaluation of all texts can come neither from 

science, for science does not evaluate, nor fFom .Jeology, for 

the ideological value of a text (moral, aesthetic, political, 

alethiological) 

d 
. ..28 

pro.uctlon. 

is a value of representation, not of 

Implication here is that as long as we live in ideology (be 

it proletarian or bourgeois), h'e live in a Horld of closed 

s)rstem
1 

of readerly discourse, of channelled meaning. If this 

is so, the basis of this demystification, '"hich Barthes talks 

about - the text as difference, the liberation of the writerly-

can hardly be a-ideological. 
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TEL QUEL : Semiology at a deadlock? 

Tel Quel semiologists started 1.vhere Barthes ended but got 

more entangled in a specific problem that Barthes was facing in 

his later '"ri tings. The transition of Barthes can be vie•ved 

like this: from an analysis of the intelligibility of works to 

an 'open' approach which stresses the creative freedom of both 

\vri ter and reader, from the idea of a transcendent model for 

several texts to each text as its own model (S/Z), each text to 

be treated in its 'difference' (textual code not being the 

parole of a narrative langue). Like the later Barthes, Tel 

Quel semiologists also highlight the multiplicity of readings 

and plurality of meanings. They challenge the view that 

readings should be studied as a rule governed process, 

describing the status quo instead of an active force that 

liberates semiotic practices from the ideo] ');y holcing them. 

They argue that the ideology of culture promotes a particular 

\-Jay of reading from which conservative semiology attempts to 

frame rules to attribute them the status of norms of 

rationality. Texts are open to multiple readings. Each text 

contains .\.lithin itself the possibility of an infinite set of 

structures. It is grossly ideological to privilege one set 

over all others by setting up a system of rules. Hence, what 

semiologists of Tel Quel tradition are emphasising is the 
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concept of meaning .:~s productio::1. For Kristeva sign is hath a 

product and a process of pror:uction. .Sign as a product is open 

to structuralist description of a system of relations. nut she 

argues that it is more inportant to understand sign as a 

process of production, i.e., ho\.J neaning is produced in t::e 

text itself. Text is a double-layered phenomenon, both gaining 

meani.ng fro;n each other: Pheno-text (the printed text) c:md 

Ceno-text (its genesis). If the former is 'signified 

structure', the latter is 'significant productivity', th~ 

former being intelligible only through tl~e latter. So, for Tiel 

Quel, text is not a pr::>duct, a finished massage, but a 

mean~ngfdl production ·the emphasis obviously is more on 

structuration than structure. Thus, like the later Earthes, the 

Tel Quel seoiolo~ists hold the idea of ideology not as a level 

of connotation attached to denotation but as the reduction o£ 

the production of meaning to only one si8nification which 

appears 'nature'. 

But whatever may be the theoretical attraction of this 

view, it suffers from a particular problem in practical 

applicati.ons a problera \vhich Barthes faced in his lnter works 

and which has got more magnifierl in Tel Quel's arguments, 

alniost hamstrunging any future development. of scr.liology. 

Understanding a pheriomenom of culture must always take place on 

some defined context; production of meaning in a culture is at 

any \specific time governed specific conventions. As 
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Culler puts it: "In the dnys ~>~hen ·~-!i ttt;enstein ~·;as di scus.sing 

the problem of meaning and intention one could not say 'bububu' 

and mean 'if it doesn't rain I sl1all go for a ;,ralk', whatever 

may be the case today. The semiologist can study the i~plicit 

rules ~•hich ena:jle · readers to make sense of te~<ts · - >;.;hich 

define the rang~ of acceptable interpretations- and he can try 

to · change those rules, !Jut these are different enterprises 

which the facts of cultural history alone -.Joule enanle one to 
-~ 

,.29 
separate. Precisely because Tel Quel argues for unli:ni teri 

freedom in. readings,, it is more important. to apply certain 

'principles of relevence'. It is no doubt true that there 

should be attempts to unchain the process of reading from the 

constraints of the understanding of culture (generated usually 

by the doninant hegemony) but it also -requires one to formulate 

.some "rules to apply to the combinations or contrasts produced 

by random extraction and association. 

Derrida very succinctly gives the reason for going beyond. 

tl>e variety of structuralism Tel Quel is taking issue vlit:;. 

The notion of structure has a. teleological character the 

structure i$ determined by a particular end; it is recognized 

as ~ complex contributing to this end. The analyst of 

structure, Derrida argues, has the task of displaying the work 

as a spatial configuration in \Jhi,ch time past and time future 

points to one end, which is always present. ln his word: "T-. .., ...... ( 

\ 
particular, a structuralist reading, though it 
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·takes place in time, alHays pres~tpposes and appeals to this 

simulataneity of the book as seen by God Derri~a argues against 

the 'logocentric fiction' \ih.i c ~1, while recognizin[; the 

arbitrary nature of signs, thinks of signs as settled once for 

all and henceforth governed by established conventions. 

As the structured nature of structures became clear, 

__. ar~uments for system~ decentre got overnight purchase. The 

Ci)tll:l not t\w :novement of analysis includq-: 

a critique of that centre, so that it was not left asj 

semiology cannot 

end. its own ideologic 11 •!.'t ~. 

phenonena that a postulated ~entre excludes, the centre carl h·~ 

.'l 

<"' 
l.;_ 

. " 1(.' 1f. \, 

" ,) .. ~). -l. ~::: I 

. ' ·; : .:.· 

,. '1 
: ';"j 

• ll ~ t \ l 

'LJ.IC:.\1'1'~; ·:he fear that concepts which govern analysis of 

meaning might he att.qcked as ideological premises has led the 

Tel Quel theorists to .atteQpt· to· dispense with ther.1 

altogehter. One cannot . use the concept of 'geno-text' to any 

puq:JOse since one can never knm.; vhat it contains. Thus, in 

effec~, it prevents one from rejecting any proposal about the 
I 
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text. Every relation becomes a possible source of meaning. 

.. says n,.,l 
.:.. :1t~ of an ultimate meaning open;..; an 

un~ounded space for tlte play of significatioa". Hence, it is 

all the more necessary to re-introduce certain 'principles of 

constraints'; ~-lithout restrictive 1·ules t:1ere t~ould be no 

meaning 'Nhatsoever. If each text had a single meaning then it 

'Nas possible to argue that this meaning was inherent to it and 

depended upon no general system. But since, plurality of 

meanings is what ·is ar::;uecl for by Tel Quel ser.liologists, a 

defined prac~ice of reading is absolutely necessary. And this 

is ,Jhat t~ese scholars are unable to provide, u:1doing their 
' 

enterprise which is otherwise provocative. It is a curious non 

sequitur· to reject the concept of a system on -the ground that 

interpretative codes \vhich <enable one- to read the text produce 

a plurality of meanings. 
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A HHJ P/\RADIGN IK TEE OF.fT!iG? 

Not very far back, 
. 30 • -

f.aymond \dlliams in an arncle 1n 

The ~ew Left Review (1981/Cctober) makes an interesting 

proposition, The article is a kind of stock-checking of the 

various· tendencies of r:arxism and sturucturlism with the aim to 

formulate a unified alternative paradigm for cultural studies. 

Willia:ms argues that . many streaks of both '\ t . • ~-s l i'_,a rxl sm; anc, 

structuralism have got. accommodated within the dominant 

paradigm of cultural studies (he was talking specifically about 

literature), where they can be seen as diverse approacl1es to 

the same object of knowledge. They can be taken as the "guest, 

however,· occasionally untidy or unruly, of a decent paradign". 

Yet there are certain other tendencies \vhich do not fit: (and, 

in fact, are quite incongruient) with the received definition. 

To l{illiams, it is these oppositional tendencies ,,·hich have 

been able to create visible cracks in the dominant paradigm and 

of its established professional standards .and rriethods. He 

urges the forging of these various oppositional tendencies into 

a unified new paradigu. As a first step towards this 

unification, he tries to identify the diverse tendencies in 

!!arxis~ and structuralism, as they bei'lr on what 'by received 

habit' \-Je call literary studies, and to indi·c·ate which of these 

tendencies are co~patible with the ruling paradigm as it exists 

and which are not. 
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Williams points out three different ways in ~hich the 

idea of reflection ha~ heen applied in r:arxist studies of 

literature and classifies the field accordingly. First is the 

most generAl proposition: "that the '"hole movecent of .society 

is governed by certain dispositions of weans of produ'ction ar:d 

that when these dispositions - forces and relations in a r.:ode 

of production as a \vhole - change through the operatio'o of 

t!wi r ovn L1~.o1s and tencenci~, t1-,en forms of consciousness and 

forms of intellectual and artistic production (forms t.;hicb have 

their place in orthodox ~arxist definition RS 'Superstructure') 

h 1 .. 31 
c ange a so • "::his position gets translated in r.tarxist 

>:ritings in ttvo \Jays. Cne of these may sound rather crude 

today: it argues that if literary and int .... UecLual production, 

in the broadest sense, is a reflection of fundamental social 

conflicts, the business then is to identify the contradictions 

and ;,;eed progressive literature from tl:e reactior.ary kinds of 

writings, to take positions and discover possibilities to 

produce ~ kinds of tvritings t1~at lay bare the hidden nature 

(sources and reasons c.f) of social conflict. In this argur::1ent 

literature w-as • 1 Vle·,veu as a dependent process on an assumed 

total position or class-views. When this view had to face the 

chaJ.lenge of a much closer kind of Iiterary analysis (of I.A. 

Richards, F.P. Leavis, etc.), it succumbed. The other version 

of this thesis is a good deal more sophisticatec (or,is 

. becoming more and more so). In this modern version, the t,rord 

'reflection' is abandoned and arguraents are in terms of 'Jags 

in time', distances and non-a priori correspondence between 

cultural practice and the overall social order. 
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The second position uses ·the idea of reflection as a 

passive version of mimesis: the value of literature lies on how 

faithfully it ieflects r~ality. It is only from this view that 

1-:arx praises the delineation of french social life by EalzC~c, a 

man othen.rise at the other end of poliUcal understanding froo 

};arx. Thi.s vieH takes issue \vith 'tendency literature' in ••hat 

instead of reflecting' . one turns towards polit~cal 

-
presuppositions of one's own. But, as Hilli.s;.;s argues, in .the 

way the problematic is framed (asking how this particular novel 

or that particular film reflects reality), it gets coofortably 

adjusted ~ithin the ruling paradigm. 
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In the third version of 'ref]ection', a~y direct parallel 

of a vwrk of <Ht and reality as it is observed is taken to he 

illusory. The Hriters task is to urveil the underlying forces 

and movements of a society. '1'' • .. nJ s is the position most clearly 

of Lukacs ~ho attacks naturalism which (as he argues), in 

trying to portray in a photo~raphic manner the im~cdiately 

apprehensible, gives a wrong impression of reality. From the 

1920's onwards, the various debates centring 'mediation' can be 

bracketted in this category. What these arguments aim to 

refute is the reductive versions of tbe earlier positi_ons of 

reflections, 'the untransformed content'. Halter Benjamin's 
' 

idea of correspondence (art is no literary transformation of' 

some element/s of reality but some observable correspondenc.e 

between certain kinds of writings- and certain social and 

economic practices), and Lucien Goldmann's idea of 

correspondence not it the leyel of content but of form (through 

which the works reflect the contradictory and unachieved 

consciousness of the time and hence can be viewed as processes 

of building up, stablizing and breaking down)- are examples of 

the'mediation of reality' arguments. 

Discussing the roots of structuralism as it is being· 

applied in cultural and literary studies, Williams argues that 

it comes from the early variety of Russian formalism and not 

the later, more historically and socially oriented one. Hence 

it is natural that literary formalism in Britain and 
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France was initially comparable with structuralism in 

anthropology and lin_guistics only in a limited way. Unlike in 

anthropology and linguistics where a dominant argument has 

always being to locate a sign/event in the 1:-1hole signifying 

system, in literature "instead of appropriating the novel event 

to an already kno,·m system, the attemf't \vas made to find its 

meaning ~:.:ithin a specific structural system in practice by 

the relations of this unit to other units, and' then ihe 

discovery of the. general internal rules of the 'i '.Specific 

system. "
32 

This kind of literary structuralism is by, no means 

incongruient -with the dominant paradigm; infact, as Hilliams 

points out, this hrand of structuralism was there in literary 

analysis as early. as the 20s in the kind of 

criticism('practical criticism') that I .ft .• Richards was 

practicising. 

t-!hat can be more reasonably ca1led 'structuralist' in 

literary or cultural analysis, is when the analysis of internal 

organisation is not so much an end in itself but "a necessary 

way· of analysing specific or systemic form". Goldmann's 

analysis (both formal and historical) is a case in point. But 

in more specifically structuralist intervention, it gets bogged 

down to exploring discoverable rules of general literary 

organisation (of 'Narrative', or of 'Drama' etc.) 

\ 
The third variety of literary structuralism has been 

influenced by Althusser. It argues for relative autonomy of 
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--each practice,_ \vhich is part of a \vider system to \vhich it 

cannot he reduced hut ultimately related. The binding force of 

the whole system is ideology. The pervassiveness that is 

attributed to ideology in such literary analyses makes ~i11iams 

to coDpare its position to that of the "Unconscious'' in certain 

types of psychoanalysis. Literature, in this view, has a 

relatively privileged position. It is not just a carrier of 

ideology(something that one from orthodox understanding of 

'reflection' would argue) but due to it specific, relative 

autonomy, the ~ideological' can be- internally distanced and 

questioned. As Terry _Eagleton argues in Criticism; and 

Ideology'' ••••• ·• although it cannot escape ideological 

construction, the point about its literariness is that it is a 

continual questioning of ·it 
- ' ' 33 

internally." Hence, the 

essential point is.what is "incongruously happeu ... og in the text 

which undermin~s or questions or in certain cases entirely 

subverts it." Thus this type of structuralism, in its mature 

version, gets more and more c.lose to the later day semiology 

which we have discussed in the preceding ~wo sections. 

In semiology, as we have seen, the emp~as,is has shifted 

from seeing literary works as produced by the system of signs 

to the position which argues that productive systems have· 

themselves always to be constituted and reconstituted. Hence 

the central debate is now c~ntring the fixed character of sign 

and ~bout the system of its production and interpretation. 
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l;illiams, in a r:;ood of self-criticism, argues that the 

most of \Jhat he has \.rritten can be incorporated within the 

dominant paradigm - except in works like The Country And The 

City where the <'characteristic forms of \vriting are placed 

within an active, conflicting historical process in which the 

very forms are created by social relations \·Jhich are sometimes 

evident and sometirr.es occluded. "
33 

This method of analysis he 

calls 'cultural materialism (ref: Chap.II, Section. VII) ~hich 

takes into account "all forms of signification (including ~uite 
. -. ~- : 

centrally writing), within the actual means and conditions of 

h • d • " 35 iT: JJ . t e~r pro uct1on. :•~ 1ams argues that like the later-clay 

variety of semiology(which could come out from the narrow 

structuralist displacements of hi~tory) and the first category 

of reflection, cultural materialism also cannot be fitted 

within the dominant paradigm. All these three trends 

necessarily include the paradigm itself as an object of 

analysis, rather than as a governing definition of the object 

of knowledge. Hence, Williams makes a case for unifying these 

three trends to provide a new paradigm which would be a 

full-fledged alternative to the ruling one. 

\.Je do not have any dispute with Uilliams about much of 

what he argues. Only at t\<lO points we would like to express 

our disagreement. First, \ve do not consider that . the first 

category of reflection can be a source of insight for the 

construction of new paradigm for the simple reason that though 
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it insists on relating the actual variety of literature to 

historical processes in which funda~ental conflicts necessarily 

occur, crucially implicit in it is the understanding of 

culture/literature as a secondary process vis-a-vis a grand 

model of society(explained in terms of forces and means of 

production, prjmarily economic). -This has been 

responsible for much of the vulgarization that has taken place 

within ~~arxist cultural analysis, something that · \·Jilliams 
.... -; 

himself is best qualified to speak on, In any case, ~ny 

argument that holds culture as being defined' ·b)7 something that 

takes place 'outside' its· realm ultimately gets attached to the 

older version of reali~m as reflecting and illuminating a 

genera 1, ·and generally knowable, reality. This is in 

opposition to the fundamental postulate of both radical 

. semiology and cul tuJ;al materialism. Rather, \ve hold that the 

third category of reflection as it gets expressed in the 

writings of both Benjamin and Goldmann (the latter's 

differences with certain radical semiologists like Stephen 

Heath, which we have discussed, notwithstanding) could be 

proved of use. And this is because of their emphasis on the 

fallacy of 'untransformed content', while being aware of 

literature's anchorage with the deep structures of society. 

Our second difference with Yilliams is on his assumption 

that semiology is becoming more and more historically a\vare. 
\ 

The claim is justified only in a limited way. Recent-day 

semiotic readings nre no doubt taking issue with· the idea of 



fixity of sign, and the argument that codes are basically 

socjal-historical (and hence their meanings cannot be 

discovered within the rigi~ structure of the text) is gradually 

gaining ground. But except for the writings of Barthes and Eco 

(and a few others), semiology has not advanced P..uch in "this 

direction. The discussion of the previous section should serve 

as a support of our argument. 

As a case in point, one could perhaps examine the 

position , of conte~pora ry r;a:rxist . semiologists like Rosalind 

Coward and John Ellis. They have tried to being ~ogether 

linguistics~ Althusserian ~:arxism and Lacanian psychoanalysis 

tO formulate a proper historical-social readit]g of signs and 

structures. Like A1thuss~r, Coward and Ellis argue that 

'. 
ideology· has a material character apart frc~. the fact that it 

is expressed in material apparatuses and practices, it also 

works to fix the subject in certain position in relation to 

certain fixities of discourse. But Altbusser, they argue, 

fails to see that the subject,. thus produced, is traversed by 

contradictions and hence cannot explain the ideological crisis 

of the subject in confliCt with ideology. Coward and Ellis 

hold "The work of ideology produces the continuity of the-

ego, it puts in place the contradictory subject, puts him in 

positions of coherence and responsi b.ili ty for his ovn actions 

so that he is able to act. This ~:by the subject appears to _be~ 

the origin of his activity". 
36 

They the existence own propose 
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of a subject which like society, is 'in process'. As Kristeva 

argues: "The logical expression of ohjecUve processes, 

negativity can only yield a subject in process, the subject 

that constitutes itself according to the Jaw of negativity, 

·that is, according to the laws· of objective reality •••••• A 

subject im~ersed in negativity ceases to· be 'external' to 

_, 
objective negativity, a transcendent unity, a monad to specific 

rules, but rather places its~lf at a moment which is the 'm~st 

interior', the most objective in the life of spirit. .. Jl 

And this,Coward and Ellis argue, can only be provided 

through a judicious explanation of Althuserian Marxism and 

Lacanian psychoanalysis. Actually they Hanted to incorporate 

Freud (via Lacan) into Ilarx (via Althusser). The underlying 

assumption is rather naive: Freud mi~us Marx is idealism, while 

Narx minus Freud is mechanical materialism. In the process, 

they put Althusser's blame on Marx and Lacan's on Freud. 

Hence, for Coward and EH is (as like for Al thusser), the fact 

that ideology has a material base lead .to the assumption that 

ideology is the material base. This is in total contradiction 

wHh Harx' s understanding. ~.Jhile i<arx argues that the subje_c;t 

is produced by/in material practice (emphasising the 

determining charicter of the historical-social), Coward and 

Ellis hold (like Althusser again) that subject is produced 

for/in fixed relations of production, Cet11arrl and Ellis extend 

the argument that ideology as articulations 
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constitute a support for the subjects meaning to the point 

where ideology acquires the status · of crucial determining 

factor within society: hence its main function of fixing the 

subject for/in a certain meaning can only be challenged at the 

level of the individual. They incorporate Lacan's 

understanding from this point of view only, wl1ich furthers them 

from the basic Marxist positions. ~ 

This being the state of the art, one views Willia~'s 

optimism about the gradual (but sure) emergence of a trarxist 

semiology with strong skepticism. As he himself observes that 

Marxism has been generally weak in th~ area of the problems of 

subjectivity and till the time it. is so, understanding the 

production (and nature) of meanings and yalut..,_; would remain 

ridden with problems. 
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A SHORT l,!OTE ON CULTURAL IHPERIALIS!1 
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"Imperialism in any case does not need propaganda. Their ideology 

is distilled in bottles of Coca-cola and TV series. The only time 

they need to resort to propaganda. is ~vhen there is shortage of 

material production,· that is to say, in a period of crisis." 

(Armand Mattelart) 



Capital assistance and advisory services are one 

exercising structural control over. newly established media system. 

The media systems established by BBC and ORTF in maQy recently 

independent states incorporated features of these organiz~tions 

which were in many respects against genuine local requirements. 

Reuters has launched similar projects of capital assistance and 

per.sonnel management in rr.any t-1iddle East, African and Latin American 

countries. These borrowed struct~res, requiring import of media 

products, contribute not only to the continuation of technological 

"" dependence, but also of the ideological underpinning present'ed by 

the donor. 

The implicit nature of the media as a new mode of domination is 

best reflected in the role of advertising. In the process of 

cultural hegemonization, the common de;nonations are the 

refrigerator, . the car, the magazines; etc. This movement follows 

the modern advertising law of the creation of desires .Conly to be 

replaced by new desires, as Benjamin argued) which, surreptiously 

implanted by the media, take roots in the object. Objects which the 

giant multinational conglomerates have to sell are advertised by 

those media which can reach the largest number of prospective 

buyers •. A considerable share of advertising demand coming from the 

multinational conglomerates, it is not surprising that the kind of 

consumerist programming to be found in the US prevails, and that the 

largest advertising agencies in the world market are American. 
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of cultural imperialism is conceived, in a !:"pecific sense, as the 

instrumental use of media in implanting imperialist values. 

Precisely because it refers to very specific range of phenomena, 

communications can act as a distinct analytical tool and we should 

start our discussion of the subject ,.;i th a definition of 

communications apparatus. 

DEFINING COW..IU:HCATIONS APPARATUS 

To comprehend the nature of means of communications, we need 

considering production in general under capitalist conditions.' In a 

process of "crystallization in the form of an object set apart", its 

abstraction from the real conditions of production, the 'natural' 

objects are cut off from their origin and submitted to definite 

processes of accumulation and exchange. Thus the bouregeois society 

determines their value, independent of the nature of things. and 

products, and avoiding all reference to the basic value - assigning 

factor: the labour expended in production. Such a rational 

construct, whose very objective is to obscure all basic (production) 

relationship in society is what is known as fetish, and it is an 

ensemble of fetishes through which the capitalist mode of production 

legitimizes itself. 

Though generated under t.he general logic of fetishization, the 

means of communications operate under and operationlize dominant 

social relationships, in the universe of bourgeois consciousness 

they are presented as a force of liberation. This is how E.B. Weiss 

celebrates modern communications technology: J 
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"The communication revolution has developed the desire for 

commodity consumption, collective social respvnsibility, the youth 

revolution, the revolution in fashion, the era of individual 

1 

judgement- in short, a new society."J.. 

Thus distanced from the societal sources, where it is actually 

inscribed, the communications technology in its fetishiz~d form 

appears to have transcended all class-antagonisms, presenting its 

receivers the image of a society where no one leads or controls. It 

is this personification of the media, att;ributing it an 'actor' 

status, that leads to the formulation of a concept of peblic 

opinion, which is intended to· legitimize bourgeois ~;ay of 

communications with citizens and consumers, and forms, an integral 

part of the network of the bourgeois state apparatus. 

As state apparatus is not simply a superstructural formulation, 

it is a way of reproducing the legitimacy of social structure in the 

most everyday behaviour, the state apparatus of communications 

through different genres, ·for example, comic books, cartoons, 

photonovellas, TV series, etc., tends to operationlize, in one way 

or other, the bourgeois social order. This is why it is necessary 

to incorporate within an analysis of comml,lnications apparatus not 

just the power devices, but the dynamic in which people receive the 

messages of mass culture, register them and resist them. 

TOHARDS CONPREHENDING THE PROCESS 

With the above concep~ion of the communications apparatus, it is 

necessary to be rid of the naive belief that the inventory of 
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mass-culture only includes TV shows, comic strips, films, 

advertising, radio plays, records in a word, the cultural 

products, \ohich one can buy in the marketplace. An adherence to 

this restrictive _conception will lead us to an inverted vision of 

the imperialist cultural penetration in various societies of the 

world: in this logic one tends to conceive mass culture far from us, 

having nothing whatsoever to do with our day-to-day affairs. 

In order to grasp the encompassing nature of mass culture, we not 

only need to transcend the pat tern of analyses reduced to m9petary 

factors, but visualize it as an element of a total structure: which 

has evolved in response to and iritending to fulfil the requirements 

of the imperialist counter - revolutioknary endeavours ~n the Third 

World societies. The above listed objects are merely the most 

visible signs of the total ideological offensive of the dominant 

classes which attempt to ensure a response which, though positively 

oriented towards their own needs, is structural and integrated with 

the patterns of practice of the dominated classes. 

This objective of determining the popular response and the 

capacity of the dominant concerns to control it, explains why mass 

culture is not simply a bundle of autonomous objects which are 

conceived, shaped and manufactured once for all. This category has 

a profoundly historical character. The very originators and patrons 

of culture, l·Jho wear an appearance of peremanence, undergo 

deep-seated transformations in concurrence with the changed internal 

conditions and problems of continuance and expansion of the 
\ 

imperialist world. 
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There are a number of ways which portray the essential aspects of 

the process: The United States advertisement agencies in Latin 

America restricted themselves, till recently, to presenting consumer 

products. But follo\ving the emergence of vigorous mass movements, 

they are now openly engaged in promoting models of political 

development, intending to 'chanellise' the aspirations and movements 

of the opposition groups. The gearing of electronic and aerospace 

corporations, great as they are, to certain 'civilian' goals is 

another example of attempts to adapt commonucations apparatus to 

changed requirements. In advanced countries the form and content of -: 

the educational television as envisiOned and brought about by the 

multinational corporations demonstrates the kind of changes taking 

place within the metropolitan power-structure itself; also 

indicating how alert and sensitive is the approach of general social 

domination to changing context. 

These are instances of an ideology in practice. Before we 

proceed to analyse it, we \vould sketch briefly a basic feature of 

international media activity. 

A NETiWRK OF DEPENDENCY RELATIONS 

In analysing the international media activ;i.ty of today of basic 

significance is the understanding of the emergence and strengthening 

of various economic and political processes related to imperialism 

of nineteenth and twentieth centuries. ·rhe social formations of the 

so-called developing societies are anchored to that wider process of 

the expansion of the international capitalist system. The Third 



Horld social formations Schiller argues, a<·su:.H::: specific roles uhich 

define their internal structure and determine their specificity 

within a logic set by the core of the system. In his tvell-known 

book, Communications And Cultural Domination, he puts the view that 

communic.ations is an attempt to reconcile an increasin~;ly cniversal 

market economy· \vi th the priorities of highly centralised corporate 

·powers. It is a tool by which 'developed' nations (or, the 

corporate 'lords' of the metropolis) seek to initiate 

'underdeveloped' nations (people in the periphery) into the accepted 

terms of development. On a global scale, communitations is a 

mechanism, a language a system of belief, a way of generating 

"common understanding", which tends inevitably to reinforce the 

social relations of capitalist world market. With the core setting 

the terms for the world market, the communications industries within 

that market enforce a core-determined logic upon the cultures of 

periphery. Schiller observes: "Industrialism is not a stage to"mrds 

which the rest of the world would deterministically 

gravitate •••••• terms and character of production are determined in 

the core of that market and radiate outward •••••••.. Cultural 

modernization is· revealed as but a euphemism for the systematic 

mangling of the Third \-lorld cultures. The export of the 

communications industries are poisoned candy."
2 

By. virtue of early advances in industries and techniques- the 

initial key choices in formulation of the media-systeras t.Jere made by 

a few 'advanced' countries, which assigned them a shape according to 
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general mark2t conditions. Economically \-Jeak and consequently 

politically dominated countries either willingly or perforce engaged 

in duplicating these existing models. The development of mass press 

with a news-entertainment-advertisement amalgam is an Anglo-Americai1 

.phenomenon duplicated in most part of the Horld. Radio and TV as 

one-way communication media, developed mainly in the US, remain a 

dominant model for the rest of the world. The above examples 

demonstrate to what extent communications devices are standardised 

throughout the world, sustaining a technological infrastructure 

developed in America, leading to a situation of technological 

dependence and subsequently strengthening the relations of 

1 . d . 3 po itico-econorn1c om1nance. 

An analysis of the film industry i~ respect of industrial 

structure and the nature of finance sheds significant light on 

another aspect of dependence. The early structure of Hollywood film 

industry-\vith a vertically-integrated production, distribution and 

exhibition system, a public relations and sales structure: giving 

birth to 'star-system', and a division of labour defined by fixed 

formulae - was copied by the film industry throughout the world. 

The way British and French interests penetrated many parts of Asia 

and Africa in colonial or immediate post-colonial period, shows that 

multinational media organization represent an impdrtant channel for 

the export of media finance. American interests are in a similar 

way represented in Latin America particularly, and other parts of 

the ~?rld, generally. 
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Capital assistance and advisory ser-vices are one. more form of 

exercising structural control over- ne~vly established media. system. 

The media systems established by B:SC and ORTF in many recently 

independent states incorporated features of these organizations 

which were in many respects against genuine local requirements. 

Reuters has launched similar projects of capital c.:;;,;L;tance and 

personnel management in nany Hiddle East, AfrL:an and Latin· American 

countries. These borrowed struct~res, requiring i:nport of 1. mec<J.a 

products, contribute not only to the continuation of teci''nological 

dependence, but also of the ideological underpinning p::.-esented by 

the donor. ._~-;,.·-· _; 

The implicit nature of the media as a new mode of domination is 

best reflected in the role of advertising. In the process of 

cultural hegemonization, the common demonations are the 

refrigerator, the car, the _magazines; etc. This movement follows 

the modern advertising la\-l of the creation -- desires (only to be 

replaced by nev7 desires, as Benjamin argued) which, surreptiously 

implanted by the media, take roots in the object. Objects which the 

giant multinational conglomerates have to sell are advertised by 

those media which can reach the largest number of prospective 

buyers •. A considerable share of advertising demand coming from the 

multinational conglomerates, it is not surprising that the kind of 

consumerist programming to be found in the US prevails, and that the 

largest advertising agencies in the world market are American. 



This advertising as a major source of media-revenue contributes 

to the continuation of a particular form of communications activity. 

The English language press of Asia, partially controlled by 

Anglo-American interests, receives a share of all Anglo-American 

advertising which further strengthens this control. 

·The depen<ient nature of communication activity can be seen also 

in terms o~xport of television programmes and news items. The 

television companies throughout the t.rorld are dependent en imported 
,..., 

programming, most of which comes from the US. Even where there are 

official attempts to reduce this dependence, this proves to be 

extremely difficult in practice- ) 

In the sphere of news circulation., we find this dependence in a 

more marked form. Many media systens outside the major pm.rers are 

dependent on tVJo najor sources for ge-neral internationai ne\o.'S: net.Js 

agencies and some most influential broadcasting companies. These 

agencies derive most of their- revenues from western markets and' 

therefore, attend more to the news interests of these markets than 

to those other countries. 

AN IDEOLOGY IN PRACTICE 

In a dependent society, the media advance a conception of change 

which essentially is intended to rationalize reproduction of a 

programmed pattern of life. Through a rhetoric of change, the 

relationship between economic base and ideological superstructure is 

sought to be belied. Making an efficient use of the modern means of 

\. . cornmuntcat1ons, dominant interests are able to extend the 



aspirations of the people far beyondthe real bases of social life. 

This process of implanttion of aspirations determined by imperalist 

powersis \¥hat is 'terr.led "revolution of rising expectations." Thus 

extremely induced aspirationsprovide the ground for importing forms 

of. developed societies without caring for their content - tht is, 

without those factors which make development possible. 

Thus accor:1panied v1ith the quantitative expansion of the media, tve 

observe a process of change within the content of ideology of 

domination. ·A host of categories corresponding to the 

'pseudo-culture' arise along \vith the · 1 revolution ··of rising 

expectations', which advance the conception of a pragnatic democracy 

based on a utopia of consumption. The supposed neutrality of 

consumption is indictive of the fundamental features of this 

technocratic ideology which seeks to emphasis the non-politicl 

character of the soci·al projects it undertakes. ~ve find its example 

in the arguments advanced in the international debates relating to 

the peaceful uses of artificial sattelites. A case in point is the 

argeement beH1een the US and India inaugurating the SITE (Satellite 

Instructional Television Experiemnt) programmes. Lest it is accused 

of political intervention in the internal affairs of another 

country, the us made a categorical statment that their 

responsibility was restricted to the 'technological' sphere. In the 

text of the agreement, however, we come across the following: "The 

fi\st goal of this project is to increase agricultural productivity, 

to support the objectives of family planning, and to contribute to 



national unity. Secondary objectives include corr.muni ty hygiene, the 

formation of professors and students, and artists, and other similar 

items •••••• the US would not be responsible for the TV progr;lmming. 

In the framework of this project, it will be India who speaks to 

India." In return, India, respo;-~sible for the content of the 
t' .. 

programming, "\.;ill evaluate the results of the experience and make 

sure that ~hey receive a general dissemination. As much as 

possible, the evalution will be conducted in quantitative terms. It 

will, therefore,be possible to estimatethe impact of family planning 

'programmes. by comparing the birth-rate in villages equippedvith 

television to those \vithout television. Agricult~ral productivity 

and the increase of revenue \vill be evaluated in· the sam2 way. "
4 

Here we find that the projected neutrality of instruments remains 

incapable of maintaini.ng the apoliticist facade. Still th~ 

technocratic ideology proves successful througl the totality of its 

means. By perpetuating the myth of the neutrality of objects of 

daly environment, it tends to vulgarize the bases of social 

domination. Robbed of all pouers to shape the world of one's d.:\ily 

interests, an individual is reinforced by the technocratic ideology 

which has assumed the form of ideology of everyday reality, into the 

sphere of conformity. It is within this general conformist frar.1e 

that the dominated class undergo alternating or concurrent polic<J.l 

experiences of nationalism and populism in many· Th:i.rd \~orld social 

formations. 



THE NATIONAL BASES A~D POPULIST IHPERATIVE3 

In consideration of cultural imperialism there are two major 

diversions Hithin radical theorizing. On the one hand, there is the 

tendency to consider imperialism, in every meaning of this category, 

a superstructural phenomenon outside of each country's class 

reality. On the other hand, there jis the tendency to suppose the 

existence of one single imperialism, whose ideological 

representations are based in metropcilis. 

Though the growing penetration of metropolitan comp]anies in the 

market place as discussed earlier is important, it does not exhaust i 

the ,.,hole phenomenon of internationalization o,f cultural 

production. Rather, it increases with the 'national' dominant 

classes realizing the efficiency of the models produced by the 

metropolis, and going on to adapt them to their O\m conditions. 

Cultural imperialism must, therefore, be understood as a correlation 

of forces, a combination of national and international for~es. The 

fact that today in the era of multinationalization, various third 

world states are tending to import fewer metropolitan cultural 

products and manufacture more cltural products '"ithin their o\m 

country, shm·JS the extent to which the cultural message must 

necessarily be coherent with the state apparatus found in the 

particular country. Two things are indicated hereby: 

( 1) In order to demystify the conception of imperialism, it is 

important to go back to the analysis of national cultures (culture 

elaborated by local ruling classes as well as the popular culture, 
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practices of resistance of the dominated classes). 

2. It is important to link in each and ~very case, the cultural 

product to the class structure to which it is directed. Going into 

the specifications of class structure is not possible here. Still 

we should be able to visulaize the exact role of communications 

activity. Communications as specifically concrete cultural vehicle, 

and being an extension of civic institutions "like labour unions, 

schools etc. have the objective of forming cosensus among all-~ the 

social classes with regard to existing plan of development supported 

by the State. It is along this objective that we find the emergence 

of various populist movements which are the basic propelling factor 

for increased COlTh"llunications activity in these societies. 

The nature of populist movments is determined by a peculiar 

.dialettic of people and classes. Both of them constitute poles of 

contradiction and are equally constitute of political discourse. 

Their distinction, however, lies in the following: ••hereas class 

contradiction sets the articulating principle of political discourse 

in a singularly identical manner, the contradiction in case of the 

'people' projects towards a twilight zone. It is this abstractness 

in case of popular contradiction which lends itself to articulation 

within diverse class-political discourses 'leading to the generation 

of a number of populist ideologies. 

The degree of populis:n of an ideology depends on the nature of 

antagonism that exists between the dominated class truggling for 

hegemony and the power bloc. La Clau argues tht it is the most 



oppressed and dominted, who through their attempt at hegemony, 

precipitate a crisis within the dominant political discourse tending 

to develop the antagonism to the point where the 'people' cannot'be 

incorporated by any faction of the power bloc. Populism, thu~, can 

be defined as an "expression of the moment· \vhen the articulating 

power of the dominated class imposes itself hegemonically on the 

f
. h . . .. 5 

rest o t ae soc1ety. 

The kind of class-alliance '"e find in these societies continues 

to favour middle sectors. The dialecti~ between 'people' and 

classes leads in this case to different form of <Hticulation. The 

populist radicalization is associated here to a sphere of 

representative images which tend to keep the antagonistic elements 

of popular democratic interpellation within the 'desirable' limits, 

that is, keeping off the· abolition of the State as an antagonistic 

force from the objective of social transformation. Accordingly, the 

communications have the function of integrating the opposed majority 

into the values and aspirations. of consumption - or the utopia of 

consunption corresponding to the middle sectors. Accelerating 

patterns of the media such as TV, advertising chains and other 

service companies going along ,.;ri th the multinationals amply 

demonstrate it. 
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2. Schiller, H, Communications and Cultural Domination, Boston, 1971. 

3. ibid. 

4. Frutkin, A, "Space Communications and the Developing Countries", Paper 

presented to the International Seminar on Communications (Technology, 

Impact, Politics), Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, March, 1972 

5. Lac1au, E., Politics and Ideology in Marxist Theory,(NLB:London, 1977) 

p 195. 



EPHOGUE 



Marx says that revolutions are the locomotives of 

world history. But the situation may be quite different. 

Perhaps revolutions are not train ride, .but the human race 

grabbing for the emergency brake. 

(BENJAl!IN) 

I beg your pardon for disturbing you during your class 

struggle. I know it is ·very important. But which way to the 

political film? 

(Homan to Glauba Rocha is "Hind from the East") 
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A PLEA AGAE~ST THE TRADITION OF ·noDERNIZATION 

Our survey of the ideologic! imperatives implicit in all form of 

communications projec:ts in no \vay indicates an attempt at 

systematization or cbsession to bring disparate ideas, objects or 

phe.nomena under a unitary, explanatory structure. To our 

conception, any such attempt would be a simple imposition of an 

artificial, r~tionally constructed Schablone on actual, ongoing 

processes of history. For the communications media as they have 

historically evolved indicate a necessary moment, determined by a 

particular conjuncture of historical forces, the possibility of 

other patterns in the past, and alternatives in th~ present, 

notwithstanding. 

~Jhat we have been intending to do all along our arguments is to 

develop a sense of contradictory modes of existenc~ determining, and 

at the same time being' determined, by the necessity of articulating 

them historically. As all ideological battles are not just about 

history, rather in and through history, it is only in the process of 

forming an alternative culture that a proper comprehension of 

various aspects of today's culture is possible. If 'cultural' life 

today is perverted by its portrayal and analysis in certain 
.. , 

standardized images, it is only with the "return of the repressed" 

cultural forms to the mainstage that a new culture shall begin. 

From this perspective alone we would argue against the "national" 

cultu.ral endeavours which, imbued with a sense of modernism, tend to 

extend the same homogenizing logic which leads in the terms of 



political-economy to commoditization · all objects and human~social 

creation. The expanding communications network, in today' s frame, 

very perceptibly accentuates the process of cultural homogenization 

and suppression of specific local-historical forms. It is thus the 

eras.ion of the cultural memory of the masses that is the central 

concern of tho~e media studies advocating indiscriminate use of 

communications means for the modernizing mission. By impliction, it 

becomes a crucial issue also for those studies conducted from a 

diametrically opposed perspective: a perspective that finds its 

significant expression in Benjamin's emphasis on the, moment of · 
/ 

deconstruction. 
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